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Preface

In 2006, Pemex Exploración y Producción (PEP) continued improving the proved reserve

replacement rate through its exploration and field development activities in a context

where the production of crude oil was more than 3.2 million barrels of oil per day and

natural gas output was 11 percent higher than in 2005, thus reaching record levels. The

results show the benefits of the sustained investments in recent years and the necessity to

maintain investment in the future.

The discoveries made in 2006 amounted to 966.1 million barrels of oil equivalent in 3P

reserves, with a replacement rate of 60 percent of the production, which is still below our

goal of 100 percent. The offshore regions accounted for 74 percent of the 3P reserves

incorporated, while the Northern Region, through the Burgos and Veracruz basins, con-

tributed to gas reserves with 17 percent of the total gas discovered in Mexico.

In reference to discoveries, there are the noteworthy findings of non-associated gas arising

from the drilling of the Lakach-1 and Noxal-1 wells in Mexican Gulf of Mexico Deepwater.

The Lakach field was the most important discovery in 2006 that accounted for 1,301.8

billion cubic feet in 3P reserves, thus Lakach is the most important non-associated gas field

in territorial waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the fourth dry or wet gas field discovered in

Mexico in terms of 3P original reserves. Naturally, additional delineation and development

work is being considered in the near future, while the exploratory activities of the area

known as Coatzacoalcos Profundo are evolving towards the finding of reserves.

Furthermore, the investment aimed at developing the fields has been an outstanding

aspect in the replacement of proved reserves, primarily in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap complex,

which has made it possible to reclassify probable reserves to proved. The above, together

with the revisions, delineations and new discoveries, has resulted in a proved reserves

replacement rate of 41 percent. This is the highest figure ever obtained by PEP since the

adoption of the guidelines of the Society of Petroleum Engineers, the World Petroleum

Council, the American Association of Petroleum Geologists and the Securities and Ex-

change Commission to estimate and classify reserves. It should be noted, however, that

although this is the highest rate obtained so far, the goal of a proved reserves replace-

ment rate of 100 percent is still far off, which reinforces the need to continue intensifying

activities and investments towards this goal.

For the seventh consecutive year, crude oil production has held steady at more than 3

million barrels per day, with a daily average of 3.256 million barrels. In terms of natural gas,
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in 2006, record production was obtained with an average of 5,356 billion cubic feet per day,

538 million cubic feet more than what was obtained in 2005. The replacement of 3P gas

reserves, just considering discoveries, was more than 150 percent, which will help maintain

gas production levels in the medium and long term through the corresponding investments.

The exploitation strategy in 2007 is focused on projects like Ku-Maloob-Zaap, Crudo Ligero

Marino, El Golpe-Puerto Ceiba, A. J. Bermúdez and, naturally, Cantarell. Pressure mainte-

nance will be initiated through the nitrogen injection in the fields of the A. J. Bermúdez,

Ku-Maloob-Zaap and Jujo-Tecominoacán complexes, in order to improve their recovery

factors and thus reclassify the probable reserves to proved ones.

In the Paleocanal de Chicontepec, which holds 39 percent of the country’s total reserves,

there will be an increase in both the well drilling activity and the generation of knowledge

in order to improve the development plans and arrive at costs structures according to the

level of activity. Furthermore, the development of the reserves of the non-associated gas

projects in Veracruz, Burgos and Macuspana is continuing.

The exploratory activity will continue with the evaluation of the potential in deepwater, as

well as the speeding up of the conversion of prospective resources to reserves. The

exploration of mature basins is focused on exploratory opportunities with an attractive

size and sufficient value generation. Consequently, a key element in our strategy is to

have a robust portfolio of exploration projects that is balanced in terms of risk, field size to

be discovered and competitive discovery costs.

These strategies and measures contribute to strengthening the supply of hydrocarbons to a

growing internal market. The generation of value when discovering, developing and pro-

ducing reserves, beyond the corresponding tax contribution to the Nation, helps the eco-

nomic growth of other sectors and improves our well-being. Our goals, therefore, are still to

reach higher levels of efficiency and to make better decisions in our investment projects, and

to contribute to an impeccable management of a resource that belongs to all Mexicans.
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Introduction 11
The Hydrocarbon Reserves of Mexico, Evaluation as of
January 1, 2007 documents and explains the values of

Mexico’s volumes and reserves, as reported in the

proved, probable and possible categories, their value

in oil equivalent, the period’s production associated with

the fields and the cumulative production to date.

Chapter two covers the definitions used to calculate the

reserves so that the reader is provided with the most

important elements employed in the estimation of hy-

drocarbon reserves at Pemex Exploración y Producción.

The reserves estimation processes are based on the

guidelines of international organizations that are widely

recognized in a number of areas involving hydrocar-

bon exploration and exploitation. In the case of proved

reserves, the definitions agree with the guidelines es-

tablished by the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC), an entity that is in charge of regulating the secu-

rities and financial markets of the United States of

America. The definitions proposed by the Society of

Petroleum Engineers (SPE), the American Association

of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) and the World Petro-

leum Council (WPC) are used for the estimations of the

probable and possible reserves. This chapter also con-

tains a summary of the criteria to be satisfied for a re-

serve to be classified as proved, probable or possible.

Similarly, the concepts of prospective or contingent re-

sources and the definition of volumetrics are explained.

Furthermore, the meaning of oil equivalent, its use and

value in the total inventory of hydrocarbons is given.

Chapter three analyzes the variations in reserves in

2006. Their distribution is broken down by region ac-

cording to the category and hydrocarbon type. In

terms of categories, there is a review of the proved

reserves and their breakdown into developed and

undeveloped proved, as well as the probable and

possible reserves. In terms of composition, crude oil

is analyzed as light, heavy and superlight and the natu-

ral gas reservoirs are classified as associated and non-

associated. The latter is shown in terms of dry gas,

wet gas and gas-condensate.

The discoveries made in 2006 are given in chapter four.

There is a description of the most important geological

and engineering characteristics of the reservoirs dis-

covered, together with the volumes of reserves discov-

ered in the different categories at a regional and basin

level. The historic trajectory of the discoveries and the

replacement rate are shown at the end of the chapter.

Chapter five gives a detailed description of the evolu-

tion of hydrocarbons volumes and reserves in their dif-

ferent categories, and their distribution at a regional,

business unit and field level is established. Furthermore,

there is a detailed analysis of the oil, natural gas and oil

equivalent reserves, with their evolution in the different

categories and a review of the changes they underwent

in 2006; the origin of the changes and their association

with discoveries, revisions, development or production

in the period is stated. The data concerning the reserve-

production ratio at a regional and business unit level

and the reserves by fluid type are given at the end.

The abbreviations, glossary and a statistical appendix

of the reserves as of January 1, 2007 are given in the

final part. The appendix reports the magnitude of the

reserves at a regional and business unit level in the

proved, probable, possible, 2P and 3P categories,

considering the existing fluid, as well as the produc-

tion over the period and the cumulative production at

a regional and business unit level.
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Basic Definitions 22
This chapter gives the definitions used by Pemex

Exploración y Producción (PEP) for the annual esti-

mation of the country’s hydrocarbon reserves, which

are based on the guidelines established by interna-

tional organizations. In the case of proved reserves,

the definitions used correspond to the guidelines es-

tablished by the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion (SEC), the US entity that regulates America’s se-

curities and financial markets, while the definitions es-

tablished by the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE),

the American Association of Petroleum Geologists

(AAPG) and the World Petroleum Council (WPC), tech-

nical organizations in which Mexico participates, are

used to evaluate the probable and possible reserves.

The establishment of processes to evaluate and clas-

sify hydrocarbon reserves according to internation-

ally-used definitions ensures certainty and transpar-

ency in the volume of reserves reported, as well as

the procedures used in estimating them. Additionally,

PEP’s decision to use recognized external consultants

for the annual certification of its reserves adds reliabil-

ity to the figures reported.

The reserves represent an economic value associated

with investments, operation and maintenance costs,

production forecasts and the sales price of hydrocar-

bons. The prices used to estimate reserves correspond

to December 31, 2006, while the fixed and variable

components of the operation and maintenance costs

are those disbursed at a field level over a period of 12

months. This period makes it possible to determine

the seasonal nature of such expenses, and of course,

they are an acceptable measure of future expenses

for the production of reserves under current exploita-

tion conditions.

The exploitation of reserves requires investment for

well drilling, undertaking major workovers, the con-

struction of infrastructure, together with other ele-

ments. Thus, the estimation of reserves considers

these elements in order to determine their economic

value. If they are positive, the hydrocarbon volumes

are commercially exploitable and therefore they con-

stitute reserves. If this is not the case, these volumes

may be classified as possible if they are marginal, that

is, if there is a slight change in hydrocarbons prices,

or a minor decrease in development or operation and

maintenance costs that makes their economic evalua-

tion positive. If this is not the case, these volumes are

classified as contingent resources.

This chapter also establishes the criteria to classify re-

serves, it explains the definitions and concepts used

throughout this document, it stresses relevant aspects

and in all cases it indicates the dominant elements and

clearly explains the implications of using these defini-

tions in estimating reserves.

2.1 Original V2.1 Original V2.1 Original V2.1 Original V2.1 Original Volume of Hydrocarbons in Placeolume of Hydrocarbons in Placeolume of Hydrocarbons in Placeolume of Hydrocarbons in Placeolume of Hydrocarbons in Place

The original volume of hydrocarbons in place is de-

fined as the amount estimated to have initially existed

in a reservoir. This volume is in equilibrium, at the

temperature and pressure prevailing in the reservoir

and it is expressed at these conditions and also at at-

mospheric conditions; the latter corresponds to the

figures published in this document.

The volume may be inferred by deterministic and proba-

bilistic procedures. The former mainly includes volu-

metric methods, material balance and numerical simu-
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lation. The latter models the uncertainty of parameters

like porosity, water saturation, net thickness, among

others, as functions of probability that consequently

produce a probability function for the original volume.

The volumetric methods are the most commonly used

in the initial stages during which knowledge is being

obtained about the field or reservoir. These techniques

are based on the estimation of the petrophysical prop-

erties of the rock and the fluids in the reservoir. The

most commonly used petrophysical properties are

porosity, permeability, fluid saturation, capillary pres-

sure and the formation factor. The geometry of the

reservoir is another fundamental element that is rep-

resented in terms of area and net thickness.

The following points stand out among the products

to be obtained in order to estimate the original vol-

ume in place:

i. Volume of rock containing hydrocarbons.

ii. Effective porosity and hydrocarbon saturation as-

sociated with the volume of rock containing it.

iii. Fluids identified and their properties in order to

establish the volume of hydrocarbons at atmo-

spheric or standard conditions.

The original volumes of both crude oil and natural

gas appear in the Statistical Appendix, after the re-

gion, business unit or field column. The units in the

former are in millions of barrels and in billions of cu-

bic feet in the latter, all of which are referred to atmo-

spheric conditions, which are also known as standard,

base or surface conditions.

2.2. P2.2. P2.2. P2.2. P2.2. Petroleum Resourcesetroleum Resourcesetroleum Resourcesetroleum Resourcesetroleum Resources

Petroleum resources are all the volumes of hydrocar-

bons initially estimated in the subsurface referred to

at atmospheric conditions. Nevertheless, when using

exploitation considerations, only the recoverable part

of this amount is called a resource. Within this defini-

tion, the amounts estimated at the beginning are

known as total original volume of hydrocarbons, which

may or may not be discovered; and their recoverable

portions are known as prospective resources, contin-

gent resources or reserves. Consequently, the con-

cept of reserves constitutes a part of the resources,

that is, they are known, recoverable and commercially

exploitable accumulations.

Figure 2.1 shows the classification of resources and it

also includes the reserves. It can be seen that there

are low, central and high estimates for resources, and

also for reserves, which are known as proved, proved

plus probable and proved plus probable plus possible.

The degree of uncertainty that is shown to the left of

this figure emphasizes that the knowledge available

on resources, or reserves, is imperfect and therefore,

different estimates obeying different expectations are

generated. Production, which appears on the right, is
the only element of the figure where there is no un-

certainty: it has been measured, commercialized and

turned into revenues.

2.2.1 Original V2.2.1 Original V2.2.1 Original V2.2.1 Original V2.2.1 Original Volume of Tolume of Tolume of Tolume of Tolume of Total Hydrocarbonsotal Hydrocarbonsotal Hydrocarbonsotal Hydrocarbonsotal Hydrocarbons

in Placein Placein Placein Placein Place

According to Figure 2.1, the original volume of total

hydrocarbons is the estimation of all the natural hy-

drocarbon accumulations that are assumed to exist.

This volume includes the known accumulations, which

may or may not be economic or recoverable, the pro-

duction obtained from the fields exploited or being

exploited, in addition to the amounts estimated in the

reservoirs that might be discovered.

All the amounts of hydrocarbon may be potentially

recoverable resources, because the evaluation of the

portion that is expected to be recovered depends on

the associated uncertainty, and also on the economic

circumstances, the technology used and the availabil-
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Figure 2.1 Classification of hydrocarbon resources and reserves. Modified from Petroleum Resources
Classification and Definitions, Society of Petroleum Engineers, 2000.
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ity of information. Consequently, a portion of the

amounts classified as non-recoverable may eventu-

ally become recoverable resources if, for example, the

commercial conditions change, or if new technolo-
gies are developed, or if additional data are acquired.

2.2.1.1 Original V2.2.1.1 Original V2.2.1.1 Original V2.2.1.1 Original V2.2.1.1 Original Volume of Undiscovered Hyolume of Undiscovered Hyolume of Undiscovered Hyolume of Undiscovered Hyolume of Undiscovered Hy-----

drocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbons

This is the amount of hydrocarbons evaluated at a

given date of accumulations not yet discovered, but

which have been inferred. The estimate of the poten-

tially recoverable portion of the original volume of

undiscovered hydrocarbons is defined as a prospec-

tive resource.

2.2.1.2 Original  V2.2.1.2 Original  V2.2.1.2 Original  V2.2.1.2 Original  V2.2.1.2 Original  Volume of Discovered Hyolume of Discovered Hyolume of Discovered Hyolume of Discovered Hyolume of Discovered Hy-----

drocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbonsdrocarbons

This is the amount of hydrocarbons estimated, at a

given date, located in known accumulations plus the

production of hydrocarbons obtained from such. The

original discovered volume may be classified as either

economic or non-economic. An accumulation is eco-

nomic when there is a generation of value as a result

of the exploitation of hydrocarbons. Figure 2.1 shows

the recoverable part, and depending on its economic

viability, it is known as the reserve and contingent re-
source, respectively.

2.2.2 Prospective Resources2.2.2 Prospective Resources2.2.2 Prospective Resources2.2.2 Prospective Resources2.2.2 Prospective Resources

The amount of hydrocarbons estimated at a given date

of accumulations not yet discovered, but which have

been inferred, and which are estimated as potentially

recoverable. The quantification of prospective re-

sources is based on geological and geophysical infor-

mation of the area being studied, and on analogies

with areas where a certain original volume of hydro-

carbons has been discovered, and on occasion, even

produced. When considering the degree of uncer-

tainty, the magnitude of such may correspond to a

low, central or high estimate.

2.2.3 Contingent Resources2.2.3 Contingent Resources2.2.3 Contingent Resources2.2.3 Contingent Resources2.2.3 Contingent Resources

The amounts of hydrocarbons estimated at a given

date, and which are potentially recoverable from
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Figure 2.2 Classification of hydrocarbon reserves.
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known accumulations, but are not considered com-

mercially exploitable under the economic evalua-

tion conditions corresponding to such date. The

contingent resources may include, for example, ac-

cumulations where there is no market to commer-

cialize the production, or where the desired recov-

ery of hydrocarbons depends on the development

of new technologies, or where the evaluation of

the accumulation has not been concluded.

2.3 Reserves2.3 Reserves2.3 Reserves2.3 Reserves2.3 Reserves

Reserves are defined as those amounts of hydrocar-

bons with foreseeable commercial recovery from

known accumulations at a given date. It should be

mentioned that all the estimated reserves involve

some degree of uncertainty. The uncertainty largely de-

pends on the amount and quality of the geological,

geophysical, petrophysical and engineering informa-

tion, as well as the availability of time for the estimation
and interpretation of this information. The degree of

uncertainty may be used to place the reserves in one

of the two major classifications; proved or non-proved.

Figure 2.2 shows the classification of the reserves.

The estimated recoverable amounts of known accu-

mulations that do not satisfy commercialization re-

quirements must be classified as contingent resources.

The concept of commercialization for an accumula-

tion varies according to the specific conditions and

circumstances of each place. Thus, proved reserves

are accumulations of hydrocarbons whose profitabil-

ity has been established under the economic condi-

tions of the date of evaluation, while probable and

possible reserves may be based on future economic

conditions. Nevertheless, Pemex Exploración y

Producción’s probable reserves are profitable under

current economic conditions, while a small part of the

possible reserves is marginal in that a slight increase

in the price of hydrocarbons, or a slight decrease in

operation costs would give them net profitability. It

should be noted that in general the amounts of hy-

drocarbons should not be classified as reserves un-

less it is likely that the accumulation will be developed

and put into production in a reasonable time.

2.3.1 Proved Reserves2.3.1 Proved Reserves2.3.1 Proved Reserves2.3.1 Proved Reserves2.3.1 Proved Reserves

Proved hydrocarbon reserves are estimated amounts

of crude oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids, which

through geological and engineering data, show with

reasonable certainty that they are recoverable in fu-

ture years, of known reservoirs under current eco-

nomic and operation conditions at a specific date.

Proved reserves may be classified as developed or

undeveloped.

The determination of reasonable certainty is supported

by geological and engineering data. There must be

data available that justify the parameters used in the

evaluation of the reserves, such as initial rates and

decline factors, recovery factors, reservoir limits, re-

covery mechanisms and volumetric estimations, gas-

oil ratios or liquid yields.

The current economic and operation conditions in-

clude prices, operation costs, production methods,
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recovery techniques, transport and commercialization

arrangements. There must be reasonable certainty that

a predicted change will happen, the corresponding

investment and the operation costs in order that

change be included in the economic feasibility study

at the appropriate time. These conditions include an

estimate of well abandonment costs that would be

incurred.

The SEC establishes that the sales price of crude oil,

natural gas and natural gas products to be used in the

economic evaluation of the proved reserves must cor-

respond to December 31. The justification is based on

the fact that this method is required for consistency

among all international producers in their estimates

as a standardized measure when analyzing project

profitability.

In general, reserves are considered as proved if the

commercial productivity of the reservoir is supported

by actual data or by conclusive production tests. In
this context, the term proved refers to the amounts

of recoverable hydrocarbons and not the productiv-

ity of the well or reservoir. In certain cases, proved

reserves may be assigned in accordance with the well

logs and core analysis records, which show that the

reservoir being studied is saturated with hydrocar-

bons and it is analogous to producing reservoirs in

the same area or to reservoirs that have shown com-

mercial production in other areas. Nevertheless, an

important requirement in classifying the reserves as

proved is to ensure that the commercialization facili-

ties do actually exist, or that it is certain they will be

installed.

The volume considered as proved includes the volume

delineated by drilling activity and by fluid contact. Fur-

thermore, it includes the non-drilled portions of the res-

ervoir that could reasonably be judged as commercially

productive, according to the geological and engineer-

ing information available. However, if the fluid contact

is unknown, the known occurrence of deeper hydro-

carbons controls the limit of proved reserve.

It is important to mention that the reserves to be pro-

duced by means of applying secondary and/or en-

hanced recovery methods are included in the category

of proved reserves when there is a successful result

based on a representative pilot test, or when there is a

favorable response to a recovery process operating

in the same reservoir or in another analogous reser-

voir in terms of age, rock and fluid properties, and

when such methods have been effectively proved in

the area and in the same formation, that provide docu-

mentary evidence for the technical feasibility study on

which the project is based.

Proved reserves provide the production and have a

higher degree of certainty than the probable and pos-

sible reserves. From the financial point of view, they

support the investment projects, hence the importance

of adopting the definitions issued by the SEC. It should

be mentioned and emphasized that for clastic sedi-

mentary environments, that is, sandy deposits, the

application of these definitions considers not only the
integration of the geological, petrophysical, geophysi-

cal and engineering information of the reservoirs as

proof of the continuity of the oil column, among other

elements, but also the presence of inter-well pressure

measurements is absolutely decisive. These definitions

acknowledge that if there is a fault in the reservoir,

each sector or block must be evaluated independently

considering the information available, hence, in order

to consider one of the blocks as proved, there must

be a well with a stabilized production test, with an oil

flow that is commercial according to the development,

operation, price and facility conditions at the time of

the evaluation. In the case of minor faulting, however,

the SEC definitions establish that the conclusive dem-

onstration of the continuity of the hydrocarbon col-

umn must only be reached by means of above-men-

tioned pressure measurements. In the absence of such

measurements or tests, the reserve that may be clas-

sified as proved is the one associated with producing

wells on the date of evaluation, plus the production

associated with wells to be drilled in the immediate

vicinity.
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2.3.1.1 Developed Reserves2.3.1.1 Developed Reserves2.3.1.1 Developed Reserves2.3.1.1 Developed Reserves2.3.1.1 Developed Reserves

These are reserves that are expected to be recovered

from existing wells, including reserves behind pipe,

which may be extracted with the current infrastruc-

ture through additional activities with moderate in-

vestment costs. In the case of reserves associated with

secondary and/or enhanced recovery processes, they

will be regarded as developed only when the infra-

structure required for the process is installed or when

the costs implied in doing so are considerably lower,

and the production response is in agreement with

the forecast in the planning of the corresponding

project.

2.3.1.2 Undeveloped Reserves2.3.1.2 Undeveloped Reserves2.3.1.2 Undeveloped Reserves2.3.1.2 Undeveloped Reserves2.3.1.2 Undeveloped Reserves

These are reserves with an expected recovery through

new wells in un-drilled areas, or where a relatively large

expenditure is required to complete the existing wells
and/or construct the production and transport facili-

ties. The above applies to both the primary recovery

and secondary and enhanced recovery processes. In

the case of fluid injection, or other enhanced recov-

ery techniques, the associated reserves will be con-

sidered as undeveloped proved when such techniques

have been effectively tested in the area and in the same

formation. Additionally, there must be a commitment

to develop the field according to an approved exploi-

tation and budget plan. An excessively long delay in

the development program could give rise to doubts

about the exploitation of such reserves and lead to

the exclusion of such volumes from the proved re-

serve category. As can be noted, an interest in pro-

ducing such volumes of reserves is a requirement to

call them undeveloped proved reserves. If this condi-

tion is not satisfied on repeated occasions, it is com-

mon to reclassify these reserves to a category in which

their development in the immediate future is not con-

sidered; for example, probable reserves. Thus, the

certainty regarding the occurrence of subsurface hy-

drocarbon volumes must be accompanied by the cer-

tainty of developing them within a reasonable period

of time. If this condition is not satisfied, the reserves

are reclassified because of the uncertainty of their de-

velopment and not because of doubts about the vol-

ume of hydrocarbons.

2.3.2 Non-proved Reserves2.3.2 Non-proved Reserves2.3.2 Non-proved Reserves2.3.2 Non-proved Reserves2.3.2 Non-proved Reserves

These are volumes of hydrocarbons evaluated at at-

mospheric conditions, resulting from the extrapola-

tion of the characteristics and parameters of the res-

ervoir beyond the limits of reasonable certainty, or

from assuming oil and gas forecasts with technical

and economic scenarios other than those prevailing

at the time of the evaluation. In non-immediate devel-

opment situations, the commercially producible hy-

drocarbon volumes discovered may be classified as

non-proved reserves.

2.3.2.1 Probable Reserves2.3.2.1 Probable Reserves2.3.2.1 Probable Reserves2.3.2.1 Probable Reserves2.3.2.1 Probable Reserves

These are the non-proved reserves where the analy-

sis of geological and engineering information of the

reservoirs suggests greater feasibility for commercial

recovery than for not exploiting them. If probabilistic

methods are used for their evaluation, there is the

chance that at least 50 percent of the amounts to be

recovered are equal to or greater than the total of the

proved plus probable reserves.

Probable reserves include those volumes beyond the

proved volume, where the knowledge of the produc-

ing horizon is insufficient to classify these reserves as

proved. This also includes those reserves in forma-

tions that seem to be producers and are inferred

through well logs, but which lack core data or defini-

tive production tests, besides not being analogous with

proved formations in other reservoirs.

In reference to the secondary and/or enhanced re-

covery processes, the reserves eligible for these pro-
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cesses are probable when a project or pilot test has

been planned but has not yet been implemented, and

when the characteristics of the reservoir seem favor-

able for a commercial application.

Other cases of probable reserves arise in different situ-

ations. The following conditions lead to the classifica-

tion of such reserves as probable:

i. Reserves associated with areas where the produc-

ing formation appears to be separated by geologi-

cal faults, and the corresponding interpretation in-

dicates that this volume is in a higher structural

position than the one of the area tested.

ii. Reserves eligible for future workovers, stimulations,

equipment change or other mechanical procedures

when such efforts have not been successfully ap-

plied in wells that exhibit similar behavior and have

been completed in analogous reservoirs.

iii. Incremental reserves in producing formations

where a reinterpretation of the behavior or the volu-

metric data indicates reserves in addition to those

classified as proved.

iv. Additional reserves associated with infill wells, and

which would have been classified as proved if de-

velopment with less spacing at the time of evalua-

tion had been authorized.

2.3.2.2 P2.3.2.2 P2.3.2.2 P2.3.2.2 P2.3.2.2 Possible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reserves

These are hydrocarbon volumes whose geological and

engineering information suggest that commercial re-

covery is less certain than in the case of probable re-

serves. According to this definition, when probabilis-

tic methods are used, there will be a probability of at

least 10 percent that the amounts actually recovered

will be equal to or greater than the total of the proved

plus probable plus possible reserves. In general, pos-

sible reserves may include the following cases:

i. Reserves based on geological interpretations and

which may exist in areas adjacent to the areas clas-

sified as probable and within the same reservoir.

ii. Reserves in formations that seem to be saturated

with hydrocarbons, based on core analyses and

well logs, but might not be commercially produc-

tive.

iii. Additional reserves from infill drilling that are sub-

ject to technical uncertainty.

iv. Incremental reserves attributable to enhanced re-

covery mechanisms when a project or pilot test is

planned but not in operation, and the characteris-

tics of the reservoir’s rock and fluid are such that

there is doubt about whether the project will be

commercial.

v. Reserves in an area of the producing formation that

seem to be separated from the proved area by
geological faults and where the interpretation indi-

cates that the study area is structurally lower than

the tested area.

2.4 Oil Equivalent2.4 Oil Equivalent2.4 Oil Equivalent2.4 Oil Equivalent2.4 Oil Equivalent

Oil equivalent is the standard method of representing

the total hydrocarbon inventory. This value is the result

of the addition of the crude oil volumes, condensates,

plant liquids and dry gas equivalent to liquid. The latter

corresponds in terms of heat value power to a certain

volume of crude oil. The dry gas considered in this

procedure is an average mix of dry gas produced in

the Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex gas pro-

cessing complexes, while the crude oil considered

equivalent to this gas corresponds to the Maya type.

The evaluation requires updated information on the

processes to which the natural gas production is sub-

jected, from the separation and measurement to the

outlet from petrochemical plants. Figure 2.3 shows the

elements used to calculate the oil equivalent.
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Figure 2.3 Elements to calculate oil equivalent.

Crude oil does not undergo conversion to become oil

equivalent. Natural gas, however, is produced and its

volume is reduced by self-consumption and flaring.
This process is referred to as fluid shrinkage and it is

known as handling efficiency shrinkage factor, or sim-

ply hesf. Gas transportation continues and there is

another volume reduction when it passes through re-

compression stations where the condensates are ex-

tracted from the gas; this reduction in volume is called

transport liquefiables shrinkage factor, tlsf. The con-

densate is directly accounted as oil equivalent.

The gas continues its process through the petrochemi-

cal plants where it is subject to diverse treatments that

eliminate the non-hydrocarbon compounds and lique-

fiables or plant liquids are extracted. This additional

reduction in the volume of gas is conceptualized
through the impurities shrinkage factor, or isf, and by

the plant liquefiables shrinkage factor, plsf. Due to their

nature, the plant liquids are added as oil equivalent,

while the dry gas at the plant outlet becomes a liquid

with an equivalence of 5.201 thousand cubic feet of

dry gas per barrel of oil equivalent. This conversion is

the result of considering 5.591 million BTU per barrel

of crude oil and 1,075 BTU per cubic foot of sweet dry

gas. Consequently, the factor mentioned is 192.27

barrels per million cubic feet or the opposite given by

the aforementioned value.
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The results of the evaluation of hydrocarbon reserves

obtained in 2006 are shown in this chapter, from a

nationwide viewpoint; additionally, an explanation

of the distribution by region, classification by cat-

egory and composition by fluid type, and their his-

toric evolution over the last few years is given. The

classification of the reserves is listed according to

the quality of the oil and the source of the gas, that

is, associated or non-associated; the latter is broken

down into reservoir type: dry gas, wet gas or gas-

condensate.

The magnitude of the hydrocarbon reserves is a

consequence of the field exploitation strategies and

their associated investment and the behavior of the

reservoirs, operation and maintenance costs, as

well as hydrocarbon sales prices. All of the above

is translated into investment projects with commer-

cially exploitable production forecasts. The new de-

velopment projects, enhanced recovery projects,

the results of exploratory activity and the produc-

tion of all the current wells contribute to update

reserves.

This chapter also gives Mexico’s ranking in the world

petroleum industry concerning the category of proved

reserves for both dry gas and total liquids that include

crude oil, condensates and plant liquids.

3.1 Hydrocarbon Prices3.1 Hydrocarbon Prices3.1 Hydrocarbon Prices3.1 Hydrocarbon Prices3.1 Hydrocarbon Prices

The profitability of investment projects is determined

by considering the sales prices of the hydrocarbons

to be produced, as well as the development, opera-

tion and maintenance costs necessary to carry out

the exploitation of the reserves. Specifically, the value

of each one of the categories of reserves requires us-

ing forecasts for oil and gas production, hydrocarbon

sales prices, and the operation and development costs.

With these three elements, the economic limit of the

exploitation of such reserves is obtained, that is, the

point in time is determined when income and expen-

diture are matched; where the income is simply a fore-

cast of production multiplied by the price of the hy-

drocarbon in question. In this respect, the reserves

are the volumes of production of each well until the

economic limit is reached. Hence the importance of

hydrocarbon prices, together with the other elements

mentioned.

The variations in the price of the Mexican crude oil

mixture and sour wet gas for the last three years are

shown in Figure 3.1. There is an evident upward trend

in the price of crude oil in the first eight months of

2006, reaching maximum values of 59.4 and 60.2 dol-

lars per barrel in July and August, respectively, fol-

lowed by a drop to close the year at 49.9 dollars per

barrel. The annual average of 53.1 dollars per barrel

was 6 percent higher than the previous year. In the

case of sour wet gas, the prices in 2006 were 10 per-

cent lower when compared with the previous year,

with an average of 5.8 dollars per thousand cubic

feet, and reached a minimum of 4.0 dollars per thou-

sand cubic feet in November, with a rise to 6.2 dol-

lars per thousand cubic feet on December 31.

3.2 Oil Equivalent3.2 Oil Equivalent3.2 Oil Equivalent3.2 Oil Equivalent3.2 Oil Equivalent

Oil equivalent is the way of representing the total hy-

drocarbon inventory. The oil equivalent includes
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Figure 3.1 Historic evolution of prices for the Mexican crude oil mix and sour wet gas over the last three years.
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crude oil, condensates, plant liquids and dry gas in

its equivalent to liquid. The latter is obtained by relat-
ing the heat value of the dry gas, in our case, the

average residual gas in the Ciudad Pemex, Cactus

and Nuevo Pemex gas processing complexes (GPC),

with the heat value of the crude oil corresponding to

the Maya type; the result is an equivalence that is

normally expressed in barrels of oil per million cubic

feet of dry gas.

The ways in which the facilities for handling and

transporting natural gas from the fields of each re-

gion to the gas processing complexes were oper-

ated for the period of analysis are considered in the

evaluation of the oil equivalent, in addition to the

process to which the gas from well was submitted

at these petrochemical plants. During the operation,

the gas shrinkage and yields at the Pemex Explo-

ración y Producción facilities are recorded, with an

identification of the atmospheric behavior of gas up

to its delivery at the petrochemical plants for pro-

cessing. The volumes of condensates are also mea-

sured simultaneously in various surface facilities. The

shrinkage and yields of the gas delivered by Pemex

Exploración y Producción in order to obtain dry gas

and plant liquids are recorded in a similar fashion in
the gas processing complexes.

3.2.1 Gas Behavior in PEP Handling and T3.2.1 Gas Behavior in PEP Handling and T3.2.1 Gas Behavior in PEP Handling and T3.2.1 Gas Behavior in PEP Handling and T3.2.1 Gas Behavior in PEP Handling and Transransransransrans-----

port Facilitiesport Facilitiesport Facilitiesport Facilitiesport Facilities

The natural gas is transported from the separation

batteries, if it is associated gas or from the well if it

is non-associated gas, to the gas processing com-

plexes when it is wet gas and/or contains impuri-

ties. The sweet dry gas is distributed directly for

commercialization.

At some of the facilities, a fraction of the gas from

wells is used as compression fuel and for transporta-

tion; this portion is known as self-consumption. The

case may also arise when there are no facilities avail-

able for the handling and transporting of associated

gas, or the facilities are insufficient, and consequently

the gas produced, or part of it, is flared, thus reduc-

ing the gas sent to the processing complexes, or di-

rectly for commercialization.
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Figure 3.2 Gas shrinkage and condensate recovery factors, by region, of the national petroleum system.

The gas sent to the processing complexes undergoes

temperature and pressure changes in transit, which

gives rise to liquid condensation in the pipelines and

this reduces the volume. The remaining gas after this

potential third reduction, which already considered

self-consumption and flaring, is what is actually deliv-

ered to the plants. Additionally, the natural gas liquids

obtained in transportation and which are known as

condensates are also delivered to the gas processing

complexes.

These decreases in the handling and transport of gas

to the processing complexes are quantitatively ex-

pressed by two factors; one is the handling efficiency

shrinkage factor, hesf, which includes flared gas and

self-consumption and the other is the transport

liquefiables shrinkage factor, tlsf, which represents the

volume decrease caused by condensation in the pipe-

lines. The condensate recovery factor, crf, relates the

condensate obtained to the gas sent to the plants.

The natural gas shrinkage and condensate recovery

factors are calculated every month by using opera-

tion information at a field level in the Northeastern

Offshore, Southwestern Offshore and Southern re-

gions, and in the group of fields with shared process-

ing for the Northern Region. The regionalization of

the gas and condensate production sent to more than

one gas-processing complex is also considered. Fig-

ure 3.2 shows the behavior over the last three years

of these three factors for all of the Pemex Exploración

y Producción regions.
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Figure 3.3 Gas shrinkage and liquids recovery factors in gas processing complexes where natural gas is delivered
from the country's reservoirs.

The utilization of natural gas is shown in the handling

efficiency shrinkage factor graph. The Northeastern

Offshore Region reported a decrease of more than 3

percentage points in the annual average for 2006 when

compared with the previous year, mainly due to the

51 percent increase in flaring caused by a series of

releases and the 13 percent rise in injection in the Akal

field. The Southwestern Offshore Region shows a

decrease in the utilization of gas due to releasing, like

what happened in October in the Abkatún-D produc-

tion complex. In September, the Southern Region re-

ported a series of releases at the Samaria-Luna Busi-

ness Unit transport facilities and decreases in Novem-

ber and December caused by injection in the Luna,

Pijije, Sen and Tizón fields. The Northern Region was

more stable, with a slight decrease in November due

to the rejection by releasing in the Poza Rica GPC.

In terms of shrinkage due to liquefiables, shown in

Figure 3.2, the behavior is practically constant for the

Northern and Southern regions. The Southwestern

Offshore Region reported shrinkage of less than one

percentage point in the annual average for 2006 com-

pared with the previous year. The Northeastern Off-

shore Region showed a downward trend in its curve

over 2006, which means 4 percent more shrinkage

due to liquefiables than in the previous year. The con-

densate yield in the Northeastern Offshore Region in-

creased substantially for the second consecutive year,

from an annual average of 92.8 barrels per million

cubic feet in 2005 to 107.9 barrels per million cubic

feet in 2006. The Southwestern Offshore Region

showed a decrease of 9.1 barrels per million cubic

feet in the condensate recovery factor compared with

the previous year. The Southern Region was practi-
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cally constant. The Northern Region showed a slight

decline in the final semester of the year.

3.2.2 Gas Behavior in Processing Complexes3.2.2 Gas Behavior in Processing Complexes3.2.2 Gas Behavior in Processing Complexes3.2.2 Gas Behavior in Processing Complexes3.2.2 Gas Behavior in Processing Complexes

The gas produced by the four Pemex Exploración y

Producción regions is delivered to the Pemex Gas y

Petroquímica Básica processing complexes in Aren-

que, Burgos, Cactus, Ciudad Pemex, La Venta, Mata-

pionche, Nuevo Pemex, Poza Rica and Reynosa. The

gas received at the processing complexes undergoes

a sweetening process if the gas is sour; and then it is

subjected to absorption and cryogenic processes,

when the gas is wet. The plant liquids, which are liq-

uefied hydrocarbons, and dry gas, also known as re-

sidual gas, are obtained by means of these processes.

The gas reductions in these processes are expressed

quantitatively through two factors: the impurities

shrinkage factor, isf, that considers the effect of re-

moving non-hydrocarbon compounds from the gas,
and the plant liquefiables shrinkage factor, plsf, which

considers the effect of separating liquefiable hydro-

carbons from the wet gas. The liquids obtained are

related to the wet gas by means of the plant liquids

recovery factor, plrf.

These factors are updated every month with the op-

eration information furnished by all the gas process-

ing complexes mentioned in the above paragraph and

their behavior is shown in Figure 3.3, which shows

the evolutions of the impurities shrinkage factor of the

GPC at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex, Matapionche, Nuevo

Pemex, Poza Rica and Arenque that receive sour gas.

The Reynosa, La Venta and Burgos GPC receive sweet

wet gas; consequently, they are not shown. The in-

termediate part of Figure 3.3 shows the behavior of

the liquefiables shrinkage factor in all the gas process-

ing complexes. In reference to the plant liquids recov-

ery factor, the lower part of Figure 3.3, the Arenque

GPC reported a value of zero in June 2006, because it

was out of operation for maintenance.

3.3 Remaining T3.3 Remaining T3.3 Remaining T3.3 Remaining T3.3 Remaining Total Reservesotal Reservesotal Reservesotal Reservesotal Reserves

As of January 1, 2007, the remaining total reserves,

also known as 3P, which correspond to the addition

of the proved, probable and possible reserves,

amounted to 45,376.3 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. The proved reserves accounted for 34.2 per-
cent, the probable reserves were 33.6 and the pos-

sible reserves were 32.2 percent. The above is illus-

trated in Figure 3.4.

The regional distribution of total reserves is shown in

Table 3.1. For the oil equivalent figures as of January

1, 2007, 45.0 percent is in the Northern Region, 31.0

percent is in the Northeastern Offshore Region, 13.8

percent is in the Southern Region and 10.2 percent is

Bboe

15.3

15.5

30.8

45.4

ProbableProved 2P Possible

14.6

3P

Figure 3.4 Integration by category of the remaining oil equivalent reserves of
Mexico.
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Table 3.1 Historic distribution by fluid and region of remaining total reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 34,388.934,388.934,388.934,388.934,388.9 791 .7791 .7791 .7791 .7791 .7 3 ,437.43 ,437.43 ,437.43 ,437.43 ,437.4 9 ,423.09 ,423.09 ,423.09 ,423.09 ,423.0 48,041.048,041.048,041.048,041.048,041.0 63,892.863,892.863,892.863,892.863,892.8 56,898.456,898.456,898.456,898.456,898.4 49,008.349,008.349,008.349,008.349,008.3

Northeastern Offshore 14,040.2 341.6 437.2 731.6 15,550.6 6,437.4 4,878.1 3,805.2

Southwestern Offshore 2,942.3 260.3 400.5 818.8 4,421.9 6,159.8 5,228.9 4,258.6

Northern 13,195.5 62.8 1,497.4 6,129.2 20,884.9 38,973.7 35,200.8 31,877.5

Southern 4,210.9 127.0 1,102.3 1,743.4 7,183.6 12,321.9 11,590.6 9,067.1

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 33,312.233,312.233,312.233,312.233,312.2 835 .3835 .3835 .3835 .3835 .3 3 ,412.63 ,412.63 ,412.63 ,412.63 ,412.6 9 ,354.09 ,354.09 ,354.09 ,354.09 ,354.0 46,914.146,914.146,914.146,914.146,914.1 63,878.863,878.863,878.863,878.863,878.8 56,526.556,526.556,526.556,526.556,526.5 48,649.448,649.448,649.448,649.448,649.4

Northeastern Offshore 13,200.9 420.6 439.7 720.4 14,781.6 6,094.2 4,752.9 3,746.8

Southwestern Offshore 2,960.5 229.3 422.9 875.8 4,488.6 6,623.4 5,532.8 4,555.1

Northern 13,127.4 65.4 1,498.6 6,114.7 20,806.1 39,583.3 35,113.1 31,802.0

Southern 4,023.4 119.9 1,051.4 1,643.1 6,837.9 11,577.8 11,127.7 8,545.6

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 33,093.033,093.033,093.033,093.033,093.0 863 .0863 .0863 .0863 .0863 .0 3 ,479.43 ,479.43 ,479.43 ,479.43 ,479.4 8 ,982.28 ,982.28 ,982.28 ,982.28 ,982.2 46,417.546,417.546,417.546,417.546,417.5 62,354.862,354.862,354.862,354.862,354.8 55,080.855,080.855,080.855,080.855,080.8 46,715.646,715.646,715.646,715.646,715.6

Northeastern Offshore 13,566.4 509.6 421.1 696.4 15,193.5 6,188.5 4,580.8 3,621.7

Southwestern Offshore 2,773.1 185.2 360.2 724.9 4,043.5 5,670.9 4,653.1 3,770.1

Northern 12,877.3 51.5 1,659.4 5,950.9 20,539.1 39,055.1 34,860.8 30,950.5

Southern 3,876.1 116.6 1,038.7 1,610.0 6,641.4 11,440.3 10,986.1 8,373.3

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 31,908.831,908.831,908.831,908.831,908.8 941 .2941 .2941 .2941 .2941 .2 3 ,417.53 ,417.53 ,417.53 ,417.53 ,417.5 9 ,108.99 ,108.99 ,108.99 ,108.99 ,108.9 45,376.345,376.345,376.345,376.345,376.3 63,045.263,045.263,045.263,045.263,045.2 55,364.255,364.255,364.255,364.255,364.2 47,367.947,367.947,367.947,367.947,367.9

Northeastern Offshore 12,510.6 635.4 350.2 589.8 14,086.0 5,716.7 3,853.7 3,067.5

Southwestern Offshore 2,900.9 175.4 407.6 1,163.0 4,647.0 7,961.9 6,936.0 6,048.5

Northern 12,769.4 39.4 1,711.4 5,876.7 20,397.0 38,910.0 34,721.4 30,564.5

Southern 3,727.9 91.0 948.1 1,479.4 6,246.3 10,456.6 9,853.1 7,687.3

in the Southwestern Offshore Region, which com-

pletes the volume.

The classification by fluids of the country’s total re-

serves in the last four years can be seen in Table 3.1,

where for the evaluation as of January 1, 2007, crude

oil accounted for 70.3 percent of the total, dry gas

20.1 percent, plant liquids add 7.5 percent, and the

condensate 2.1 percent.

Total crude oil reserves amounted to 31,908.8 million

barrels as of January 1, 2007, with heavy oil account-

ing for 55.5 percent of the national total, light oil 35.5

percent, and superlight 9.0 percent. The Northeast-

ern Offshore Region provides 70.3 percent of the

nation’s total heavy oil, while the Northern Region fur-

nishes 61.4 percent of the light oil and 52.5 percent of

the total superlight oil. Table 3.2 shows the classifica-

tion of the total reserves of crude oil by density.

As of January 1, 2007, the total natural gas reserves

amounted to 63,045.2 billion cubic feet, with 61.7 per-

cent concentrated in the Northern Region. The gas

reserves to be delivered to processing plants total

55,364.2 billion cubic feet and the dry gas reserves

amount to 47,367.9 billion cubic feet. This informa-

tion and its historic evolution can be seen in Table 3.1.

The classification of total reserves of natural gas by

association with oil in the reservoir is shown in Table

3.2, where the 3P reserves of associated gas repre-

sent 75.2 percent of the total, because most of the

reservoirs in the country are oil reservoirs. The remain-

ing 24.8 percent is non-associated gas reserves, with
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Table 3.2 Classification of total reserves, or 3P, of crude oil and natural gas.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 18,035.718,035.718,035.718,035.718,035.7 12,932.612,932.612,932.612,932.612,932.6 3 ,420.73 ,420.73 ,420.73 ,420.73 ,420.7 50,412.850,412.850,412.850,412.850,412.8 5 ,403.05 ,403.05 ,403.05 ,403.05 ,403.0 4 ,334.14 ,334.14 ,334.14 ,334.14 ,334.1 3 ,742.93 ,742.93 ,742.93 ,742.93 ,742.9 13,480.013,480.013,480.013,480.013,480.0

Northeastern Offshore 13,929.6 110.6 0.0 6,437.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 605.2 1,700.5 636.6 3,480.7 1,928.8 0.0 750.3 2,679.0

Northern 3,427.8 7,816.5 1,951.2 32,365.6 0.0 4,089.2 2,518.9 6,608.1

Southern 73.1 3,305.0 832.9 8,129.1 3,474.2 244.9 473.7 4,192.9

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 17,373.317,373.317,373.317,373.317,373.3 12,472.112,472.112,472.112,472.112,472.1 3 ,466.83 ,466.83 ,466.83 ,466.83 ,466.8 49,431.549,431.549,431.549,431.549,431.5 5 ,470.75 ,470.75 ,470.75 ,470.75 ,470.7 4 ,688.94 ,688.94 ,688.94 ,688.94 ,688.9 4 ,287.64 ,287.64 ,287.64 ,287.64 ,287.6 14,447.314,447.314,447.314,447.314,447.3

Northeastern Offshore 13,113.6 87.3 0.0 6,036.5 0.0 0.0 57.8 57.8

Southwestern Offshore 617.9 1,665.7 676.9 3,574.9 2,018.6 0.0 1,029.9 3,048.5

Northern 3,368.1 7,767.0 1,992.3 32,373.3 0.0 4,482.0 2,728.0 7,210.0

Southern 273.6 2,952.2 797.6 7,446.8 3,452.1 206.9 472.0 4,131.0

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 18,786.618,786.618,786.618,786.618,786.6 11,523.311,523.311,523.311,523.311,523.3 2 ,783.02 ,783.02 ,783.02 ,783.02 ,783.0 48,183.048,183.048,183.048,183.048,183.0 5 ,149.15 ,149.15 ,149.15 ,149.15 ,149.1 4 ,219.54 ,219.54 ,219.54 ,219.54 ,219.5 4 ,803.34 ,803.34 ,803.34 ,803.34 ,803.3 14,171.814,171.814,171.814,171.814,171.8

Northeastern Offshore 13,487.5 78.9 0.0 6,130.7 0.0 0.0 57.8 57.8

Southwestern Offshore 667.6 1,538.4 567.1 2,961.6 1,938.0 0.0 771.4 2,709.3

Northern 4,326.4 7,040.3 1,510.6 31,726.6 97.4 3,990.3 3,240.9 7,328.5

Southern 305.2 2,865.7 705.3 7,364.1 3,113.8 229.2 733.3 4,076.2

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 17,710.417,710.417,710.417,710.417,710.4 11,317.711,317.711,317.711,317.711,317.7 2 ,880.62 ,880.62 ,880.62 ,880.62 ,880.6 47,403.147,403.147,403.147,403.147,403.1 4 ,791.24 ,791.24 ,791.24 ,791.24 ,791.2 5 ,766.35 ,766.35 ,766.35 ,766.35 ,766.3 5 ,084.75 ,084.75 ,084.75 ,084.75 ,084.7 15,642.115,642.115,642.115,642.115,642.1

Northeastern Offshore 12,444.0 66.5 0.0 5,658.9 0.0 0.0 57.8 57.8

Southwestern Offshore 650.2 1,622.2 628.6 3,280.4 2,020.0 1,301.8 1,359.7 4,681.5

Northern 4,303.4 6,954.6 1,511.4 31,436.5 97.4 4,290.3 3,085.8 7,473.5

Southern 312.8 2,674.4 740.7 7,027.2 2,673.9 174.1 581.4 3,429.4

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

the Northern Region providing 47.8 percent, most of

which is located in wet gas reservoirs; the Southwest-

ern Offshore Region contains 29.9 percent, with mostly

in gas-condensate reservoirs; and the Southern Re-

gion holds 21.9 percent, largely in gas-condensate res-

ervoirs, and the rest is in the Northeastern Offshore

Region with 0.4 percent in dry gas reservoirs.

Figure 3.5 shows the behavior of the total oil equiva-

lent reserves of the country over the last three years.

The evaluation as of January 1, 2007 decreased 2.2

percent compared with the previous year. Most of the

decrease is explained by the production of 1,618.2

million barrels of oil equivalent in 2006. The discover-

ies contributed 966.1 million barrels of oil equivalent,

which replaces 59.7 percent of the production. The

reduction due to delineations of 47.6 million barrels of

oil equivalent in conjunction with the discoveries

means an addition of 918.5 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. The developments increased reserves by 170.7

million barrels of oil equivalent and the revisions re-

duced them by 512.2 million barrels of oil equivalent.

The reserve-production ratio, which is obtained by

dividing the remaining reserve as of January 1, 2007

by the production in 2006, is 28 years for the total

reserves, 19 years for the addition of proved plus prob-

able reserves (2P) and 10 years for proved reserves.

This ratio does not envisage a decrease in produc-

tion, the discovery of reserves in the future, or varia-

tions in the hydrocarbon prices and in the operation

and transport costs.
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Figure 3.5 Historic evolution of Mexico's total oil equivalent reserves.

Table 3.3 Distribution by fluid and region of remaining proved reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 14,119.614,119.614,119.614,119.614,119.6 476 .9476 .9476 .9476 .9476 .9 1 ,443.31 ,443.31 ,443.31 ,443.31 ,443.3 2 ,855.42 ,855.42 ,855.42 ,855.42 ,855.4 18,895.218,895.218,895.218,895.218,895.2 20,740.220,740.220,740.220,740.220,740.2 18,277.618,277.618,277.618,277.618,277.6 14,850.614,850.614,850.614,850.614,850.6

Northeastern Offshore 8,594.4 250.6 315.9 528.7 9,689.7 4,683.9 3,525.0 2,749.7

Southwestern Offshore 1,188.7 91.2 140.2 260.4 1,680.5 2,093.6 1,694.3 1,354.5

Northern 959.4 22.4 101.3 685.5 1,768.6 4,157.4 3,807.5 3,565.3

Southern 3,377.1 112.6 885.9 1,380.7 5,756.3 9,805.3 9,250.9 7,181.0

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 12,882.212,882.212,882.212,882.212,882.2 518 .7518 .7518 .7518 .7518 .7 1 ,401.81 ,401.81 ,401.81 ,401.81 ,401.8 2 ,847.12 ,847.12 ,847.12 ,847.12 ,847.1 17,649.817,649.817,649.817,649.817,649.8 20,432.520,432.520,432.520,432.520,432.5 18,244.318,244.318,244.318,244.318,244.3 14,807.514,807.514,807.514,807.514,807.5

Northeastern Offshore 7,678.8 304.0 315.2 511.1 8,809.1 4,347.7 3,379.5 2,658.3

Southwestern Offshore 1,213.6 84.9 155.8 289.3 1,743.6 2,324.9 1,865.0 1,504.7

Northern 1,048.5 24.6 117.0 803.8 1,994.0 4,880.6 4,484.3 4,180.5

Southern 2,941.3 105.2 813.7 1,242.9 5,103.1 8,879.2 8,515.4 6,464.0

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,813.811,813.811,813.811,813.811,813.8 537 .9537 .9537 .9537 .9537 .9 1 ,318.81 ,318.81 ,318.81 ,318.81 ,318.8 2 ,799.02 ,799.02 ,799.02 ,799.02 ,799.0 16,469.616,469.616,469.616,469.616,469.6 19,956.919,956.919,956.919,956.919,956.9 17,794.017,794.017,794.017,794.017,794.0 14,557.314,557.314,557.314,557.314,557.3

Northeastern Offshore 7,106.2 341.2 289.1 473.0 8,209.4 4,190.4 3,118.2 2,459.9

Southwestern Offshore 1,011.3 76.4 148.4 276.8 1,513.0 2,245.8 1,803.5 1,439.6

Northern 888.1 21.1 106.5 848.4 1,864.0 4,964.4 4,657.8 4,412.4

Southern 2,808.2 99.3 774.9 1,200.8 4,883.2 8,556.3 8,214.5 6,245.3

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,047.611,047.611,047.611,047.611,047.6 608 .3608 .3608 .3608 .3608 .3 1 ,193.51 ,193.51 ,193.51 ,193.51 ,193.5 2 ,664.82 ,664.82 ,664.82 ,664.82 ,664.8 15,514.215,514.215,514.215,514.215,514.2 18,957.318,957.318,957.318,957.318,957.3 16,558.416,558.416,558.416,558.416,558.4 13,855.813,855.813,855.813,855.813,855.8

Northeastern Offshore 6,532.0 443.2 254.3 422.7 7,652.2 4,038.8 2,769.2 2,198.4

Southwestern Offshore 1,038.0 68.1 161.1 360.0 1,627.2 2,643.7 2,227.6 1,872.6

Northern 888.9 18.2 106.4 832.9 1,846.4 4,856.4 4,570.4 4,331.8

Southern 2,588.7 78.9 671.6 1,049.2 4,388.4 7,418.4 6,991.1 5,452.9

3.3.1 Remaining Proved Reserves3.3.1 Remaining Proved Reserves3.3.1 Remaining Proved Reserves3.3.1 Remaining Proved Reserves3.3.1 Remaining Proved Reserves

Mexico’s proved hydrocarbon reserves are evalu-

ated in accordance with the criteria and definitions

of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

of the United States, with the remaining reserves

as of January 1, 2007 being reported as 15,514.2

million barrels of oil equivalent. Table 3.3 shows the

distribution by region and by fluid, where for this

year, the Northeastern Offshore Region accounts
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Table 3.4 Classification of proved reserves, or 1P, of crude oil and natural gas.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 9 ,086.59 ,086.59 ,086.59 ,086.59 ,086.5 4 ,215.24 ,215.24 ,215.24 ,215.24 ,215.2 817 .9817 .9817 .9817 .9817 .9 14,931.014,931.014,931.014,931.014,931.0 2 ,663.92 ,663.92 ,663.92 ,663.92 ,663.9 1 ,598.81 ,598.81 ,598.81 ,598.81 ,598.8 1 ,546.31 ,546.31 ,546.31 ,546.31 ,546.3 5 ,809.15 ,809.15 ,809.15 ,809.15 ,809.1

Northeastern Offshore 8,522.8 71.7 0.0 4,683.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 209.0 863.0 116.6 1,521.8 444.8 0.0 127.0 571.8

Northern 311.6 627.7 20.1 1,754.4 0.0 1,397.2 1,005.8 2,403.0

Southern 43.1 2,652.8 681.2 6,970.9 2,219.2 201.7 413.5 2,834.4

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 ,198.38 ,198.38 ,198.38 ,198.38 ,198.3 3 ,839.33 ,839.33 ,839.33 ,839.33 ,839.3 844 .6844 .6844 .6844 .6844 .6 14,028.814,028.814,028.814,028.814,028.8 2 ,673.52 ,673.52 ,673.52 ,673.52 ,673.5 1 ,708.01 ,708.01 ,708.01 ,708.01 ,708.0 2 ,022.32 ,022.32 ,022.32 ,022.32 ,022.3 6 ,403.76 ,403.76 ,403.76 ,403.76 ,403.7

Northeastern Offshore 7,624.4 54.4 0.0 4,334.3 0.0 0.0 13.4 13.4

Southwestern Offshore 216.2 818.0 179.4 1,384.9 734.2 0.0 205.9 940.0

Northern 338.8 655.5 54.3 1,904.5 0.0 1,544.3 1,431.8 2,976.2

Southern 18.9 2,311.4 610.9 6,405.1 1,939.3 163.7 371.1 2,474.1

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 7 ,557.47 ,557.47 ,557.47 ,557.47 ,557.4 3 ,550.43 ,550.43 ,550.43 ,550.43 ,550.4 706 .0706 .0706 .0706 .0706 .0 13,274.213,274.213,274.213,274.213,274.2 2 ,191.32 ,191.32 ,191.32 ,191.32 ,191.3 1 ,657.91 ,657.91 ,657.91 ,657.91 ,657.9 2 ,833.52 ,833.52 ,833.52 ,833.52 ,833.5 6 ,682.76 ,682.76 ,682.76 ,682.76 ,682.7

Northeastern Offshore 7,060.2 46.0 0.0 4,176.7 0.0 0.0 13.7 13.7

Southwestern Offshore 113.8 718.5 179.0 1,442.9 598.7 0.0 204.1 802.9

Northern 358.6 523.5 6.0 1,430.4 34.5 1,472.5 2,027.1 3,534.1

Southern 24.8 2,262.4 521.0 6,224.2 1,558.0 185.4 588.7 2,332.1

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 7 ,009.47 ,009.47 ,009.47 ,009.47 ,009.4 3 ,402.93 ,402.93 ,402.93 ,402.93 ,402.9 635 .3635 .3635 .3635 .3635 .3 12,578.112,578.112,578.112,578.112,578.1 1 ,819.91 ,819.91 ,819.91 ,819.91 ,819.9 2 ,179.42 ,179.42 ,179.42 ,179.42 ,179.4 2 ,379.82 ,379.82 ,379.82 ,379.82 ,379.8 6 ,379.26 ,379.26 ,379.26 ,379.26 ,379.2

Northeastern Offshore 6,493.4 38.6 0.0 4,025.6 0.0 0.0 13.2 13.2

Southwestern Offshore 110.0 750.4 177.6 1,585.9 541.8 308.5 207.4 1,057.8

Northern 366.1 513.6 9.1 1,316.4 34.5 1,739.9 1,765.7 3,540.0

Southern 39.8 2,100.3 448.5 5,650.2 1,243.6 131.1 393.5 1,768.2

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

for 49.3 percent of the total oil equivalent; the South-

ern Region reaches 28.3 percent, while the North-

ern Region provides 11.9 percent and the South-

western Offshore Region accounts for the remain-

ing 10.5 percent. In terms of composition, crude

oil contributes 71.2 percent of the total proved re-

serves, dry gas accounts for 17.2 percent, while

plant liquids and condensates represent 7.7 and 3.9

percent, respectively.

As of January 1, 2007, the proved crude oil reserves

totaled 11,047.6 million barrels; heavy oil being the

dominant fluid with 63.4 percent of the national to-

tal, light oil with 30.8 percent and superlight oil with

5.8 percent. The Northeastern Offshore Region pro-

vides 92.6 percent of the total heavy oil and the

Southern Region has 61.7 percent of the light oil and

70.6 percent of the superlight oil. Table 3.4 shows

the classification of the proved reserves of crude oil

by density.

The historic distribution of Mexico’s proved natural

gas reserves are given in Table 3.3. The evaluation of

these reserves as of January 1, 2007 was 18,957.3 bil-

lion cubic feet. The reserve of gas to be delivered to

plant was 16,558.4 billion cubic feet. The proved dry

gas reserve was 13,855.8 billion cubic feet; the South-

ern Region holds 39.4 percent and the Northern Re-

gion has 31.3 percent.

The classification of proved natural gas reserves by

association with oil in the reservoir is shown in Table
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Figure 3.7 Classification by category of the remain-
ing proved oil equivalent reserves.
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Figure 3.6 Historic behavior of Mexico's remaining proved oil equivalent reserves.

3.4. This year, the associated gas reserves account

for 66.3 percent of the total and the non-associated

gas complement is 33.7 percent. The Southern and

Northeastern Offshore regions provide 44.9 and 32.0

percent, respectively, of the proved associated gas

reserves. Furthermore, the highest contribution of

non-associated gas is in the Northern and Southern

regions, with 55.5 and 27.7 percent, respectively. The
Northern Region has half of these reserves in dry

gas reservoirs. Most of the proved non-associated

gas reserves, however, are in gas-condensate reser-

voirs in the Southern and Southwestern Offshore

regions.

The historic evolution of the proved oil equivalent re-

serves of the country over the last three years is shown

in Figure 3.6, where, as of January 1, 2007, the amount

decreased 5.8 percent. The additions and develop-

ments increased the proved reserves by 175.7 and

1,006.4 million barrels of oil equivalent, respectively.

The production in 2006, 1,618.2 million barrels of oil

equivalent and the revisions, with 519.3 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent explain the decreases in this cat-

egory of reserves.

The developed proved reserves provide 68.6 percent

of the total and the undeveloped reserves account

for the remaining 31.4 percent. Figure 3.7 shows the

classification by category of proved reserves as of

January 1, 2007.

In the world petroleum industry, Mexico is ranked 15th

in reference to the proved reserves of oil plus con-

densate plus plant liquids. In terms of dry gas, Mexico

is in the 35th place. Table 3.5 shows the proved crude

oil and dry gas reserves of the most important pro-

ducing countries.

3.3.1.1 Remaining Developed Proved Reserves3.3.1.1 Remaining Developed Proved Reserves3.3.1.1 Remaining Developed Proved Reserves3.3.1.1 Remaining Developed Proved Reserves3.3.1.1 Remaining Developed Proved Reserves

As of January 1, 2007, the developed proved reserves

totaled 10,648.1 million barrels of oil equivalent, which

means a decrease of 6.0 percent compared with the

previous year. The additions, developments and revi-

sions add up to 940.8 million barrels of oil equivalent,

which replaced 58.1 percent of the production of

1,618.2 million barrels of oil equivalent.
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Table 3.6 Historic distribution by fluid and region of the remaining developed proved reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 9 ,436.79 ,436.79 ,436.79 ,436.79 ,436.7 240 .8240 .8240 .8240 .8240 .8 795 .3795 .3795 .3795 .3795 .3 1 ,556.21 ,556.21 ,556.21 ,556.21 ,556.2 12,029.012,029.012,029.012,029.012,029.0 11,248.211,248.211,248.211,248.211,248.2 9 ,987.59 ,987.59 ,987.59 ,987.59 ,987.5 8 ,093.78 ,093.78 ,093.78 ,093.78 ,093.7

Northeastern Offshore 6,326.3 136.9 174.2 291.4 6,928.8 2,574.8 1,943.1 1,515.7

Southwestern Offshore 521.6 27.4 41.9 70.4 661.3 612.5 467.7 366.1

Northern 344.7 16.6 44.1 369.7 775.1 2,179.6 2,041.4 1,923.0

Southern 2,244.1 59.9 535.2 824.6 3,663.8 5,881.3 5,535.3 4,288.9

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 ,735.48 ,735.48 ,735.48 ,735.48 ,735.4 254 .8254 .8254 .8254 .8254 .8 754 .9754 .9754 .9754 .9754 .9 1 ,600.61 ,600.61 ,600.61 ,600.61 ,600.6 11,345.711,345.711,345.711,345.711,345.7 11,265.811,265.811,265.811,265.811,265.8 10,188.310,188.310,188.310,188.310,188.3 8 ,324.88 ,324.88 ,324.88 ,324.88 ,324.8

Northeastern Offshore 5,973.2 152.5 158.5 255.7 6,539.9 2,181.2 1,692.5 1,329.9

Southwestern Offshore 488.5 30.2 55.1 88.3 662.1 767.8 586.6 459.4

Northern 408.5 18.6 55.7 515.6 998.3 3,004.5 2,836.6 2,681.6

Southern 1,865.2 53.5 485.7 741.0 3,145.4 5,312.3 5,072.6 3,853.9

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 ,565.18 ,565.18 ,565.18 ,565.18 ,565.1 273 .8273 .8273 .8273 .8273 .8 777 .6777 .6777 .6777 .6777 .6 1 ,709.01 ,709.01 ,709.01 ,709.01 ,709.0 11,325.611,325.611,325.611,325.611,325.6 11,945.411,945.411,945.411,945.411,945.4 10,801.310,801.310,801.310,801.310,801.3 8 ,888.28 ,888.28 ,888.28 ,888.28 ,888.2

Northeastern Offshore 5,586.0 161.2 141.1 229.5 6,117.8 2,033.5 1,515.1 1,193.8

Southwestern Offshore 547.4 42.3 82.0 131.0 802.6 1,121.3 882.3 681.1

Northern 395.7 16.2 63.3 591.0 1,066.2 3,379.5 3,219.2 3,074.0

Southern 2,036.1 54.1 491.3 757.4 3,338.9 5,411.1 5,184.7 3,939.3

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 7 ,930.87 ,930.87 ,930.87 ,930.87 ,930.8 327 .8327 .8327 .8327 .8327 .8 718 .9718 .9718 .9718 .9718 .9 1 ,670.61 ,670.61 ,670.61 ,670.61 ,670.6 10,648.110,648.110,648.110,648.110,648.1 11,631.011,631.011,631.011,631.011,631.0 10,315.810,315.810,315.810,315.810,315.8 8 ,688.28 ,688.28 ,688.28 ,688.28 ,688.2

Northeastern Offshore 5,124.6 229.0 140.8 232.6 5,727.0 2,174.0 1,525.6 1,209.6

Southwestern Offshore 598.2 39.4 94.0 155.1 886.8 1,261.3 1,018.0 806.9

Northern 349.0 14.1 57.0 606.2 1,026.3 3,431.2 3,276.2 3,152.9

Southern 1,859.0 45.3 427.1 676.7 3,008.0 4,764.5 4,496.0 3,518.8

Table 3.5 Proved crude oil and dry gas reserves of the most important producing countries.

Ranking Country Crude Oila Ranking Country Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf

1 Saudi Arabia 259,800 1 Russia 1,680,000

2 Canada 179,210 2 Iran 974,000

3 Iran 136,270 3 Qatar 910,500

4 Iraq 115,000 4 Saudi Arabia 239,500

5 Kuwait 99,000 5 United Arab Emirates 214,400

6 United Arab Emirates 97,800 6 United States of America 204,385

7 Venezuela 80,012 7 Nigeria 181,900

8 Russia 60,000 8 Algeria 161,740

9 Libya 41,464 9 Venezuela 152,380

10 Nigeria 36,220 10 Iraq 112,000

11 Kazakhstan 30,000 11 Kazakhstan 100,000

12 United States of America 21,757 12 Turkmenistan 100,000

13 China 16,000 13 Indonesia 97,780

14 Qatar 15,207 14 Norway 82,320

1 51 51 51 51 5 M e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c o 12,84912,84912,84912,84912,849 3 53 53 53 53 5 M e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c oM e x i c o 13,85613,85613,85613,85613,856

Source: Mexico, Pemex Exploración y Producción. Other countries, Oil & Gas Journal, December 18, 2006
a. Includes condensates and liquids from natural gas
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Table 3.7 Classification of developed proved crude oil and natural gas reserves.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 6 ,476.66 ,476.66 ,476.66 ,476.66 ,476.6 2 ,463.42 ,463.42 ,463.42 ,463.42 ,463.4 496 .7496 .7496 .7496 .7496 .7 7 ,275.37 ,275.37 ,275.37 ,275.37 ,275.3 1 ,956.61 ,956.61 ,956.61 ,956.61 ,956.6 1 ,192.71 ,192.71 ,192.71 ,192.71 ,192.7 823 .5823 .5823 .5823 .5823 .5 3 ,972.93 ,972.93 ,972.93 ,972.93 ,972.9

Northeastern Offshore 6,283.7 42.6 0.0 2,574.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 0.0 511.3 10.4 612.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Northern 171.1 172.2 1.4 549.1 0.0 991.1 639.4 1,630.5

Southern 21.8 1,737.4 484.9 3,539.0 1,956.6 201.7 184.1 2,342.3

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 6 ,158.16 ,158.16 ,158.16 ,158.16 ,158.1 2 ,122.82 ,122.82 ,122.82 ,122.82 ,122.8 454 .6454 .6454 .6454 .6454 .6 6 ,817.96 ,817.96 ,817.96 ,817.96 ,817.9 1 ,721.71 ,721.71 ,721.71 ,721.71 ,721.7 1 ,310.11 ,310.11 ,310.11 ,310.11 ,310.1 1 ,416.11 ,416.11 ,416.11 ,416.11 ,416.1 4 ,447.94 ,447.94 ,447.94 ,447.94 ,447.9

Northeastern Offshore 5,938.2 35.0 0.0 2,181.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 0.0 474.9 13.5 767.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Northern 200.9 205.8 1.7 633.9 0.0 1,146.4 1,224.2 2,370.6

Southern 18.9 1,407.0 439.3 3,235.0 1,721.7 163.7 191.9 2,077.3

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 5 ,746.85 ,746.85 ,746.85 ,746.85 ,746.8 2 ,390.42 ,390.42 ,390.42 ,390.42 ,390.4 427 .9427 .9427 .9427 .9427 .9 7 ,190.07 ,190.07 ,190.07 ,190.07 ,190.0 1 ,603.31 ,603.31 ,603.31 ,603.31 ,603.3 1 ,260.71 ,260.71 ,260.71 ,260.71 ,260.7 1 ,891.31 ,891.31 ,891.31 ,891.31 ,891.3 4 ,755.44 ,755.44 ,755.44 ,755.44 ,755.4

Northeastern Offshore 5,552.7 33.2 0.0 2,033.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 0.0 488.1 59.3 1,013.9 107.4 0.0 0.0 107.4

Northern 176.6 218.6 0.5 746.0 11.1 1,077.7 1,544.7 2,633.6

Southern 17.5 1,650.4 368.2 3,396.6 1,484.8 183.0 346.6 2,014.4

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 5 ,279.65 ,279.65 ,279.65 ,279.65 ,279.6 2 ,240.32 ,240.32 ,240.32 ,240.32 ,240.3 411 .0411 .0411 .0411 .0411 .0 6 ,947.56 ,947.56 ,947.56 ,947.56 ,947.5 1 ,355.51 ,355.51 ,355.51 ,355.51 ,355.5 1 ,411.21 ,411.21 ,411.21 ,411.21 ,411.2 1 ,916.81 ,916.81 ,916.81 ,916.81 ,916.8 4 ,683.64 ,683.64 ,683.64 ,683.64 ,683.6

Northeastern Offshore 5,098.7 25.9 0.0 2,174.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 0.0 524.0 74.2 1,103.4 157.9 0.0 0.0 157.9

Northern 158.1 190.4 0.5 525.7 11.1 1,282.8 1,611.5 2,905.5

Southern 22.7 1,500.0 336.3 3,144.3 1,186.5 128.4 305.3 1,620.2

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

The distribution by region and by fluid type of the

developed proved reserves is shown in Table 3.6; dur-

ing the year, crude oil accounted for 74.5 percent, dry

gas 15.7 percent, plant liquids 6.7 percent and con-

densates 3.1 percent. The Northeastern Offshore Re-

gion provides 53.8 percent of the oil equivalent re-

serves, the Southern Region has 28.2 percent and the

Northern and Southwestern Offshore regions furnish

9.7 and 8.3 percent, respectively.

The developed proved natural gas reserves as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 totaled 11,631.0 billion cubic feet, as it is

shown in Table 3.6. The reserves of gas to be deliv-

ered to plant amount to 10,315.8 billion cubic feet,

with the Southern Region providing 43.6 percent; while

the dry gas reserve amounts to 8,688.2 billion cubic

feet, with the Southern Region producing 40.5 per-

cent of this total.

As of January 1, 2007, the developed proved reserves

of crude oil totaled 7,930.8 million barrels. Heavy oil

accounted for 66.6 percent of the national total, light

oil 28.2 percent and superlight 5.2 percent. The North-

eastern Offshore Region provides 96.6 percent of the

total heavy oil and the Southern Region has 67.0 per-

cent of the light oil and 81.8 percent of the superlight

oil. The classification of developed proved crude oil

reserves by density is shown in Table 3.7.

The developed proved reserves of natural gas, classi-

fied by association with crude oil in the reservoir, are

also shown in Table 3.7. As of January 1, 2007, the
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Table 3.8 Historic distribution by fluid and region of undeveloped proved reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 4 ,682.94 ,682.94 ,682.94 ,682.94 ,682.9 236 .1236 .1236 .1236 .1236 .1 648 .0648 .0648 .0648 .0648 .0 1 ,299.21 ,299.21 ,299.21 ,299.21 ,299.2 6 ,866.26 ,866.26 ,866.26 ,866.26 ,866.2 9 ,492.09 ,492.09 ,492.09 ,492.09 ,492.0 8 ,290.18 ,290.18 ,290.18 ,290.18 ,290.1 6 ,756.86 ,756.86 ,756.86 ,756.86 ,756.8

Northeastern Offshore 2,268.2 113.7 141.8 237.3 2,761.0 2,109.1 1,581.9 1,234.0

Southwestern Offshore 667.1 63.8 98.3 190.1 1,019.2 1,481.1 1,226.6 988.5

Northern 614.7 5.9 57.2 315.8 993.5 1,977.8 1,766.1 1,642.3

Southern 1,133.1 52.7 350.7 556.1 2,092.5 3,924.0 3,715.6 2,892.1

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 4 ,146.84 ,146.84 ,146.84 ,146.84 ,146.8 263 .9263 .9263 .9263 .9263 .9 646 .9646 .9646 .9646 .9646 .9 1 ,246.51 ,246.51 ,246.51 ,246.51 ,246.5 6 ,304.16 ,304.16 ,304.16 ,304.16 ,304.1 9 ,166.79 ,166.79 ,166.79 ,166.79 ,166.7 8 ,056.08 ,056.08 ,056.08 ,056.08 ,056.0 6 ,482.76 ,482.76 ,482.76 ,482.76 ,482.7

Northeastern Offshore 1,705.5 151.5 156.7 255.4 2,269.2 2,166.6 1,687.0 1,328.4

Southwestern Offshore 725.1 54.7 100.8 201.0 1,081.5 1,557.1 1,278.5 1,045.3

Northern 640.1 6.0 61.4 288.2 995.6 1,876.1 1,647.7 1,498.9

Southern 1,076.1 51.7 328.1 501.9 1,957.8 3,566.9 3,442.8 2,610.1

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 3 ,248.73 ,248.73 ,248.73 ,248.73 ,248.7 264 .1264 .1264 .1264 .1264 .1 541 .2541 .2541 .2541 .2541 .2 1 ,090.01 ,090.01 ,090.01 ,090.01 ,090.0 5 ,144.05 ,144.05 ,144.05 ,144.05 ,144.0 8 ,011.58 ,011.58 ,011.58 ,011.58 ,011.5 6 ,992.76 ,992.76 ,992.76 ,992.76 ,992.7 5 ,669.05 ,669.05 ,669.05 ,669.05 ,669.0

Northeastern Offshore 1,520.2 179.9 148.0 243.4 2,091.6 2,156.9 1,603.1 1,266.1

Southwestern Offshore 463.9 34.1 66.5 145.8 710.3 1,124.5 921.1 758.5

Northern 492.4 4.9 43.2 257.3 797.8 1,584.9 1,438.6 1,338.4

Southern 772.2 45.2 283.6 443.4 1,544.3 3,145.2 3,029.8 2,306.1

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 3 ,116.73 ,116.73 ,116.73 ,116.73 ,116.7 280 .5280 .5280 .5280 .5280 .5 474 .6474 .6474 .6474 .6474 .6 994 .2994 .2994 .2994 .2994 .2 4 ,866.14 ,866.14 ,866.14 ,866.14 ,866.1 7 ,326.37 ,326.37 ,326.37 ,326.37 ,326.3 6 ,242.56 ,242.56 ,242.56 ,242.56 ,242.5 5 ,167.55 ,167.55 ,167.55 ,167.55 ,167.5

Northeastern Offshore 1,407.4 214.2 113.5 190.1 1,925.2 1,864.8 1,243.7 988.8

Southwestern Offshore 439.7 28.7 67.1 204.9 740.4 1,382.3 1,209.7 1,065.7

Northern 539.9 4.0 49.5 226.7 820.1 1,425.3 1,294.2 1,179.0

Southern 729.7 33.6 244.5 372.5 1,380.4 2,653.9 2,495.0 1,934.0

developed proved associated gas reserve accounts for

59.7 percent, while the non-associated gas represents

40.3 percent. Most of the developed reserves of asso-

ciated gas are in the Southern and Northeastern Off-

shore regions, with 45.3 and 31.3 percent, respectively.

In reference to the developed reserves of non-associ-

ated gas, the Northern Region has 62.0 percent of the

national total, mostly in wet and dry gas reservoirs,

34.6 percent is in the Southern Region, mainly in gas-

condensate reservoirs and the Southwestern Offshore

Region has 3.4 percent in gas-condensate reservoirs.

3.3.1.2 Undeveloped Proved Reserves3.3.1.2 Undeveloped Proved Reserves3.3.1.2 Undeveloped Proved Reserves3.3.1.2 Undeveloped Proved Reserves3.3.1.2 Undeveloped Proved Reserves

As of January 1, 2007, the undeveloped proved re-

serves totaled 4,866.1 million barrels of oil equivalent,

which means a decrease of 5.4 percent compared with

the figure reported in the previous year. Discoveries

added 173.8 million barrels of oil equivalent; the de-

lineations, developments and revisions reduced this

reserve by 451.8 million barrels of oil equivalent, mainly

because of the reclassification of these reserves to de-

veloped proved category.

The historical distribution by region and fluid type of

the undeveloped proved reserves is shown in Table 3.8.

This year, crude oil accounted for 64.0 percent, dry

gas 20.4 percent, plant liquids 9.8 percent and conden-

sates complement the figure with 5.8 percent. Region-

ally for oil equivalent in 2007, the Northeastern Offshore

Region provides 39.6 percent, the Southern Region has

28.4 percent, and the Northern and Southwestern Off-

shore regions have 16.8 and 15.2 percent, respectively.
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Table 3.9 Classification of undeveloped proved crude oil and natural gas reserves.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 2 ,610.02 ,610.02 ,610.02 ,610.02 ,610.0 1 ,751.71 ,751.71 ,751.71 ,751.71 ,751.7 321 .2321 .2321 .2321 .2321 .2 7 ,655.77 ,655.77 ,655.77 ,655.77 ,655.7 707 .3707 .3707 .3707 .3707 .3 406 .1406 .1406 .1406 .1406 .1 722 .8722 .8722 .8722 .8722 .8 1 ,836.31 ,836.31 ,836.31 ,836.31 ,836.3

Northeastern Offshore 2,239.1 29.1 0.0 2,109.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 209.0 351.7 106.3 909.3 444.8 0.0 127.0 571.8

Northern 140.5 455.5 18.7 1,205.4 0.0 406.1 366.4 772.5

Southern 21.3 915.5 196.3 3,431.9 262.6 0.0 229.5 492.0

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 2 ,040.22 ,040.22 ,040.22 ,040.22 ,040.2 1 ,716.51 ,716.51 ,716.51 ,716.51 ,716.5 390 .1390 .1390 .1390 .1390 .1 7 ,210.97 ,210.97 ,210.97 ,210.97 ,210.9 951 .8951 .8951 .8951 .8951 .8 397 .9397 .9397 .9397 .9397 .9 606 .2606 .2606 .2606 .2606 .2 1 ,955.81 ,955.81 ,955.81 ,955.81 ,955.8

Northeastern Offshore 1,686.2 19.4 0.0 2,153.1 0.0 0.0 13.4 13.4

Southwestern Offshore 216.2 343.0 165.8 617.1 734.2 0.0 205.9 940.0

Northern 137.8 449.7 52.6 1,270.5 0.0 397.9 207.7 605.6

Southern 0.0 904.4 171.7 3,170.1 217.6 0.0 179.2 396.8

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 1 ,810.61 ,810.61 ,810.61 ,810.61 ,810.6 1 ,160.11 ,160.11 ,160.11 ,160.11 ,160.1 278 .1278 .1278 .1278 .1278 .1 6 ,084.26 ,084.26 ,084.26 ,084.26 ,084.2 588 .0588 .0588 .0588 .0588 .0 397 .2397 .2397 .2397 .2397 .2 942 .2942 .2942 .2942 .2942 .2 1 ,927.31 ,927.31 ,927.31 ,927.31 ,927.3

Northeastern Offshore 1,507.4 12.8 0.0 2,143.2 0.0 0.0 13.7 13.7

Southwestern Offshore 113.8 230.4 119.7 429.0 491.4 0.0 204.1 695.5

Northern 182.0 304.9 5.5 684.4 23.4 394.8 482.4 900.5

Southern 7.3 612.0 152.8 2,827.5 73.2 2.4 242.1 317.7

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 1 ,729.81 ,729.81 ,729.81 ,729.81 ,729.8 1 ,162.61 ,162.61 ,162.61 ,162.61 ,162.6 224 .2224 .2224 .2224 .2224 .2 5 ,630.65 ,630.65 ,630.65 ,630.65 ,630.6 464 .4464 .4464 .4464 .4464 .4 768 .2768 .2768 .2768 .2768 .2 463 .1463 .1463 .1463 .1463 .1 1 ,695.61 ,695.61 ,695.61 ,695.61 ,695.6

Northeastern Offshore 1,394.6 12.8 0.0 1,851.6 0.0 0.0 13.2 13.2

Southwestern Offshore 110.0 226.4 103.4 482.4 383.9 308.5 207.4 899.9

Northern 208.1 323.2 8.6 790.7 23.4 457.1 154.2 634.6

Southern 17.1 600.3 112.3 2,506.0 57.1 2.6 88.3 148.0

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

Undeveloped proved natural gas reserves, as of

January 1, 2007, amounted to 7,326.3 billion cubic

feet, as can be seen in Table 3.8. The gas to be

delivered to plant is 6,242.5 billion cubic feet; the

Southern Region accounts for 40.0 percent of this

total. The dry gas reserve totals 5,167.5 billion cu-

bic feet, of which 37.4 percent is located in the

Southern Region.

The undeveloped proved crude oil reserves as of

January 1, 2007 amounted to 3,116.7 million bar-

rels, with heavy oil reserves representing 55.5 per-

cent of the total, light oil 37.3 percent and the

superlight 7.2 percent. The Northeastern Offshore

Region provides most of the heavy oil, 80.6 percent;

the Southern Region has 51.6 percent of the light oil

and 50.1 percent of the superlight oil and the South-

western Offshore Region concentrates 46.1 percent

of the superlight oil. Table 3.9 shows the classifica-

tion by density of the undeveloped proved crude oil

reserves.

The classification of the reserves of undeveloped

proved natural gas by association with crude oil in

the reservoir is also shown in Table 3.9. As of Janu-

ary 1, 2007, the undeveloped proved reserves of as-

sociated gas accounted for 76.9 percent, while the

non-associated gas represented 23.1 percent. The

Southern Region provides 44.5 percent of the unde-

veloped associated gas reserves. In terms of non-as-

sociated gas, the Southwestern Offshore Region has

53.1 percent in gas-condensate and dry gas reser-
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Table 3.10 Historic distribution by fluid and region of probable reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,814.111,814.111,814.111,814.111,814.1 157 .9157 .9157 .9157 .9157 .9 959 .4959 .4959 .4959 .4959 .4 3 ,073.73 ,073.73 ,073.73 ,073.73 ,073.7 16,005.116,005.116,005.116,005.116,005.1 20,474.020,474.020,474.020,474.020,474.0 18,148.818,148.818,148.818,148.818,148.8 15,986.015,986.015,986.015,986.015,986.0

Northeastern Offshore 4,122.6 65.8 89.4 149.7 4,427.5 1,279.4 997.8 778.3

Southwestern Offshore 812.4 63.1 96.8 219.9 1,192.2 1,607.8 1,378.2 1,143.5

Northern 6,300.4 18.4 643.3 2,488.0 9,450.2 16,091.9 14,372.9 12,940.1

Southern 578.7 10.6 129.8 216.1 935.1 1,494.8 1,399.9 1,124.1

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,621.211,621.211,621.211,621.211,621.2 168 .9168 .9168 .9168 .9168 .9 980 .2980 .2980 .2980 .2980 .2 3 ,065.83 ,065.83 ,065.83 ,065.83 ,065.8 15,836.115,836.115,836.115,836.115,836.1 20,703.420,703.420,703.420,703.420,703.4 18,113.218,113.218,113.218,113.218,113.2 15,945.015,945.015,945.015,945.015,945.0

Northeastern Offshore 4,004.6 84.1 90.3 146.0 4,324.9 1,212.2 966.1 759.6

Southwestern Offshore 787.3 56.8 104.6 242.8 1,191.6 1,760.2 1,504.4 1,262.8

Northern 6,223.2 17.5 640.8 2,433.0 9,314.4 16,096.9 14,046.9 12,654.1

Southern 606.1 10.5 144.6 243.9 1,005.2 1,634.1 1,595.7 1,268.6

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,644.111,644.111,644.111,644.111,644.1 166 .6166 .6166 .6166 .6166 .6 1 ,046.51 ,046.51 ,046.51 ,046.51 ,046.5 2 ,931.42 ,931.42 ,931.42 ,931.42 ,931.4 15,788.515,788.515,788.515,788.515,788.5 20,086.520,086.520,086.520,086.520,086.5 17,730.717,730.717,730.717,730.717,730.7 15,246.015,246.015,246.015,246.015,246.0

Northeastern Offshore 4,112.4 105.7 86.8 141.6 4,446.5 1,230.6 934.1 736.5

Southwestern Offshore 740.7 33.7 65.0 158.5 997.8 1,167.1 983.6 824.2

Northern 6,213.9 12.7 727.7 2,370.4 9,324.7 15,849.1 14,042.2 12,328.1

Southern 577.1 14.5 167.1 260.9 1,019.6 1,839.8 1,770.8 1,357.2

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 11,033.911,033.911,033.911,033.911,033.9 159 .0159 .0159 .0159 .0159 .0 1 ,071.01 ,071.01 ,071.01 ,071.01 ,071.0 2 ,993.62 ,993.62 ,993.62 ,993.62 ,993.6 15,257.415,257.415,257.415,257.415,257.4 20,485.720,485.720,485.720,485.720,485.7 18,116.618,116.618,116.618,116.618,116.6 15,567.915,567.915,567.915,567.915,567.9

Northeastern Offshore 3,444.7 103.1 53.5 88.8 3,690.1 863.0 582.2 462.1

Southwestern Offshore 744.2 36.8 81.0 254.0 1,116.0 1,706.4 1,495.1 1,320.8

Northern 6,099.7 9.5 751.9 2,360.5 9,221.6 15,874.2 14,109.5 12,276.8

Southern 745.3 9.5 184.6 290.3 1,229.7 2,042.2 1,929.8 1,508.2

voirs. The Northern Region has 37.4 percent of the

non-associated gas reserves, mostly in wet and dry

gas reservoirs; the Southern Region has 8.7 percent,

largely in dry gas reservoirs, and the Northeastern

Offshore Region completes the figure with 0.8 per-

cent in dry gas reservoirs.

3.3.2. Probable Reserves3.3.2. Probable Reserves3.3.2. Probable Reserves3.3.2. Probable Reserves3.3.2. Probable Reserves

The evaluation of probable reserves as of January 1,

2007 was 15,257.4 million barrels of oil equivalent.

Table 3.10 shows the distribution by region and fluid

type. For this year, 72.3 percent is oil, 19.6 percent is

dry gas, 7.0 percent is plant liquids and the remain-

ing 1.1 percent is condensate. In terms of oil equiva-

lent, the Northern Region accounts for 60.4 percent,

the Northeastern Offshore Region 24.2 percent, the

Southern Region 8.1 percent and the Southwestern

Offshore Region 7.3 percent.

The probable natural gas reserves, as of January 1,

2007, amount to 20,485.7 billion cubic feet. The

probable gas reserves to be delivered to plant are

18,116.6 billion cubic feet, with 77.9 percent con-

centrated in the Northern Region. The dry gas re-

serve totals 15,567.9 billion cubic feet, of which 78.9

percent is in the Northern Region. Table 3.10 shows

the historic evolution of Mexico’s probable natural

gas reserves.

As of January 1, 2007, the probable crude oil reserves

are 11,033.9 million barrels; heavy oil accounts for

55.5 percent of the national total, light oil 34.6 per-
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Table 3.11 Classification of probable crude oil and natural gas reserves.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 5 ,875.15 ,875.15 ,875.15 ,875.15 ,875.1 4 ,621.64 ,621.64 ,621.64 ,621.64 ,621.6 1 ,317.41 ,317.41 ,317.41 ,317.41 ,317.4 17,338.717,338.717,338.717,338.717,338.7 1 ,028.21 ,028.21 ,028.21 ,028.21 ,028.2 1 ,160.41 ,160.41 ,160.41 ,160.41 ,160.4 946 .6946 .6946 .6946 .6946 .6 3 ,135.33 ,135.33 ,135.33 ,135.33 ,135.3

Northeastern Offshore 4,116.6 6.0 0.0 1,279.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 156.0 553.2 103.3 941.6 370.8 0.0 295.5 666.3

Northern 1,580.6 3,607.7 1,112.1 14,330.8 0.0 1,156.0 605.2 1,761.2

Southern 21.9 454.7 102.0 787.0 657.4 4.4 46.0 707.8

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 5 ,725.15 ,725.15 ,725.15 ,725.15 ,725.1 4 ,477.14 ,477.14 ,477.14 ,477.14 ,477.1 1 ,419.01 ,419.01 ,419.01 ,419.01 ,419.0 17,076.417,076.417,076.417,076.417,076.4 1 ,372.11 ,372.11 ,372.11 ,372.11 ,372.1 1 ,309.51 ,309.51 ,309.51 ,309.51 ,309.5 945 .4945 .4945 .4945 .4945 .4 3 ,627.03 ,627.03 ,627.03 ,627.03 ,627.0

Northeastern Offshore 4,004.6 0.0 0.0 1,210.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 2.3

Southwestern Offshore 156.9 479.6 150.8 910.8 458.9 0.0 390.4 849.3

Northern 1,550.1 3,543.5 1,129.6 14,326.3 0.0 1,305.1 465.6 1,770.7

Southern 13.5 454.0 138.6 629.3 913.2 4.4 87.2 1,004.7

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 6 ,774.96 ,774.96 ,774.96 ,774.96 ,774.9 3 ,891.73 ,891.73 ,891.73 ,891.73 ,891.7 977 .5977 .5977 .5977 .5977 .5 16,770.616,770.616,770.616,770.616,770.6 1 ,319.61 ,319.61 ,319.61 ,319.61 ,319.6 1 ,149.41 ,149.41 ,149.41 ,149.41 ,149.4 847 .0847 .0847 .0847 .0847 .0 3 ,316.03 ,316.03 ,316.03 ,316.03 ,316.0

Northeastern Offshore 4,112.4 0.0 0.0 1,228.3 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.2

Southwestern Offshore 220.2 416.3 104.1 552.5 330.9 0.0 283.7 614.6

Northern 2,405.3 3,068.0 740.6 14,234.9 35.0 1,140.2 439.1 1,614.3

Southern 37.0 407.4 132.8 754.9 953.7 9.2 122.0 1,084.9

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 6 ,127.56 ,127.56 ,127.56 ,127.56 ,127.5 3 ,815.83 ,815.83 ,815.83 ,815.83 ,815.8 1 ,090.61 ,090.61 ,090.61 ,090.61 ,090.6 16,414.616,414.616,414.616,414.616,414.6 1 ,485.91 ,485.91 ,485.91 ,485.91 ,485.9 1 ,562.51 ,562.51 ,562.51 ,562.51 ,562.5 1 ,022.71 ,022.71 ,022.71 ,022.71 ,022.7 4 ,071.14 ,071.14 ,071.14 ,071.14 ,071.1

Northeastern Offshore 3,444.7 0.0 0.0 860.8 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.2

Southwestern Offshore 215.2 409.9 119.1 498.8 549.9 364.4 293.3 1,207.6

Northern 2,337.8 3,023.7 738.2 14,056.3 35.0 1,189.7 593.3 1,817.9

Southern 129.8 382.2 233.3 998.8 901.0 8.5 133.9 1,043.4

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

cent and superlight 9.9 percent. The Northeastern

Offshore Region provides 56.2 percent of the heavy

oil and the Northern Region has 79.2 and 67.7 per-

cent of the light oil and superlight oil, respectively.

The classification by density of probable crude oil re-

serves is shown in Table 3.11.

The probable reserves of natural gas classified as as-

sociated and non-associated with the oil are shown

in Table 3.11. In 2007, the probable reserves of asso-

ciated gas account for 80.1 percent and the probable

reserves of non-associated gas represent 19.9 percent.

The Northern Region holds 85.6 percent of the prob-

able associated gas reserves. In reference to the re-

serves of non-associated gas, 44.7 percent of such

are located in the Northern Region, mostly from wet

gas reservoirs; 29.7 percent in the Southwestern Off-

shore Region and 25.6 percent in the Southern Re-

gion. Gas-condensate reservoirs are the most impor-

tant sources in these two regions.

The behavior of Mexico’s probable oil equivalent

reserves over the last three years is shown in Fig-

ure 3.8. This year, there was a decrease of 531.1

million barrels of oil equivalent, which is 3.4 per-

cent compared with the previous year. The addi-

tions contributed 275.0 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent, the revisions of existing fields provided 32.5

million barrels of oil equivalent, and the develop-

ments reported a decrease of 838.6 million barrels

of oil equivalent with the reclassification to the

proved category.
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Table 3.12 Historic distribution by fluid and region of possible reserves.

Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Crude Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas

Oil Liquids Equivalent Delivered to Plant

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 ,455.28 ,455.28 ,455.28 ,455.28 ,455.2 156 .9156 .9156 .9156 .9156 .9 1 ,034.71 ,034.71 ,034.71 ,034.71 ,034.7 3 ,493.93 ,493.93 ,493.93 ,493.93 ,493.9 13,140.713,140.713,140.713,140.713,140.7 22,678.722,678.722,678.722,678.722,678.7 20,471.920,471.920,471.920,471.920,471.9 18,171.718,171.718,171.718,171.718,171.7

Northeastern Offshore 1,323.1 25.2 31.8 53.3 1,433.4 474.1 355.3 277.2

Southwestern Offshore 941.2 106.0 163.5 338.5 1,549.1 2,458.4 2,156.4 1,760.6

Northern 5,935.7 22.0 752.8 2,955.6 9,666.1 18,724.3 17,020.4 15,372.0

Southern 255.1 3.9 86.6 146.5 492.1 1,021.9 939.8 762.0

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 ,808.98 ,808.98 ,808.98 ,808.98 ,808.9 147 .7147 .7147 .7147 .7147 .7 1 ,030.61 ,030.61 ,030.61 ,030.61 ,030.6 3 ,441.13 ,441.13 ,441.13 ,441.13 ,441.1 13,428.213,428.213,428.213,428.213,428.2 22,742.822,742.822,742.822,742.822,742.8 20,169.120,169.120,169.120,169.120,169.1 17,896.917,896.917,896.917,896.917,896.9

Northeastern Offshore 1,517.6 32.6 34.2 63.3 1,647.6 534.2 407.3 329.0

Southwestern Offshore 959.6 87.6 162.5 343.7 1,553.4 2,538.3 2,163.3 1,787.6

Northern 5,855.7 23.3 740.8 2,877.8 9,497.7 18,605.8 16,581.9 14,967.4

Southern 476.0 4.2 93.1 156.3 729.6 1,064.5 1,016.6 812.9

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 9 ,635.09 ,635.09 ,635.09 ,635.09 ,635.0 158 .5158 .5158 .5158 .5158 .5 1 ,114.11 ,114.11 ,114.11 ,114.11 ,114.1 3 ,251.83 ,251.83 ,251.83 ,251.83 ,251.8 14,159.414,159.414,159.414,159.414,159.4 22,311.422,311.422,311.422,311.422,311.4 19,556.119,556.119,556.119,556.119,556.1 16,912.316,912.316,912.316,912.316,912.3

Northeastern Offshore 2,347.8 62.8 45.3 81.8 2,537.7 767.5 528.5 425.3

Southwestern Offshore 1,021.1 75.1 146.8 289.6 1,532.7 2,258.0 1,866.0 1,506.3

Northern 5,775.3 17.7 825.2 2,732.2 9,350.4 18,241.6 16,160.8 14,210.0

Southern 490.8 2.9 96.8 148.2 738.7 1,044.2 1,000.8 770.8

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 9 ,827.39 ,827.39 ,827.39 ,827.39 ,827.3 173 .9173 .9173 .9173 .9173 .9 1 ,153.01 ,153.01 ,153.01 ,153.01 ,153.0 3 ,450.43 ,450.43 ,450.43 ,450.43 ,450.4 14,604.714,604.714,604.714,604.714,604.7 23,602.223,602.223,602.223,602.223,602.2 20,689.220,689.220,689.220,689.220,689.2 17,944.217,944.217,944.217,944.217,944.2

Northeastern Offshore 2,533.9 89.1 42.4 78.3 2,743.7 814.9 502.2 407.0

Southwestern Offshore 1,118.8 70.5 165.6 549.0 1,903.8 3,611.9 3,213.3 2,855.1

Northern 5,780.8 11.7 853.1 2,683.3 9,328.9 18,179.4 16,041.4 13,955.9

Southern 393.9 2.6 91.9 139.9 628.2 996.0 932.2 726.3

3.3.3. P3.3.3. P3.3.3. P3.3.3. P3.3.3. Possible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reservesossible Reserves

Mexico’s possible oil equivalent reserve as of January

1, 2007 totals 14,604.7 million barrels. The distribution

by region and by fluid type is shown in Table 3.12.

The Northern Region provides 63.9 percent of all of

these reserves, the Northeastern Offshore Region 18.8

percent, the Southwestern Offshore Region 13.0 per-

Bboe

0.3

Additions

-0.8

Developments2004 200720062005

0.0

Revisions

16.0

15.3
15.815.8

Figure 3.8 Historic behavior of Mexico's probable oil equivalent reserves.
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Estimation as of January 1, 2007

Table 3.13 Classification of possible crude oil and natural gas reserves.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Year Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 3 ,074.13 ,074.13 ,074.13 ,074.13 ,074.1 4 ,095.84 ,095.84 ,095.84 ,095.84 ,095.8 1 ,285.31 ,285.31 ,285.31 ,285.31 ,285.3 18,143.118,143.118,143.118,143.118,143.1 1 ,710.81 ,710.81 ,710.81 ,710.81 ,710.8 1 ,574.81 ,574.81 ,574.81 ,574.81 ,574.8 1 ,250.01 ,250.01 ,250.01 ,250.01 ,250.0 4 ,535.64 ,535.64 ,535.64 ,535.64 ,535.6

Northeastern Offshore 1,290.2 32.9 0.0 474.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 240.2 284.3 416.7 1,017.4 1,113.2 0.0 327.8 1,441.0

Northern 1,535.6 3,581.2 818.9 16,280.4 0.0 1,536.0 908.0 2,443.9

Southern 8.1 197.4 49.7 371.2 597.6 38.8 14.2 650.7

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 3 ,449.93 ,449.93 ,449.93 ,449.93 ,449.9 4 ,155.84 ,155.84 ,155.84 ,155.84 ,155.8 1 ,203.21 ,203.21 ,203.21 ,203.21 ,203.2 18,326.318,326.318,326.318,326.318,326.3 1 ,425.11 ,425.11 ,425.11 ,425.11 ,425.1 1 ,671.41 ,671.41 ,671.41 ,671.41 ,671.4 1 ,319.91 ,319.91 ,319.91 ,319.91 ,319.9 4 ,416.54 ,416.54 ,416.54 ,416.54 ,416.5

Northeastern Offshore 1,484.7 32.9 0.0 492.2 0.0 0.0 42.0 42.0

Southwestern Offshore 244.8 368.2 346.7 1,279.2 825.5 0.0 433.6 1,259.1

Northern 1,479.3 3,568.0 808.4 16,142.6 0.0 1,632.6 830.5 2,463.1

Southern 241.2 186.7 48.1 412.4 599.6 38.8 13.7 652.2

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 4 ,454.34 ,454.34 ,454.34 ,454.34 ,454.3 4 ,081.14 ,081.14 ,081.14 ,081.14 ,081.1 1 ,099.51 ,099.51 ,099.51 ,099.51 ,099.5 18,138.218,138.218,138.218,138.218,138.2 1 ,638.31 ,638.31 ,638.31 ,638.31 ,638.3 1 ,412.21 ,412.21 ,412.21 ,412.21 ,412.2 1 ,122.71 ,122.71 ,122.71 ,122.71 ,122.7 4 ,173.24 ,173.24 ,173.24 ,173.24 ,173.2

Northeastern Offshore 2,315.0 32.9 0.0 725.6 0.0 0.0 41.9 41.9

Southwestern Offshore 333.6 403.6 284.0 966.1 1,008.3 0.0 283.6 1,291.9

Northern 1,562.4 3,448.8 764.1 16,061.4 27.9 1,377.6 774.7 2,180.2

Southern 243.4 195.9 51.5 385.0 602.1 34.6 22.5 659.2

20072007200720072007 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 4 ,573.64 ,573.64 ,573.64 ,573.64 ,573.6 4 ,099.04 ,099.04 ,099.04 ,099.04 ,099.0 1 ,154.71 ,154.71 ,154.71 ,154.71 ,154.7 18,410.418,410.418,410.418,410.418,410.4 1 ,485.41 ,485.41 ,485.41 ,485.41 ,485.4 2 ,024.32 ,024.32 ,024.32 ,024.32 ,024.3 1 ,682.11 ,682.11 ,682.11 ,682.11 ,682.1 5 ,191.85 ,191.85 ,191.85 ,191.85 ,191.8

Northeastern Offshore 2,506.0 27.9 0.0 772.6 0.0 0.0 42.3 42.3

Southwestern Offshore 325.0 461.9 331.9 1,195.8 928.2 628.9 858.9 2,416.1

Northern 1,599.5 3,417.2 764.0 16,063.8 27.9 1,360.8 726.9 2,115.6

Southern 143.1 191.9 58.8 378.2 529.2 34.6 54.0 617.8

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

cent and the Southern Region 4.3 percent. Crude oil

accounts for 67.3 percent, dry gas 23.6 percent, plant

liquids 7.9 percent and the condensate provides 1.2

percent.

Possible natural gas reserves, as of January 1, 2007,

amounted to 23,602.2 billion cubic feet, as it is shown

in Table 3.12. The gas to be delivered to plant is 20,689.2

billion cubic feet, of which 77.5 percent of the total is

located in the Northern Region. The possible dry gas

reserve totals 17,944.2 billion cubic feet, of which 77.8

percent is concentrated in the Northern Region; most

of this volume located in Chicontepec.

As of January 1, 2007, the evaluation of the pos-

sible crude oil reserves amounts to 9,827.3 million

barrels, which are classified by density in Table 3.13.

Heavy oil accounts for 46.5 percent of this total,

light oil 41.7 percent and superlight oil 11.8 per-

cent. The Northeastern Offshore Region has 54.8

percent of the possible heavy oil reserves. The

Northern Region has 83.4 percent of the possible

light oil reserves, and 66.2 percent of the superlight

oil reserves.

The classification of natural gas reserves by associa-

tion with crude oil in the reservoir is shown in Table

3.13. The possible reserves of associated gas, as of

January 1, 2007, provide 78.0 percent of the total,

while the non-associated gas reserve is 22.0 percent.

The Northern Region accounts for 87.3 percent of

the possible associated gas reserves. The regional dis-
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tribution of the possible non-associated gas reserves

shows that the Northern Region has 40.8 percent,

coming mostly from wet gas reservoirs; the South-

western Offshore Region has 46.5 percent and the

Southern Region has 11.9 percent. In both regions

the gas-condensate reservoirs contribute most of these

reserves. The Northeastern Offshore Region has the

remaining 0.8 percent.

The historic evolution of Mexico’s possible oil equiva-

lent reserves over the last three years is shown in Fig-

ure 3.9. As of January 1, 2007, there is an increase of

445.3 million barrels of oil equivalent that is 3.1 per-

cent, compared with the previous year. The concept

of additions contributed 467.8 million barrels, devel-

opments added 3.0 million barrels and the revisions

reduced these reserves by 25.4 million barrels.

Bboe
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Additions

0.0

Developments2004 200720062005
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Figure 3.9 Historic behavior of Mexico's possible oil equivalent reserves.
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Discoveries 44
The results in terms of finfing hydrocarbon volumes

and reserves through exploratory activities have been

gradually improving over the years and illustrate the

potential for further discoveries in new areas. This

chapter reports the statistics of new discoveries, with

a description of the most important characteristics of

the reservoirs discovered during the year and it fur-

nishes the most relevant geological, geophysical,

petrophysical and engineering data.

The discoveries in 2006 amounted to 966.1 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent in 3P reserves, the highest in re-

cent years. The booking of 3P reserves was largely in

the Southwestern Offshore Region with 67.0 percent,

as a result of the investments in the Mexican Gulf of

Mexico Deepwater. The Northern, Southern and North-

eastern Offshore regions contributed 13.4, 12.3 and 7.3,

respectively. It is important to emphasize the contribu-

tion of non-associated gas discoveries, which ac-

counted for 50.3 percent of the 3P reserves added as a

result of the discoveries in deepwater; mostly in the

Lakach-1 well with 1,301.8 billion cubic feet of gas. This

makes the Lakach field the fourth most important in

wet gas or dry gas discovered in the country, as well as

the most important in the Gulf of Mexico territorial waters

in terms of 3P original reserves.

In 2006, the oil equivalent production was the highest

ever in the history of Pemex, with a total of 1,618.2

million barrels. This means that the replacement rate

was 59.7 percent, which is still below the goal of 100

percent, and which has gradually increased from 14.4

percent in 2001 to 59.7 percent in 2006. These results

are a consequence of the investment aimed to explo-

ration in recent years at Pemex Exploración y Pro-

ducción. Nevertheless, the investment levels must be

maintained or increased to reach the goal of a replace-

ment rate of 100 percent. Furthermore, investment

must be allocated for the acquisition of new informa-

tion, delineation, and characterization of reservoirs that

will make it possible to reclassify probable and pos-

sible reserves as proved.

Exploratory activities accounted for approximately 10

percent of Pemex Exploración y Producción’s total

investment in 2006. The capital was also focused on

drilling of exploratory wells, the acquisition of seismic

information and carrying out geological and geophysi-

cal studies. This has allowed to identify new opportu-

nity areas, such as those in deepwater, which are

gradually being incorporated into the portfolio of

projects. Furthermore, it has been possible to reduce

the level of uncertainty in a number of existing projects.

All of this will help in the generation of scenarios where

investment is focused on maximizing the economic

value of projects with quantified risk levels.

The information given below lists the reserves added

through exploratory activities, as well as their distri-

bution in the different categories. Additionally, all of

the discoveries are associated with Mexico’s hydro-

carbon producing basins. This makes it possible to

visualize where the exploration efforts were focused

in 2006. The evolution of the discoveries over the last

four years is given at the end of the chapter.

4.1 Aggregate Results4.1 Aggregate Results4.1 Aggregate Results4.1 Aggregate Results4.1 Aggregate Results

The booking of hydrocarbon reserves was higher

than last year because the exploratory activity dis-

covered 966.1 million barrels of oil equivalent in 3P
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Table 4.1 Composition of the hydrocarbon reserves of reservoirs discovered in 2006.

1P 2P 3P

Basin Well Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Oil Equivalent

Field MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl

TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 66 .266 .266 .266 .266 .2 548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4 158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1 1 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.6 340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5 2 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.1 966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1

BurgosBurgosBurgosBurgosBurgos 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 62 .362 .362 .362 .362 .3 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 133 .7133 .7133 .7133 .7133 .7 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 351 .8351 .8351 .8351 .8351 .8 67 .367 .367 .367 .367 .3

Algodonero Algodonero-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 30.7 5.6

Antiguo Antiguo-7 0.0 3.0 0.0 7.4 0.0 11.6 2.1

Arcabuz Arcabuz-560 0.0 8.8 0.0 21.8 0.0 43.7 9.6

Cachas Cachas-1 0.0 3.6 0.0 8.3 0.0 12.5 2.3

Explorador Explorador-115 0.0 3.4 0.0 8.0 0.0 17.1 3.1

Fogonero Cheché-1 0.0 3.1 0.0 8.4 0.0 17.6 3.2

Fogonero Fogonero-101 0.0 3.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 18.2 3.3

General General-8 0.0 18.9 0.0 21.5 0.0 40.4 7.3

Hidalgo Hidalgo-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.6 2.2

Mareógrafo Mareógrafo-1 0.0 11.3 0.0 36.6 0.0 113.9 21.1

Quintal Quintal-1 0.0 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 19.3 4.3

Rosal Rosal-2 0.0 1.6 0.0 2.3 0.0 4.0 0.7

Rusco Rusco-1 0.0 2.5 0.0 7.1 0.0 11.2 2.5

DeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwater 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 308 .5308 .5308 .5308 .5308 .5 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 672 .9672 .9672 .9672 .9672 .9 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 1 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.0 349 .3349 .3349 .3349 .3349 .3

Lakach Lakach-1 0.0 308.5 0.0 672.9 0.0 1,301.8 268.5

Noxal Noxal-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 420.2 80.8

SoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheastern 62 .962 .962 .962 .962 .9 129 .9129 .9129 .9129 .9129 .9 154 .4154 .4154 .4154 .4154 .4 311 .6311 .6311 .6311 .6311 .6 302 .8302 .8302 .8302 .8302 .8 779 .4779 .4779 .4779 .4779 .4 487 .6487 .6487 .6487 .6487 .6

Ayatsil Ayatsil-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 69.1 8.5 70.8

Cobra Cobra-1 1.6 16.4 5.1 49.6 5.1 49.6 17.5

Homol Homol-101 6.8 50.8 6.8 50.8 42.3 315.4 118.5

Kali Kali-1 0.0 0.0 35.2 76.2 39.6 88.9 61.4

Nelash Nelash-1 5.6 16.4 15.2 44.8 22.1 65.1 40.2

Onel Onel-1 27.1 32.4 49.7 63.1 49.7 63.1 65.1

Tabscoob Tabscoob-101 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 140.9 27.1

Yaxché Yaxché-101 21.8 13.9 42.4 27.1 74.9 47.9 87.0

VVVVVeracruzeracruzeracruzeracruzeracruz 3 . 33 . 33 . 33 . 33 . 3 47 .747 .747 .747 .747 .7 3 . 73 . 73 . 73 . 73 . 7 62 .462 .462 .462 .462 .4 37 .737 .737 .737 .737 .7 145 .9145 .9145 .9145 .9145 .9 62 .062 .062 .062 .062 .0

Enispe Enispe-1 0.0 9.6 0.0 9.6 0.0 9.6 1.8

Lizamba Fresnel-1 0.0 25.7 0.0 40.5 0.0 105.0 20.2

Perdiz Mocarroca-1 3.3 1.7 3.7 1.7 37.7 19.5 37.7

Romarik Romarik-1 0.0 1.7 0.0 1.7 0.0 2.9 0.6

Rosenblú Rosenblú-1 0.0 8.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 8.9 1.7

reserves in the national territory. To this end, explor-

atory localizations were drilled in onshore and off-

shore areas in Mesozoic and Tertiary age rocks. It is

important to note that the current focus is aimed at

the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater, but without neglect-

ing the traditional basins. Table 4.1 summarizes, at

an exploratory well level, the reserves booked as

proved reserve (1P), proved plus probable reserve

(2P) and the proved plus probable plus possible (3P)

categories, while indicating the type of hydrocarbon

associated with each discovery.

The results, in terms of non-associated gas, were the

most important in the year. The exploratory activities
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Table 4.2 Composition of the hydrocarbon reserves of reservoirs discovered in 2006 by basin and by region.

1P 2P 3P

Basin Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Oil Equivalent
Region MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl

TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 66 .266 .266 .266 .266 .2 548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4 158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1 1 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.6 340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5 2 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.1 966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1

BurgosBurgosBurgosBurgosBurgos 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 62 .362 .362 .362 .362 .3 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 133 .7133 .7133 .7133 .7133 .7 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 351 .8351 .8351 .8351 .8351 .8 67 .367 .367 .367 .367 .3

Northern 0.0 62.3 0.0 133.7 0.0 351.8 67.3

DeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwaterDeepwater 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 308 .5308 .5308 .5308 .5308 .5 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 672 .9672 .9672 .9672 .9672 .9 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 1 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.01 ,722.0 349 .3349 .3349 .3349 .3349 .3

Southwestern Offshore 0.0 308.5 0.0 672.9 0.0 1,722.0 349.3

SoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheasternSoutheastern 62 .962 .962 .962 .962 .9 129 .9129 .9129 .9129 .9129 .9 154 .4154 .4154 .4154 .4154 .4 311 .6311 .6311 .6311 .6311 .6 302 .8302 .8302 .8302 .8302 .8 779 .4779 .4779 .4779 .4779 .4 487 .6487 .6487 .6487 .6487 .6

Northeastern Offshore 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 69.1 8.5 70.8

Southwestern Offshore 55.7 97.1 98.9 141.0 166.9 567.3 297.7

Southern 7.2 32.8 55.6 170.5 66.8 203.6 119.1

VVVVVeracruzeracruzeracruzeracruzeracruz 3 . 33 . 33 . 33 . 33 . 3 47 .747 .747 .747 .747 .7 3 . 73 . 73 . 73 . 73 . 7 62 .462 .462 .462 .462 .4 37 .737 .737 .737 .737 .7 145 .9145 .9145 .9145 .9145 .9 62 .062 .062 .062 .062 .0

Northern 3.3 47.7 3.7 62.4 37.7 145.9 62.0

towards the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater produced re-

sults that made it possible to prove the potential of

the deepwater basins when the Lakach-1 and Noxal-

1 wells turned out to be producers of non-associ-

ated gas and booked a 3P reserve of 1,722.0 billion

cubic feet of gas, which is equal to 349.3 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent. Lakach-1 is the well with the

deepest water depth in Mexico to date, reaching 988

meters.

Non-associated gas reserves with wells in the South-

eastern Basins, Tabscoob-101, in the Litoral de

Tabasco Integral Business Unit of the Southwest-

ern Offshore Region and Cobra-1 in the Bellota-Jujo

Integral Business Unit of the Southern Region,

which booked 3P reserves amounting to 190.5 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas, that is, 44.6 million barrels of

oil equivalent.

The Burgos Basin contributed with non-associated

gas reserves of the Rusco-1, Fogonero-101, Hidalgo-
1, Mareógrafo-1, General-8, Cachas-1, Cheché-1,

Quintal-1, Explorador-115, Rosal-2, Antiguo-7,

Arcabuz-560 and Algodonero-1 wells, which contrib-

uted a volume of 3P reserves of 351.8 billion cubic

feet of natural gas, which is equal to 67.3 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent.

In the Veracruz Basin, non-associated gas re-

serves were discovered by the results in the

Fresnel-1, Enispe-1, Rosenblú-1 and Romarik-1

wells, which jointly contributed a total of 126.4

billion cubic feet in 3P reserves, or 24.3 million

barrels of oil equivalent.

The Northern Region, which manages the Burgos and

Veracruz basins, as a whole discovered a volume of

3P reserves of 478.2 billion cubit feet of non-associ-

ated gas, which is equal to 91.6 million barrels of oil

equivalent.

The discoveries of crude oil were mostly concentrated

in the Southeastern Basins, with 297.7 million barrels

of oil, which represents 88.8 percent of the national

total and 588.9 billion cubic feet of associated gas,

that jointly equal 443.0 million barrels of oil equiva-
lent. With the results of the Ayatsil-1 well, the North-

eastern Offshore Region booked a total of 69.1 mil-

lion barrels of heavy oil in 3P reserves. In 2006, in the

Southwestern Offshore Region, light and superlight
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Table 4.3 Composition of the hydrocarbon reserves of reservoirs discovered in 2006 by hydrocarbon type.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated

Category G-C* Wet Gas Dry Gas Total

Region MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf Bcf

1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 8 . 48 . 48 . 48 . 48 . 4 43 .943 .943 .943 .943 .9 14 .014 .014 .014 .014 .0 115 .3115 .3115 .3115 .3115 .3 16 .416 .416 .416 .416 .4 329 .4329 .4329 .4329 .4329 .4 87 .387 .387 .387 .387 .3 433 .1433 .1433 .1433 .1433 .1

Northeastern Offshore 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 5.0 43.9 6.8 97.1 0.0 308.5 0.0 308.5

Northern 3.3 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 20.9 87.3 108.2

Southern 0.0 0.0 7.2 16.4 16.4 0.0 0.0 16.4

2 P2 P2 P2 P2 P TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 9 . 99 . 99 . 99 . 99 . 9 85 .885 .885 .885 .885 .8 62 .462 .462 .462 .462 .4 263 .7263 .7263 .7263 .7263 .7 49 .649 .649 .649 .649 .6 721 .3721 .3721 .3721 .3721 .3 146 .0146 .0146 .0146 .0146 .0 916 .9916 .9916 .9916 .9916 .9

Northeastern Offshore 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 6.2 85.8 6.8 141.0 0.0 672.9 0.0 672.9

Northern 3.7 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 48.4 146.0 194.4

Southern 0.0 0.0 55.6 120.9 49.6 0.0 0.0 49.6

3 P3 P3 P3 P3 P TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 113 .0113 .0113 .0113 .0113 .0 118 .3118 .3118 .3118 .3118 .3 109 .1109 .1109 .1109 .1109 .1 608 .4608 .4608 .4608 .4608 .4 49 .649 .649 .649 .649 .6 1 ,406.01 ,406.01 ,406.01 ,406.01 ,406.0 935 .0935 .0935 .0935 .0935 .0 2 ,390.72 ,390.72 ,390.72 ,390.72 ,390.7

Northeastern Offshore 69.1 0.0 0.0 8.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Southwestern Offshore 6.2 118.3 42.3 426.4 0.0 1,301.8 561.1 1,862.9

Northern 37.7 0.0 0.0 19.5 0.0 104.2 373.9 478.2

Southern 0.0 0.0 66.8 154.0 49.6 0.0 0.0 49.6

* G-C: Gas-Condensate reservoirs

oil reservoirs were discovered with the results of the

drilling of the Homol-101 and Onel-1 wells in Abkatún-

Pol-Chuc and the Yaxché-101 well in the Litoral de

Tabasco, that make up a 3P reserve of 160.7 million

barrels of oil and 425.6 billion cubic feet of associated

gas, which is equal to 264.2 million barrels of oil

equivalent. In the Southern Region, the finding of

superlight oil reserves totaled 61.7 million barrels of

oil and 154.0 billion cubic feet of gas, which equal

101.6 million barrels of oil equivalent with the drilling

of the following exploratory wells: Nelash-1, in the

Cinco Presidentes Integral Business Unit, and Kali-1

in the Samaria-Luna Integral Business Unit. A new

heavy oil reservoir was added in the Veracruz Basin

with the Mocarroca-1 well with 37.7 million barrels of

oil equivalent, which demonstrates the existence of

opportunities for crude oil in this basin.

Table 4.2 shows the 1P, 2P and 3P reserve values

discovered at a basin and regional level. Table 4.3

gives a regional summary of the reserves discov-

ered in the 1P, 2P and 3P categories, specifying the

hydrocarbon type associated with each discovery.

This section includes a statistical summary of the dis-

coveries and a technical explanation of the most im-

portant fields found. There is a brief description of

their principal geological, geophysical and pet-

rophysical characteristics and their reservoirs, as well

as the dominant fluid types and their reserves.

4.2 Offshore Discoveries4.2 Offshore Discoveries4.2 Offshore Discoveries4.2 Offshore Discoveries4.2 Offshore Discoveries

The offshore exploration in the year was centered

on the deepwater basins with the Noxal-1 and

Lakach-1 wells, which added a total reserve of 1,722.0

billion cubic feet of non-associated gas. Furthermore,

exploratory activities were continued in the South-

eastern Basins; specifically in the Salina del Istmo,

Sonda de Campeche and Litoral de Tabasco sub-

basins.
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Figure 4.1 Location map of the Lakach-1 well, located 131 kilometers northwest of Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz,
in territorial waters of the Gulf of Mexico in a water depth of 988 m.

In the Salina del Istmo sub-basin, the Tabscoob-101

well added a total reserve of 140.9 billion cubic feet

of gas, which is equal to 27.1 million barrels of oil

equivalent.

Light oil reservoirs were discovered in the Middle

Eocene siliclastic rocks in Litoral de Tabasco, with the

Yaxché-101 well, which booked 87.0 million barrels of

oil equivalent.

In the northern part of the Sonda de Campeche, the

existence of additional volumes of heavy oil was iden-

tified with the data from the Ayatsil-1 well in the east

of the Maloob field, which added a 3P reserve of 70.8

million barrels of oil equivalent.

In the central and southern part of the Sonda de

Campeche, light oil reserves were discovered with the

Onel-1 well in its Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian reser-

voir and superlight oil with the Homol-101 well that

jointly added 177.2 million barrels of oil equivalent.

Additionally, heavy oil reserves were discovered in the

Upper Cretaceous reservoir of the Onel-1 well that

amounts to 6.4, million barrels of oil equivalent. In to-

tal, 254.4 million barrels of oil equivalent in 3P reserves

were discovered in the Sonda de Campeche.

The most important discoveries made in 2006 are listed

below with the relevant geological, geophysical and

petrophysical and engineering information of the wells

drilled.
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Figure 4.2 Structural contouring of the Lower
Miocene top showing the struc-ture’s nor-
mal internal faults.

Figure 4.3 The amplitude anomaly
of Lakach showing concordance
with the structural contours.

Deepwater BasinsDeepwater BasinsDeepwater BasinsDeepwater BasinsDeepwater Basins

Lakach-1Lakach-1Lakach-1Lakach-1Lakach-1

It is located in territorial waters of the Gulf of Mexico,

off the coast of Veracruz, 131 kilometers northwest

of the Port of Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz, in a water

depth of 988 meters, Figure 4.1. It is geologically lo-

cated in the southeastern portion of the Mexican

Cordilleras, in deepwater basins. The Lakach-1 well

revealed the first reservoir of non-associated gas in

the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater in Lower Miocene

rocks.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

In the tectonic structure, the Lakach field is an anti-

cline to the south of the Lakach-Labay alignment in a

northwest-southeast direction. The alignment is lo-

cated at the southeastern end of the Mexican Cordil-

leras, Figure 4.2.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The stratigraphic column cut by the Lakach-1 well,

which consists of rock the range from the Recent-Pleis-

tocene to the Lower Miocene, is made up an

interbedding of clay horizons with limolites and lithic

sandstones. The rocks that form the Lower Miocene

age reservoirs mostly consist of lithic sandstone and

limolites, and correspond to turbiditic fans and sub-

marine channels in a slope environment.

SealSealSealSealSeal

The rock seal of the upper and lower part of both

reservoirs largely consists of shales more than 30

meters thick and with broad lateral distribution.
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Figure 4.4 Seismic line where bright spots can be observed in the top of reservoirs 1 and 2,
as well as the top of production test 4, and the flat spot at the base of reservoir 2.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

It is a combined type: structurally it is confined by an

asymmetric anticline with its own closing at a reser-

voir level, whose dimensions are 10 kilometers long

and 2 kilometers wide for reservoir 1 and 13 kilome-

ters long by 2 kilometers wide for reservoir 2, where

the structure has a normal fault with a low displace-

ment in a northeast-southwest direction as a result of

the lithostatic charge.

The seismic response of the reservoirs shows clear

direct indicators of hydrocarbons; the limits of the

anomalies are concordant with structural contours,

as can be seen in Figure 4.3. Bright spots were identi-

fied in the seismic interpretation, both at the crest of

reservoir 1 (interval 3,174-3,212 meters below rotary

table) and in reservoir 2 (interval 3,035-3,127 meters

below rotary table), Figure 4.4.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The results of the isotopic analyses of the gas samples

recovered from the Lakach-1 well show an origin with

an affinity to Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian rocks that

have high thermal maturity.

ReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirs

Reservoir 1 is composed by lithic sandstone with

fine to coarse granulometry, limestone-clay ma-

trix and calcareous cement with primary inter-

granular and secondary moldic porosity of 15

to 28 percent, measured in the laboratory based

on the cores cut in this reservoir. The produc-

tion tests yielded 25 million cubic feet of gas

per day.

Reservoir 2 is formed by fine to coarse grain

lithic sandstone, limestone-clay matrix and little

calcareous cement, with interbedding of con-

glomerate sandstones and poligmithic conglom-

erates. The porosity is primary intergranular and

secondary moldic of 15 to 25 percent and the

water saturation is 31 percent, which means a
net thickness of 38 meters. The production tests

in reservoir 2 yielded 30 million cubic feet of gas

per day.
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Figure 4.5 Location map of the Noxal-1 well.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The 3P original volume of natural gas is 1,732.7 billion

cubic feet. The estimated 3P reserves are 1,301.8 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas, which is equal to 268.5 million

barrels of oil equivalent. The proved and probable re-

serves total 308.5 and 364.4 billion cubic feet of gas,

respectively.

Noxal-1Noxal-1Noxal-1Noxal-1Noxal-1

The Noxal-1 well is in territorial waters of the Gulf of

Mexico, off the coast of Veracruz, at 102 kilometers

northwest of the Port of Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz, in a

water depth of 935 meters, Figure 4.5. It is geologically

located in the Catemaco Folded Belt. The Noxal-1 well

found a new reservoir of non-associated gas in

deepwater bathymetries of the Gulf of Mexico in sand-

stone interbedded with limolite of the Lower Pliocene.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

Within the tectonic framework, the study area is in the

northwestern portion of the Catemaco Folded Belt,

Figure 4.6, which is bounded to the east by the Salina

del Istmo Basin and to the west with the spurs of the

Mexican Cordilleras. Noxal is in the southern portion

of the Noxal-Nen alignment and it is interpreted as a

symmetrical anticline in a northwest-southeast direc-

tion, generated by expulsion during the tectonic com-

pression of the Lower to Middle Miocene, which pro-

duces a reverse fault, Figure 4.7.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The stratigraphic column cut by the Noxal-1 well con-

sists of rocks that range from the Recent-Pleistocene

to the Lower Miocene, and it is made up of an

interbedding of clay horizons with limolites and lithic
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NoxalNoxal

N

Figure 4.6 Structural contouring of the Lower Miocene top showing
the location of the Noxal field within the Catemaco Folding Belt.

Figure 4.7 Structural contouring of the reservoir top with the amplitude anomaly superimposed. It is noted that
the seismic amplitude anomaly is concordant with the structure.
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Noxal-1
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Figure 4.8 The seismic line passing through the Noxal-1 well showing the bright
spots in the reservoir.

Noxal-1

Reservoir

sandstones. The chronostratigarphic crests were fixed

by analyzing foraminifers in the channel and core

samples cut by the well. The reservoir is at the Lower

Pliocene level, which forms part of the turbiditic com-

plexes and submarine channels deposited in a slope

environment.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

The trap is in an anticline with its own closing at the

reservoir level and it is bounded by reverse faults on

the northwestern and southeastern flanks. The dimen-

sions are 9 kilometers long and 2 kilometers wide.

According to the seismic interpretation, the reservoir

horizon has bright spot anomalies, Figure 4.8. The limit

of the width anomaly in the reservoir shows concor-

dance with the structural contours.

SealSealSealSealSeal

The rock seal of the upper and lower part of reservoir
consists of shales more than 200 meters thick.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The results of the isotopic analyses of the gas samples

recovered from the Noxal-1 well show an origin with

an affinity to Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian rocks that

have high thermal maturity.

ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

The reservoir is composed by lithic sandstones with

fine to very fine granulometry that graduates to limolite

in the limestone-clay matrix and calcareous cement

with primary intergranular and secondary moldic po-

rosity of 16 to 22 percent, and water saturation of 30

to 50 percent. The Lower Pliocene reservoir produced

10 million cubic feet of gas per day and it is located at

the 2,134-2,202 meter interval.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The 3P original volume of natural gas is 583.6 billion
cubic feet. The 3P original reserves are estimated at
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Figure 4.9 The Homol-101 well is located at 57 kilometers from Ciudad del Carmen, Campeche, in territorial
waters of the Gulf of Mexico.

420.2 billion cubic feet of dry gas, which is equal to

80.8 million barrels of oil equivalent. All the reserves

have been classified as possible.

Southeastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern Basins

Homol-101Homol-101Homol-101Homol-101Homol-101

The well is located in territorial waters of the Gulf

of Mexico, at approximately 57 kilometers north-

west of Ciudad del Carmen, Campeche, as can be

seen in Figure 4.9. This is a light oil discovery in

naturally fractured carbonated rocks of the Creta-

ceous and Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian. The sedi-

mentary environment corresponds to facies asso-

ciated with carbonates and terrigenous. It was

drilled to a vertical depth of 5,994 meters in Upper

Jurassic Kimmeridgian rocks, in a water depth of

23 meters.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

At the Jurassic level, the Homol structure is a

smooth anticline cut by reverse faults that gives rise

to slightly protruding blocks, Figure 4.10. In the

southeastern direction there is a structural nose that

rises to a fault and separates the Wayil and Homol

reservoirs.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The well cut through rocks from the Upper Jurassic

Kimmeridgian to the Recent. The rocks deposited dur-

ing the Mesozoic are mostly carbonated rocks related

to a transgressive regional structure. In the Upper Ju-

rassic Kimmeridgian, the sediment environment has

shallow water characteristics and becomes deeper in

the Upper Jurassic Tithonian and open sea carbon-

ated in the Cretaceous. The Tertiary largely consists of
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Figure 4.10 Seismic line 1,890 going through the Homol-101 well and indicating the E and D
bodies of the Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian that produce superlight oil.

a thick column of marine siliclastic sediments and is

represented by interbedded shales and thin alternat-

ing layers of sandstone with different grain types.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

The Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian reservoir trap is

structural, and it is represented by a symmetric anti-

cline lying in an east-west direction with closing

against a normal fault in the eastern portion. The main

closing of the entire structure is the conventional limit

defined by the 5,725 vertical meters below sea level

datum, Figure 4.11.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The most important source rock is of the Upper Ju-

rassic Tithonian age and is made up of organic mate-

rial in the dark gray to black bituminous shale and

dark gray shaley limestone with abundant organic

material and broad regional distribution.

SealSealSealSealSeal

At a regional level, the seal is made up of bento-

nitic, plastic and partly calcareous shale of the

Upper Jurassic Tithonian, with a thickness that

ranges from 150 to 200 meters and good lateral

distribution.

ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

The reservoir is Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian and

it is made up of compacted gray, microcrystalline

and partially mesocrystalline dolomite, with

anhydrate nodules. The porosity is intercrystalline

and secondary by fractures from 3 to 6 percent.

According to the geophysical logs, cores and drill

cuttings, the reservoir has a gross thickness of 143

meters, porosity of 4.5 percent and the water satu-

ration is 14 percent. The production test yielded

1,290 barrels of superlight oil at 45 API degrees and

762 million cubic feet of gas.
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Figure 4.11 Structural contouring of the Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian top showing
the limits of the Wayil and Homol reservoirs.
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Figure 4.12 Location of the Yaxché-101 well in territorial waters of the Gulf of Mexico at approxi-
mately 14 kilometers northwest of the Terminal Marítima Dos Bocas.
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Figure 4.13 Contouring of the sands in the Upper Miocene and distribution of the oil reserves in the
Yaxché field.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The reservoir discovered by the Homol-101 well adds

a 3P original volume of oil of 156.7 million barrels

and an original volume of 1,168.2 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. The oil equivalent reserves in the 1P

and 3P categories are 19.1 and 118.5 million barrels,

respectively.

YYYYYaxché-101axché-101axché-101axché-101axché-101

The well discovered a superlight oil reservoir in

the Tertiary sands of the Yaxché field, which is in

the territorial waters of the Gulf of Mexico, off

the coast of Tabasco and approximately 14 kilo-

meters northwest of the Terminal Marítima Dos

Bocas, in a water depth of 21 meters, Figure 4.12.

It is located in the Coatzacoalcos Geological Prov-

ince and structurally it is over the southern por-

tion of the Pilar de Akal and southeast of the

Comalcalco fault.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

The structure that makes up the reservoir is repre-

sented by a low-relief segmented anticline in an

east-west direction, with the highest part tending

towards the south. In general, the reservoir is lim-

ited to the south by a normal fault in the east-west

direction and a drop to the south. In the northern

portion, the limit is associated with a saline intru-

sion; it is bounded by normal faults to the east and

west, Figure 4.13.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The Yaxché-101 well cut a stratigraphic column of rocks

from the Recent-Pleistocene to the Upper Jurassic

Kimmeridgian. The crests were fixed by means of a

bio-stratigraphic study of channel and core samples

and geophysical logs. The producing rocks in this well

are Upper Miocene and are composed by a sequence

of light gray, medium to fine grain quartz sandstone
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Figure 4.14 Map showing the location of the General-8 well in the
Burgos Basin.

with 20 to 30 percent light gray sandy shale and 10

percent traces of light gray shale.

Seal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal Rock

The seal rock is formed by a powerful Pliocene clay-

sandstone sequence, with wide lateral distribution

throughout the area.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

It is of stratigraphic type, which is combined with its

structural component, with normal closing to the north-

western part. There are two closures against normal

faults on the eastern and southern sides and a shorter

fault against salt to the northern portion.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The source rock is of the Tithonian age,

formed by dark gray to black bituminous
shale, which is laminar and calcareous

with a broad regional distribution.

ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

The reservoir is of the Upper Miocene

age and is formed by a sequence of

light gray, medium to fine grain quartz

sandstone with 20 to 30 percent light

gray sandy shale and traces of light

gray shale. The gross thickness of

these rocks is 75 meters and accord-

ing to the petrophysical evaluation,

the average porosity of the reservoir

is 18 percent, with 17 percent water

saturation and a gross/net ratio of 59

percent.

The reservoir production tests reported

1,650 to 2,052 barrels per day of light

oil at 36 API degrees. The pressure var-

ies from 133 to 182 kg/cm2.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The 3P original volume is estimated at 374.5 million

barrels of oil and 227.1 billion cubic feet of gas. The

reservoir discovered by the Yaxché-101 well booked a

3P original reserve of 87.0 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. The 1P, 2P and 3P oil reserves are 21.8, 42.4 and

74.9 million barrels, respectively. The 1P, 2P and 3P

gas reserves are 13.9, 27.1 and 47.9 billion cubic feet,

respectively.

4.3 Onshore Discoveries4.3 Onshore Discoveries4.3 Onshore Discoveries4.3 Onshore Discoveries4.3 Onshore Discoveries

The onshore discoveries have mostly been in the

Burgos and Veracruz basins of the Northern Region,
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Figure 4.15 Map of amplitude anomalies and geological model
superimposed of the 1,711 sand, which corresponds to the pro-
duction test 1.

and in the portion corresponding to the Southern

Region in the Southeastern Basins. The 3P reserves

discovered amount to 248.4 million barrels of oil

equivalent, while the reserves in the 1P and 2P cat-

egories are 39.9 and 139.9 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent, respectively. In terms of natural gas, the land dis-

coveries total 701.3 billion cubic feet of 3P reserves. A

detailed explanation of the most important discover-

ies in 2006 is given below.

Burgos BasinBurgos BasinBurgos BasinBurgos BasinBurgos Basin

General-8General-8General-8General-8General-8

It is located 130 kilometers northwest of

Reynosa, Tamaulipas, and geologically it is

in the western portion of the Burgos Basin,

Figure 4.14, and within the area correspond-

ing to the Burgos Presa Falcon investment

project, in the 3D Emú Sur seismic cube.

The purpose was to establish hydrocarbon
production in the sands of the slope fan sys-

tem of the Wilcox Paleocene and Midway

Paleocene.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

Structurally, it is located in the block adjoin-

ing the Gigante field. This block is bounded

by two normal faults in a northeast-south-

west direction and convergence to the east,

as can be seen in Figure 4.15.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The well cut the geological column of the

Midway Paleocene formation to the Wilcox

Eocene formation, which outcrops at a to-

tal measured depth of 1,769 meters, that

is, 1,701 vertical meters. The producing

sand is part of a group of slope fan sys-

tems. The electrofacies noted in the cor-

related wells have a decreasing grain to-

wards the crest and increasing, block-type grains to-

wards the base.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The hydrocarbon source rock in this area corresponds

to shale belonging to the Wilcox Eocene formation; it

has good source rock characteristics, with a consid-

erable accumulation of type III organic material and

ranges of total organic carbon of between 13 and 43

percent and a moderate potential generator index.
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Figure 4.16 Seismic cross-section showing the structural interpretation where the Paleocene pro-
ducing horizon and Midway formation can be observed.

Seal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal Rock

The seal rock is a column of shale approximately 150

meters thick, interbedded with thin layers of very com-

pact sandstone.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

The gas production is contained in a structural and

stratigraphic trap that is bounded to the west and east

by normal faults sloping to the east; to the north and

south, the sequence thins until it wedges, Figure 4.16.

Reservoir

The producing reservoir is in the 1,711-1,721 meter

interval, corresponding to the Midway Paleocene for-

mation and it is made up of light gray sandstone mostly

composed of fine, well sorted quartz grains, with an

average porosity of 20 percent, permeability of 4.09

millidarcies and water saturation of 20 percent. The

initial production in the reservoir was 12.1 million cu-

bic feet of gas.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The well is a producer of dry gas in sandstones of the

Midway Paleocene formation. The 3P original volume

of natural gas is 58.1 billion cubic feet, while the 1P, 2P

and 3P original reserves are estimated at 18.9, 21.5

and 40.4 billion cubic feet of gas, respectively.

Mareógrafo-1Mareógrafo-1Mareógrafo-1Mareógrafo-1Mareógrafo-1

It is located 102 kilometers southwest of Reynosa,

Tamaulipas, within the area corresponding to the

Burgos-Herreras investment project, in the 3D China-

Duna seismic cube, Figure 4.17. The purpose was to

find dry gas reserves in the sandstones of the Pale-

ocene Wilcox and Midway play.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

The Mareógrafo-1 well structure is in a structural align-

ment where the Calabaza and China fields are located

to the east of the Duna field. It is in a north-south anti-
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Figure 4.17 Map showing the location of the Mareógrafo-1 well at 102
kilometers southwest of Reynosa, Tamaulipas.

Figure 4.18 Seismic cross-section showing how the listric faults break the blocks that make up the reservoir.
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Figure 4.19 Structural contouring of the producing interval of the Paleocene Midway
formation (the 2,836 sand).

cline, bounded by normal faults running north-south

on both the east and west, and vergency to the east,

as can be seen in Figure 4.18.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The well was drilled to a total depth of 2,977 meters

and it cut a geological column of sediments that range

from the Midway Paleocene formation to the outcrop-

ping Queen City Eocene formation. The producing

sand 2,836 consists of facies associated with basin bed

fan systems fed by distributor channels.

Seal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal RockSeal Rock

According to the interpretation of the geophysical well

logs, the seal rock corresponds to shale 100 meters

thick, which is widely distributed in the basin.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

It is a stratigraphic trap with a major structural com-

ponent, with a reverse fault to the west and east, as

can be seen in Figure 4.19. The storage rock mostly

consists of subrounded, well sorted fine grain quartz

sandstone with calcareous cement.

ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

The producing reservoir contributed with an initial

production of 6.6 million cubic feet per day in the 2,836-

2,849 meter interval, corresponding to the Midway

formation and it is made up of light gray sandstone

with fine, subrounded, well sorted quartz grains, with

calcareous cement and an average porosity of 19 per-

cent, permeability of 0.5 millidarcies and water satu-

ration of 19 percent.
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Figure 4.20 Map showing the location of the Mocarroca-1 well in the
Veracruz Tertiary Basin.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The well discovered dry gas reserves in sandstones of

the Midway Paleocene formation. The 3P original vol-

ume of natural gas is 175.2 billion cubic feet, while the

1P, 2P and 3P original reserves are estimated at 11.3,

36.6 and 113.9 billion cubic feet of natural gas, re-

spectively.

VVVVVeracruz Basineracruz Basineracruz Basineracruz Basineracruz Basin

Mocarroca-1Mocarroca-1Mocarroca-1Mocarroca-1Mocarroca-1

The Mocarroca-1 well is located approximately 61 ki-

lometers to the south the Port of Veracruz and 37 kilo-

meters northwest of Cosamaloapan in the municipal-

ity of Tierra Blanca, Veracruz. Geologically, it is in the

northwestern portion of the Veracruz Tertiary Basin,

Figure 4.20. The exploratory objective was to test the

economic oil potential of the siliclastic rocks depos-

ited on the western edge of the Veracruz Tertiary Ba-

sin, as well as the channeled facies and lobules asso-

ciated with fans at the base of the Miocene and Eocene

slope, which are genetically related to the Cocuite,

Apértura, Novillero and Perdiz producing fields.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

Structurally, this well is located in a thrusted block

and specifically in the eastern flank of an anticline

bounded by two large reverse faults that show

vergency to the east. After the thrusting, this block

was affected by distended tectonics that generated

normal faults in the structure in a northwest-south-
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Figure 4.21 3D image showing the structural anticline where the Mocarroca-1 well
was drilled in the flank. The anticline is bounded to the east and west by two reverse
faults.

east direction; the normal western faults show a drop

of blocks to the east and the eastern faults show a

drop of blocks to the west, which led to a structure

collapse, Figure 4.21.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

There are at least 12 sequences in the Veracruz Ter-

tiary Basin of which only five are dry gas producers in

the Miocene-Pliocene and one oil producer in the Pa-

leogene, which corresponds to the sands of the Perdiz

reservoir, Figure 4.22. The sequence cut by the

Mocarroca-1 well corresponds to rocks aged from the

Middle to Recent Eocene; lithologically, it is made up

of shales and litarenite bodies, as well as conglomer-

ates and sandstones of the Middle and Upper Eocene.

The Middle Eocene rock units were interpreted as chan-

nel-filling facies, proximal and distal overflows, which

were deposited as lobules in fans at the foot of the

slope. In general, the depths of the deposit system

reach bathyal to neritic in the Miocene and bathyal in

the Middle Eocene.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The pyrolysis geochemical analyses and biomarkers

carried out on the condensates, as well as the isotopic

analyses applied to the gases of the Veracruz Basin have

led to the postulation that the generator subsystems of

the Upper Jurassic and Paleocene-Eocene introduce

the load of hydrocarbons to the Tertiary traps.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

According to the configuration of the Lower Miocene,

the trap of Mocarroca-1 is combined and its structure

lies in a northwest-southeast direction. The strati-

graphic component was interpreted as a fan at the

base of the slope in channel and dike facies defined in

three zones: internal fan, middle fan and distal fan.
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Mocarroca-1

PT4

PT1

Figure 4.22 Depositional sequences and producing units in the Veracruz Tertiary Basin.

Figure 4.23 Seismic image of the Mocarroca-1 structure showing the position of the Eocene producing horizons (PP1
and PP4).
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Figure 4.24 Location of the Fresnel-1 well in the Veracruz Tertiary
Basin.

The structural component is represented by an anti-

cline where well Mocarroca-1 was drilled, Figure 4.23.

The anticline is bounded by two reverse faults to the

east and west. After the thrusting, the structure un-

derwent normal faulting.

SealSealSealSealSeal

The seal rock consists of a clay section of the Upper

Pliocene with a thickness of 150 meters.

ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

Four reservoirs that were producers of heavy oil in

conglomerate and dolomitized sandstone of the Middle

Eocene with an average porosity of 12 percent and oil

saturation varying from 60 to 73 percent were defined

in the Mocarroca-1 well. The predominant mechanism

is the rock-fluid system expansion, without detecting

the water-oil contact. The production test in the Middle

Eocene gave 1,148 barrels per day of heavy oil of 21

API degrees.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The 3P original volumes are 376.3 million barrels of oil

and 197.2 billion cubic feet of gas. The 3P original

reserves are 37.7 million barrels of oil equivalent, where

3.3 million barrels are proved reserves and 3.7 million

barrels are proved plus probable. The 3P associated

gas reserves are 19.5 billion cubic feet.

Fresnel-1Fresnel-1Fresnel-1Fresnel-1Fresnel-1

The Fresnel-1 well is approximately 74 kilometers to

the south of Veracruz, Veracruz, Figure 4.24, in the
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Figure 4.25 Map of anomalies with structural contours in
which the distribution of the sands of the Fresnel reservoir
are interpreted.

Veracruz Tertiary Basin. The objective was

to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of the

central-western part of the basin for the Up-

per and Middle Miocene, where seismic fa-

cies were interpreted that are genetically simi-

lar to the Cocuite, Lizamba and Arquimia pro-

ducing fields.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

The Fresnel reservoir is structurally located

to the west of the Lizamba field, approxi-

mately 300 meters below the Galileo reser-

voir, Figure 4.25. Specifically, it is wedged in

the Chúcaro-Estanzuela monticule structure.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The Veracruz Tertiary Basin currently has 5

gas-producing sequences within the Mi-

ocene-Pliocene. The Fresnel-1 well cuts two
of them and is a producer within the

LS_MS_9.26 sequence. The entire sequence

has a shaly domain interbedded with sand

bodies. The predominant Miocene deposit

environment is deepwater where turbiditic

deposits were laid as fans on the seabed.

The deposit systems in general evolved in

deep bathyal to neritic depths. The producer

intervals of the Fresnel-1 well are made up

of fragile fine grain litarenites with sub-

rounded particles within a clay-calcareous

matrix.

Source RockSource RockSource RockSource RockSource Rock

The pyrolysis geochemical analyses and biomarkers

carried out on the condensates, as well as the isoto-

pic analyses applied to the gases of the Veracruz Ba-

sin have led to the postulation that the generator

subsystems of the Upper Jurassic and Paleocene-

Eocene introduce the load of hydrocarbons to the

Tertiary traps.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

This is a combined trap whose main component is

stratigraphic. The reservoir is distributed along the flank

of an anticline structure. Lateral width changes can

be seen in the transversal axis, which could indicate

variations in facies towards the structured part or a

decrease in the thickness of the body due to upward

wedging, Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26 Seismic correlation cross-section illustrating the structural relationship of the Chúcaro-1 well with
the Fresnel reservoir and the Lizamba field.

SealSealSealSealSeal

The very continuous low seismic width reflectors iden-

tified in the upper part of the reservoir can be seen in

other wells in the area and correspond to an upper

shaly seal with wide regional distribution.

ReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirs

The reservoirs are in the Upper and Middle Mi-

ocene column, corresponding to deepwater

turbiditic systems represented by channel fills and

overflow deposits. The average properties are 21

percent porosity, 33 percent water saturation and

163 millidarcies of permeability. The predominant

production mechanism is the gas expansion with-

out detecting the water-gas contact. The initial pro-

duction measured was 5.6 million cubic feet of gas

per day.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The estimated 3P original volume of natural gas is 152.2

billion cubic feet. The estimated proved reserves are

25.7 billion cubic feet, the probable reserves are 14.8

billion cubic feet and the possible reserve is 64.4 bil-
lion cubic feet, which give a total 3P reserve of 105.0

billion cubic feet of gas.

Southeastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern BasinsSoutheastern Basins

Nelash-1Nelash-1Nelash-1Nelash-1Nelash-1

It is geologically located in the Southeastern Tertiary

Basins, 6 kilometers north from Francisco Rueda in

the municipality of Huimanguillo, Tabasco, Figure 4.27.

The well was drilled to a depth of 4,803 meters in or-

der to test the sandstones developments of the Lower

Pliocene under conditions and characteristics that are

similar to the producing sands of Tiumut-1 well dis-

covered in 2005.

Structural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural GeologyStructural Geology

The field is a part of a homoclinal structure that is

segmented by two orthogonal faults that form the clo-

sure to the north and east of the structure; there is a

dipping structural closure to the west. The structur-
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Figure 4.27 Map showing the location of the Nelash-1 well.

Figure 4.28 Seismic cross-section showing the trap in the Nelash-1 well.
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Figure 4.29 Structural contouring of the Plio-1 reservoir.

ing is the result of saline tectonic activity that gave rise

to the Domo Salino Ogarrio, Figure 4.28.

StratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphyStratigraphy

The sedimentary sequence related to these reservoirs

corresponds to shaly sandstones of the Middle and

Lower Pliocene called Plio-1, Plio-2, Plio-3, Plio-4 and

Plio-5, with submarine turbiditic facies fans at the bot-

tom of the slope and basin bed, whose bathymetry is

external neritic to upper bathyal.

TTTTTrapraprapraprap

The trap has a strong structural component because

of the extended sand distribution, which is restricted

by the faults in the area that determine the limits of

the reservoir. Figure 4.29 shows that the trap has a

structural dip closure in the southwestern part of the

homocline.

SealSealSealSealSeal

The seal is regarded as vertically composed of clayey

strata of the Lower Pliocene clay-sand sequence and

laterally the seal corresponds to the F-1 and F-2 faults.

ReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirsReservoirs

Three intervals were tested within the Lower Pliocene

sequence. The first interval called Plio-1 of 4,455-4,470

meters corresponds to a body of sands with a net thick-

ness of 13 meters, 14 percent porosity and 16 percent

water saturation. This interval turned out to be a pro-

ducer of 42 API degrees superlight oil, with a daily pro-

duction of 354 barrels of oil and 1.3 million cubic feet of
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Table 4.4 Volumes of reserves discovered in the period from 2003 to 2006.

1P 2P 3P

Year Crude Oil Natural Gas Total Crude Oil Natural Gas Total Crude Oil Natural Gas Total
Basin MMbbl Bcf MMboe mmb mmmpc MMboe mmb mmmpc MMboe

20032003200320032003 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 76 .176 .176 .176 .176 .1 372 .7372 .7372 .7372 .7372 .7 151 .7151 .7151 .7151 .7151 .7 246 .7246 .7246 .7246 .7246 .7 887 .4887 .4887 .4887 .4887 .4 435 .4435 .4435 .4435 .4435 .4 380 .3380 .3380 .3380 .3380 .3 1 ,529.01 ,529.01 ,529.01 ,529.01 ,529.0 708 .8708 .8708 .8708 .8708 .8

Burgos 0.8 67.7 15.1 1.5 348.2 78.3 8.2 705.4 164.8

Sabinas 0.0 15.0 2.9 0.0 47.4 9.1 0.0 150.0 28.8

Southeastern 64.7 110.6 88.8 217.1 258.2 275.3 291.3 389.9 380.6

Tampico-Misantla 10.6 8.5 12.1 28.1 21.1 31.9 80.8 59.1 91.4

Veracruz 0.0 170.9 32.8 0.0 212.4 40.8 0.0 224.6 43.1

20042004200420042004 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 120 .8120 .8120 .8120 .8120 .8 575 .1575 .1575 .1575 .1575 .1 240 .8240 .8240 .8240 .8240 .8 219 .2219 .2219 .2219 .2219 .2 1 ,154.61 ,154.61 ,154.61 ,154.61 ,154.6 462 .9462 .9462 .9462 .9462 .9 543 .8543 .8543 .8543 .8543 .8 1 ,787.41 ,787.41 ,787.41 ,787.41 ,787.4 916 .2916 .2916 .2916 .2916 .2

Burgos 0.0 34.9 8.0 0.0 181.5 39.6 0.0 417.6 93.0

Sabinas 0.0 15.0 2.9 0.0 34.4 6.6 0.0 79.1 15.2

Southeastern 86.7 311.2 155.5 181.6 591.2 312.7 488.5 830.2 664.7

Tampico-Misantla 34.1 110.0 54.4 37.6 205.2 76.6 55.4 264.1 105.5

Veracruz 0.0 104.0 20.0 0.0 142.3 27.4 0.0 196.3 37.7

20052005200520052005 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 52 .652 .652 .652 .652 .6 440 .9440 .9440 .9440 .9440 .9 136 .8136 .8136 .8136 .8136 .8 151 .4151 .4151 .4151 .4151 .4 646 .4646 .4646 .4646 .4646 .4 276 .6276 .6276 .6276 .6276 .6 730 .7730 .7730 .7730 .7730 .7 1 ,140.01 ,140.01 ,140.01 ,140.01 ,140.0 950 .2950 .2950 .2950 .2950 .2

Burgos 0.0 42.7 7.9 0.0 128.0 24.0 0.0 396.4 76.3

Southeastern 45.3 21.8 50.5 142.8 98.7 166.0 718.1 290.6 778.1

Tampico-Misantla 7.3 43.2 14.4 8.6 78.2 20.9 12.6 108.2 29.6

Veracruz 0.0 333.3 64.1 0.0 341.6 65.7 0.0 344.7 66.3

20062006200620062006 TTTTTo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a lo t a l 66 .266 .266 .266 .266 .2 548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4548 .4 182 .9182 .9182 .9182 .9182 .9 158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1158 .1 1 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.61 ,180.6 412 .1412 .1412 .1412 .1412 .1 340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5340 .5 2 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.12 ,999.1 966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1966 .1

Burgos 0.0 62.3 11.9 0.0 133.7 25.6 0.0 351.8 67.3

Deepwater 0.0 308.5 63.6 0.0 672.9 138.8 0.0 1,722.0 349.3

Southeastern 62.9 129.9 95.2 154.4 311.6 232.3 302.8 779.4 487.6

Veracruz 3.3 47.7 12.2 3.7 62.4 15.4 37.7 145.9 62.0

gas. The second interval called Plio-2 of 4,535-4,564

meters corresponds to a body of sands with a net thick-

ness of 25 meters, porosity of 11 percent and water

saturation of 23 percent. This interval turned out to be

a producer of 502 barrels per day of 39 API degrees

superlight oil and 1.5 million cubic feet of gas.

The third interval called Plio-4 of 4,673-4,708 meters

corresponds to a body of sands with a net thickness

of 14 meters, 10 percent porosity and 30 percent wa-

ter saturation. The production test yielded 255 barrels

of 42 API degrees superlight oil and 0.5 million cubic

feet of gas per day.

ReservesReservesReservesReservesReserves

The reservoirs discovered by the Nelash-1 well add a

3P original volume of 130.3 million barrels of oil and

382.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas. The 1P, 2P and

3P oil reserves are 5.6, 15.2 and 22.1 million barrels,

respectively. The 1P, 2P and 3P gas reserves are 16.4,

44.8 and 65.1 billion cubic feet of gas, respectively.

The estimated 3P oil equivalent reserves amount to

40.2 million barrels.

4.4 Historical Discoveries of Hydrocarbons4.4 Historical Discoveries of Hydrocarbons4.4 Historical Discoveries of Hydrocarbons4.4 Historical Discoveries of Hydrocarbons4.4 Historical Discoveries of Hydrocarbons

Table 4.4 shows the volumes of 1P, 2P and 3P re-

serves discovered in the period from 2003 to 2006,

for crude oil, natural gas and oil equivalent. As usual,

the figures corresponding to the volumes discovered

in each year are reported as of January 1 of the fol-

lowing year. There is a steady increase in the total

reserves discovered in which the contribution in 2006

of 966.1 million barrels of oil equivalent, represents
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an increase of 1.7 percent compared with 2005

and 57.9 percent as against 2002. The most im-

portant additions in 2006 were in the Southeast-

ern Basins and in the deepwater basins because

they jointly amounted to 836.8 million barrels of

oil equivalent in 3P, that is, they provided 86.6

percent of the national total.

By reservoir fluid type, the 3P oil reserves discov-

ered have increased over the last four years. It

should be noted that the light and superlight oil

discoveries in the Southeastern Basins provided

66.3 percent of the crude oil volumes discovered

during the period, of which 27.7 percent was pro-

vided by the superlight oils of the Southern Region and

the remaining 33.7 percent corresponds to heavy oils.

The results obtained in 2006 in terms of discoveries

of non-associated gas exceed the oil discoveries, with

significant discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico

Deepwater. During the year, the 3P natural gas re-
serves discovered by exploratory activity in the coun-

try totaled 2,999.1 billion cubic feet of gas, 263.1 per-

cent higher than those found in 2005 and 167.8 per-

cent above the discoveries in 2004. Jointly, the South-

eastern and deepwater basins accounted for 51.5 per-

cent of the 3P reserves in the period 2002-2006 and

83.4 percent of the total natural gas reserves in 2006.

In terms of proved reserves, or 1P, the Burgos and

Veracruz basins contributed nationwide with non-as-

sociated gas reserves which represent 41.3 percent

of the total natural gas reserves in the period 2002-

2006 and 19.6 percent in 2006. These results show

the synchrony derived from the strategy of finding

reserves in the Burgos and Veracruz basins and main-

taining investments in order to produce the reserves

in the short term.

The non-associated natural gas, which amounts to

2,390.7 billion cubic feet, accounts for 79.7 percent of

the natural gas discovered in 2006, in which the

deepwater basins, with the Lakach-1 and Noxal-1 dis-

coveries amounted to 1,722.0 billion cubic feet of gas

in 3P reserves, which represents 72 percent of the non-

associated natural gas discovered in Mexico. The

Burgos and Veracruz basins provided 351.8 and 126.4

billion cubic feet of non-associated gas.

Figure 4.30 shows the reserve replacement rate from

2003 to 2006. As in previous years, it should be noted
that this reserve replacement rate corresponds to the

coefficient obtained by dividing the reserve discov-

ered in a period, which may be 1P, 2P or 3P reserves,

by the production corresponding to the same period.

Of course, a definition like this is limited because it

does not consider other elements, such as delinea-

tions, revisions and developments.

It should be mentioned that the decision to use the 1P,

2P or 3P reserve numerator depends on the kind of

indicator to be estimated. For example, if the numera-

tor chosen is 1P, the immediate future is seen and there

is no consideration of the growth of this reserve over

time through the reclassification of the probable and

possible reserves to proved as a result of delineation

and development activity. However, if the 3P reserve

is used, the factors that are bound to arise in the fu-

ture are considered. According to the above, the re-

placement rate is an indicator that has variations in its

use and application. The use of 1P, 2P or 3P will de-

pend on the objective to be evaluated, additionally, if

other elements are included in this indicator such as

Figure 4.30 Replacement rate trajectory for the 1P, 2P and
3P reserves of oil equivalent.
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delineations, revisions and development, the results

will be different and the activity to be judged will also

be different. Furthermore, because of its time relation-

ship, this definition may be expanded to include a

period of more than one year. The argument is that

discoveries are associated with time, but exploratory

or development activity is long term. Thus, this defini-

tion or other definitions are needed to understand the

future of an oil company, depending on the activity to

be evaluated.
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This chapter contains an analysis of the variation

in hydrocarbon reserves in the proved, probable

and possible categories over 2006, at a regional

and business unit level. Thus, the changes in the

original volumes and remaining reserves of hy-

drocarbons are explained on the basis of factors

like additions, developments and revisions, and

production.

It is important to bear in mind that the additions to

hydrocarbon reserves are made by discoveries and

delineations, which are the result of drilling explor-

atory and delineation wells, and therefore, the varia-

tions here may be positive or negative. Furthermore,

in the concept of development, there are increases

and decreases in hydrocarbons reserves related to

drilling development wells. As regards revisions, the

analysis of pressure-production behavior in fields or

the updating of the geological-geophysical models

through the acquisition of information such as 3D seis-

mic studies might produce variations that could re-

duce or increase the hydrocarbon reserves. Finally,

the production of oil and natural gas is an important

factor that decreases hydrocarbon reserves and which

directly affects the proved reserve of hydrocarbons,

because this is what is being produced.

The estimations of hydrocarbon reserves given

throughout this chapter have been evaluated by ap-

plying the definitions accepted in the industry. For

the case of proved reserves, the volumes are associ-

ated with the guidelines established by the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission (SEC). The definitions

established by the Society of Petroleum Engineers

(SPE), the American Association of Petroleum Geolo-

gists (AAPG) and the World Petroleum Council (WPC)

are used for the estimations of the probable and pos-

sible reserves.

This chapter starts with the offshore regions and fin-

ishes with the onshore regions, mentioning for each

category of the reserve at a regional and business unit

level the origin of the most important changes. Addi-

tionally, there is a detailed description of the increases

and decreases in oil, natural gas and oil equivalent

and the original volumes associated with them. The

exploration activities have to be mentioned, even

though they are documented in Chapter 4, because

they form part of the balance that determines the varia-

tion from January 1, 2006 to January 1, 2007.

5.1 Northeastern Offshore Region5.1 Northeastern Offshore Region5.1 Northeastern Offshore Region5.1 Northeastern Offshore Region5.1 Northeastern Offshore Region

This region is located in the southeast of the Mexican

Republic in territorial waters, off the coasts of the states

of Campeche, Yucatán and Quintana Roo. It covers

an area of approximately 166,000 square kilometers

and includes part of the continental shelf and the Gulf

of Mexico slope. The Northeastern Offshore Region

manages the Cantarell and Ku-Maloob-Zaap integral

business units, and its responsibility covers the explor-

atory stages in the finding and delineation programs,

up to the development, production and well-abandon-

ment stages. Figure 5.1 shows the geographic loca-

tion of this region.

As January 1, 2007, the region manages 23 fields, 13

of which are in the production phase, 8 are located

in the Cantarell Integral Business Unit and 5 are in

the Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral Business Unit. The an-

nual production in 2006 was 804.7 million barrels of
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Figure 5.1 The Northeastern Offshore Region is located in National territorial waters, off the coasts of
Campeche, Yucatán and Quintana Roo.
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crude oil and 335.9 billion cubic feet of natural gas,

which means 67.7 and 17.2 percent of the national

total, respectively. As of January 1, 2007, ten of the

fields were not being produced: Takín and Után in

the Cantarell Integral Business Unit, and Ayatsil,

Baksha, Kayab, Nab, Numán, Pohp, Tson and Zazil-

Ha in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral Business Unit. Fig-

ure 5.2 shows the geographic location of the inte-

gral business units that make up the Northeastern

Offshore Region.

In 2006, the Northeastern Offshore Region reported

an average daily production of 2.2 million barrels of

oil and 920.2 million cubic feet of natural gas. As in

previous years, the Akal field of the Cantarell complex

was the most important in the country and in 2006, it

reported an average daily production of 1.7 million

barrels of oil and 665.0 million cubic feet of natural

gas, all of which was the result of the well drilling,

workovers and well completions activities and the

continuation of pressure maintenance projects

through nitrogen injection. Furthermore, the Ku-

Maloob-Zaap project is gradually increasing its pro-

duction as a result of the development of the Maloob

and Zaap fields. In this context, the Northeastern Off-

shore Region is still the most important producer of

oil nationwide.

5.1.1 Evolution of Original V5.1.1 Evolution of Original V5.1.1 Evolution of Original V5.1.1 Evolution of Original V5.1.1 Evolution of Original Volumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Place

The proved original volume of oil as of January 1,

2007 is 53,417.6 million barrels, which is equal to 36.5

percent of the national proved total. In the probable

and possible categories, the region contains 1,106.7

and 9,268.0 million barrels of oil, which means 1.3

and 15.0 percent of the country’s probable and pos-

sible volumes, respectively. Most of the proved origi-
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Figure 5.2 Geographic location of the integral business units of the Northeastern Offshore Region.
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Table 5.1 Historical evolution over the last three years of the original vol-
umes in the Northeastern Offshore Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Natural Gas
MMbbl Bcf

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 55,370.555,370.555,370.555,370.555,370.5 24,195.624,195.624,195.624,195.624,195.6
Proved 51,500.2 23,403.7
Probable 450.7 83.2
Possible 3,419.6 708.6

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 63,154.663,154.663,154.663,154.663,154.6 26,027.726,027.726,027.726,027.726,027.7
Proved 53,520.2 24,192.7
Probable 437.8 106.0
Possible 9,196.5 1,729.0

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 63,792.263,792.263,792.263,792.263,792.2 26,190.526,190.526,190.526,190.526,190.5
Proved 53,417.6 24,172.3
Probable 1,106.7 255.0
Possible 9,268.0 1,763.2

nal volume of oil in the Northeastern Offshore Re-

gion is in the Cantarell Integral Business Unit, with

71.5 percent of the regional total, while the Ku-

Maloob-Zaap Integral Business Unit has

28.5 percent. The probable original

volume of oil is entirely concentrated

in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral Busi-

ness Unit. In terms of the possible origi-

nal volume of oil, 5.8 percent is in the

Cantarell Integral Business Unit, and

94.2 percent is in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap

Integral Business Unit.

The proved original volume of natural

gas as of January 1, 2007 is estimated

at 24,172.3 billion cubic feet, which is

13.9 percent of the national total. The

probable and possible original volumes

of natural gas amount to 255.0 and

1,763.2 billion cubic feet, respectively,

and account for 0.6 and 5.3 percent of the national

total. The Cantarell and Ku-Maloob-Zaap integral busi-

ness units represent 74.5 and 25.5 percent of the
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Figure 5.3 Historical evolution of the remain-
ing crude oil reserves in the Northeastern Off-
shore Region over the last three years.

Figure 5.4 Historical evolution of the remain-
ing natural gas reserves in the Northeastern
Offshore Region over the last three years.
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region’s proved original natural gas volume, respec-

tively. In the probable category, the Ku-Maloob-Zaap

Integral Business Unit contains 98.7 percent of the

region’s original gas volume. The Cantarell Integral

Business Unit has 13.8 percent of the possible original

natural gas volume in the region, while the remaining

86.2 percent is in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral Busi-

ness Unit. Table 5.1 shows the evolution of the origi-

nal oil and gas volumes in the three categories.

Oil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and Gas

With the discovery of the Ayatsil field and the revi-

sions made in the Maloob, Pohp and Tson fields, the

region has increased its original oil and gas volumes

compared with the previous year; mostly in the prob-

able and possible categories.

The proved original volume of oil as of January 1,

2007 is 53,417.6 million barrels, that is, 0.2 percent

less than the figure for the previous year. This slight
variation is mostly due to the revision of the geologi-

cal-geophysical model of the Pohp field as a result of

its delineation, which reclassified the proved oil vol-

ume to probable. In reference to the proved original

volume of natural gas, there is a decline of 20.4 bil-

lion cubic feet, which is 0.1 percent lower than the

figure reported in 2006, and it is explained by the

same field.

The region’s probable original volume of oil increased

by 668.8 million barrels, that is, 152.8 percent more than

in the previous year. This increase is due to the revi-

sions of the geological-geophysical models of the Pohp

and Tson fields as a consequence of new information

obtained. This meant that the probable original volume

of natural gas increased by 149.0 billion cubic feet,

which is 140.6 percent higher than in the previous year.

There is an increase of 71.4 million barrels in the pos-

sible original volume of oil, which is explained by the

finding of the Ayatsil field, with 986.8 million barrels

and the revision of the Maloob and Pohp fields, with

468.9 million barrels of oil. The Tson field, however,

reported a decrease of 1,384.3 million barrels due to

delineation. In reference to natural gas in the same

category, the figure reported is 1,763.2 billion cubic

feet, with an increase of 34.2 billion cubic feet when

compared with 2006, for the above-mentioned rea-

sons in the case of oil in the Ayatsil, Maloob, Pohp

and Tson fields.

5.1.2 Evolution of Reserves5.1.2 Evolution of Reserves5.1.2 Evolution of Reserves5.1.2 Evolution of Reserves5.1.2 Evolution of Reserves

As of January 1, 2007, the 3P reserves of the North-

eastern Offshore Region totaled 12,510.6 million bar-

rels of oil and 5,716.7 billion cubic feet of natural gas.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the variations in the oil and
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Table 5.2 Composition of 2P reserves by business unit of the Northeastern Offshore Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 9 ,938.09,938.09,938.09,938.09,938.0 38 .638 .638 .638 .638 .6 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 4,886.44,886.44,886.44,886.44,886.4 15 .415 .415 .415 .415 .4
Cantarell 5,544.3 38.6 0.0 3,065.0 15.4
Ku-Maloob-Zaap 4,393.7 0.0 0.0 1,821.4 0.0

Table 5.3 Composition of 3P reserves by business unit of the Northeastern Offshore Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 12,444.012,444.012,444.012,444.012,444.0 66 .566 .566 .566 .566 .5 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 0 5,658.95,658.95,658.95,658.95,658.9 57 .857 .857 .857 .857 .8
Cantarell 6,909.2 66.5 0.0 3,550.5 57.8
Ku-Maloob-Zaap 5,534.9 0.0 0.0 2,108.4 0.0

natural gas reserves over the last three years. The 2P

reserves totaled 9,976.7 million barrels of crude oil and

4,901.8 billion cubic feet of natural gas. Tables 5.2 and

5.3 show the composition of these reserves in heavy,

light and superlight oil, as well as the associated and

non-associated gas in the 2P and 3P categories at an

integral business unit level. It should be noted that the

non-associated gas values include the reserves of gas-

condensate, dry gas and wet gas reservoirs.

The region’s proved reserve as of January 1, 2007

amounts to 6,532.0 million barrels of crude oil, that is,
it represents 59.1 percent of the country’s proved re-

serves. The proved natural gas reserve totals 4,038.8

billion cubic feet, and it accounts for 21.3 percent of

the national reserve.

The developed proved reserve, however, totaled 5,124.6

million barrels of crude oil and 2,174.0 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. These figures represent 78.5 and 53.8

percent of the region’s total proved reserve, respec-

tively. The undeveloped proved reserves totaled 1,407.4

million barrels of crude oil and 1,864.8 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. These magnitudes correspond to 21.5

and 46.2 percent of the region’s total proved reserve.

The results obtained during the period did not cause

substantial variations in the oil type classification in

the region’s proved reserves; heavy and light oil ac-

count for 99.4 and 0.6 percent, respectively. In terms

of natural gas, 99.7 percent is associated gas and 0.3

percent is non-associated gas.

The probable oil reserve as of January 1, 2007

amounted to 3,444.7 million barrels or 31.2 percent of

the national total, while the probable natural gas re-

serve, which is 863.0 billion cubic feet, equals 4.3 per-

cent of the country’s total.

The possible oil reserve as of January 1, 2007 has been

estimated at 2,533.9 million barrels, which is 25.8 per-

cent of the national total. In reference to the possible

natural gas reserve, the figure is 814.9 billion cubic

feet, or 3.5 percent of the country’s total.

Crude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural Gas

As of January 1, 2007, the proved reserve of oil de-

creased by 574.2 million barrels, which is 8.1 per-

cent less than in the previous period. This decline

was largely the result of the production of 804.7 mil-
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lion barrels of oil in 2006; nevertheless, the reclassifi-

cation of probable reserve to proved due to devel-

opment drilling activities in the Ku, Maloob and Zaap

fields of 496.5 million barrels of oil minimized the re-

duction. Additionally, the decrease of 258.8 million

barrels of oil is largely explained by the revision of

the pressure-production behavior in the Akal and Sihil

fields. The Cantarell Integral Business Unit holds 66.8

percent of the region’s proved oil reserve, while the

Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral Business Unit contains the

remaining 33.2 percent. At a field level, the highest

proportion of proved oil reserve in the region is lo-

cated in the Akal and Maloob fields, with 60.0 and

13.8 percent, respectively.

In terms of remaining proved reserve of natural gas,

there is a decrease of 151.6 billion cubic feet when

compared with the previous year. Considering that

the annual production in 2006 was 335.9 billion cubic

feet of natural gas, the Northeastern Offshore Region

reported an increase of 184.3 billion cubic feet. This is
due to the reclassification of probable reserves to

proved as a result of the development drilling in the

Ku, Maloob and Zaap fields, which added 140.9, 70.4

and 30.4 billion cubic feet of natural gas, respectively.

The revision of the behavior in other fields, however,

led to a decrease of 55.8 billion cubic feet of gas. In

terms of the distribution of the proved natural gas re-

serves, the region accounted for 21.3 percent of the

national total. By business unit, Cantarell provides 67.4

percent and Ku-Maloob-Zaap has 32.6 percent of the

region’s proved natural gas reserves. The Akal and Ku

fields have a total of 3,185.0 billion cubic feet, and

represent 78.9 percent of the region’s total.

The probable oil reserve as of January 1, 2007 shows

a decrease of 667.7 million barrels, that is, 16.2 per-

cent less when compared with the figure reported as

of January 1, 2006. The steepest decreases in this cat-

egory are largely attributable to the Ku, Maloob, Zaap

and Akal fields, which total 696.5 million barrels of crude

oil. This was caused by the reclassification of prob-

able reserves to proved due to development drilling

activities in the Ku, Maloob and Zaap fields and the

reclassification of probable reserves to possible in the

Akal field as a result of the revision of the pressure-

production behavior. The Pohp and Tson fields re-

ported the most important variations in increases due

to their delineation with 45.9 million barrels of oil. Ku-

Maloob-Zaap is the business unit that provides most

of the probable reserve, with 64.5 percent of the

region’s total.

The probable natural gas reserve as of January 1, 2007

decreased when compared with the previous year by

367.6 billion cubic feet and totaled 863.0 billion cubic

feet. The most important declines were in the Ku,

Maloob, Zaap and Akal fields, which totaled 372.3 bil-

lion cubic feet of natural gas, and they were caused

by the reclassification of probable reserves to proved

and possible because of development and revision of

the behavior of the fields. On the other hand, the most

significant increases were in the Pohp and Tson fields

with 10.0 billion cubic feet of natural gas; these in-
creases were the result of the revision of the geologi-

cal-geophysical models caused by delineation. Most

of the probable gas reserves are concentrated in Ku-

Maloob-Zaap Integral Business Unit, with 58.5 of the

region’s total, and 41.5 percent in the Cantarell Inte-

gral Business Unit.

The possible oil reserve as of January 1, 2007 amounts

to 2,533.9 million barrels, which means an increase of

186.1 million barrels compared with the previous year.

The discovery of the Ayatsil field added reserves of

69.1 million barrels of oil and the Akal field increased

its possible reserve by 195.7 million barrels of oil, due

to the reclassification of the probable reserves to pos-

sible. Additionally, there is a decline of 102.9 million

barrels of oil because of the updating of the geologi-

cal-petrophysical model of the Tson field due to delin-

eation and the revision of the pressure-production be-

havior in the Sihil field. The region’s possible oil re-

serves are concentrated in the Cantarell Integral Busi-

ness Unit with 55.0 percent, while the Ku-Maloob-Zaap

Integral Business Unit provides 45.0 percent.
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Table 5.4 Distribution of remaining gas reserves by business unit of the Northeastern Off-
shore Region as of January 1, 2007.

Category Business Unit Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas
Delivered to Plant

Bcf Bcf Bcf

ProvedProvedProvedProvedProved TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 4 ,038.84,038.84,038.84,038.84,038.8 2,769.22,769.22,769.22,769.22,769.2 2,198.42,198.42,198.42,198.42,198.4
Cantarell 2,722.6 1,848.4 1,468.3
Ku-Maloob-Zaap 1,316.2 920.9 730.2

ProbableProbableProbableProbableProbable TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 863 .0863 .0863 .0863 .0863 .0 582 .2582 .2582 .2582 .2582 .2 462 .1462 .1462 .1462 .1462 .1
Cantarell 357.8 245.8 195.3
Ku-Maloob-Zaap 505.2 336.4 266.7

PPPPPossibleossibleossibleossibleossible TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 814 .9814 .9814 .9814 .9814 .9 502 .2502 .2502 .2502 .2502 .2 407 .0407 .0407 .0407 .0407 .0
Cantarell 527.9 371.7 303.5
Ku-Maloob-Zaap 287.0 130.6 103.5

The possible natural gas reserve as of January 1, 2007,

increased by 47.4 billion cubic feet in comparison with

the figure for the previous year and totaled 814.9 bil-

lion cubic feet of natural gas. The increases of 85.1

billion cubic feet of natural gas were obtained by dis-
covery, updating of the static model and revision of

the behavior of the Ayatsil, Pohp and Akal fields, re-

spectively. Nevertheless, there are reductions due to

the delineation of the Tson field and the revision of

the pressure-production behavior of the Maloob and

Sihil fields that jointly decreased by 38.9 billion cubic

feet of gas. Table 5.4 shows the natural gas reserves

estimated as of January 1, 2007 in the proved, prob-

able and possible categories, as well as the gas to be

delivered to plant and dry gas.

Oil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil Equivalent

As of January 1, 2007, the Northeastern Offshore

Region has a proved 3P reserve of 14,086 million

barrels of oil equivalent, that is, 31.0 percent of the

national total. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of

proved reserves by business unit; Cantarell accounts

for 66.4 percent and Ku-Maloob-Zaap has 33.6 per-

cent. An analysis of the proved reserve shows a

reduction 557.2 million barrels of oil equivalent when

compared with the previous year, which is largely

due to the production of 883.5 million barrels of oil

equivalent. Irrespective of the production, the de-

velopments contributed 590.3 million barrels of oil

equivalent. The variations are explained by the re-

classification of probable reserves to proved in the
Ku, Maloob and Zaap fields, of 346.6, 157.4 and

86.3 million barrels of oil equivalent, respectively.

The delineation of the Pohp field led to a slight de-

crease in proved reserves of 7.2 million barrels of

oil equivalent. Figure 5.6 shows the elements of

change in the total or 3P reserve of the Northeast-

ern Offshore Region.

MMboe

Cantarell Ku-Maloob-
Zaap

Total

5,081.7

7,652.22,570.6

Figure 5.5 Proved reserves as of January
1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the
Northeastern Offshore Region.
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MMboe

Cantarell Ku-Maloob-
Zaap

Total

2,372.7 3,690.1

1,317.4

MMboe

Cantarell Ku-Maloob-
Zaap

Total

1,529.1

2,743.71,214.5

Figure 5.7 Probable reserves as of January
1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the
Northeastern Offshore Region.

Figure 5.8 Possible reserves as of Janu-
ary 1, 2007, distributed by business unit
in the Northeastern Offshore Region.

The probable reserves as of January 1, 2007 total

3,690.1 million barrels of oil equivalent, which is 756.3

million barrels of oil equivalent less than the figure

reported the year before. This region thus holds 24.2

percent of the country’s reserves. The decline is ex-

plained by the reclassification of probable reserves

to proved in the Ku, Maloob and Zaap fields, of
337.5, 139.6 and 78.9 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent, respectively, due to the development drilling in

these fields. Additionally, the Akal field reclassified

228.2 million barrels of oil equivalent in probable

reserves to possible. However, an increase of 45.9

million barrels of oil equivalent was reported due to

delineation in the Pohp and Tson fields. Figure 5.7

shows the distribution of probable reserves by busi-

ness unit.

The possible reserve as of January 1, 2007 amounts

to 2,743.7 million barrels of oil equivalent, which means

18.8 percent of the national total. Figure 5.8 shows

the participation of the business units in the region’s
possible oil equivalent reserves. At the closing of the

period, there was a positive balance of 206.0 million

barrels of oil equivalent, which is explained by the

additions due to the discovery of new reserves in the

Ayatsil field with 70.8 million barrels of oil equivalent,

the delineation of the Pohp field of 16.2 million barrels

of oil equivalent and the reclassification of reserves

Figure 5.6 Elements of change in the total reserve of the Northeastern Offshore Region.
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Table 5.5 Historical evolution of reserves by fluid type in the Northeastern Offshore Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total
Liquids Equivalent

MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 13,200.913,200.913,200.913,200.913,200.9 420 .6420 .6420 .6420 .6420 .6 439 .7439 .7439 .7439 .7439 .7 720 .4720 .4720 .4720 .4720 .4 14,781.614,781.614,781.614,781.614,781.6
Proved 7,678.8 304.0 315.2 511.1 8,809.1
Probable 4,004.6 84.1 90.3 146.0 4,324.9
Possible 1,517.6 32.6 34.2 63.3 1,647.6

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 13,566.413,566.413,566.413,566.413,566.4 509 .6509 .6509 .6509 .6509 .6 421 .1421 .1421 .1421 .1421 .1 696 .4696 .4696 .4696 .4696 .4 15,193.515,193.515,193.515,193.515,193.5
Proved 7,106.2 341.2 289.1 473.0 8,209.4
Probable 4,112.4 105.7 86.8 141.6 4,446.5
Possible 2,347.8 62.8 45.3 81.8 2,537.7

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 12,510.612,510.612,510.612,510.612,510.6 635 .4635 .4635 .4635 .4635 .4 350 .2350 .2350 .2350 .2350 .2 589 .8589 .8589 .8589 .8589 .8 14,086.014,086.014,086.014,086.014,086.0
Proved 6,532.0 443.2 254.3 422.7 7,652.2
Probable 3,444.7 103.1 53.5 88.8 3,690.1
Possible 2,533.9 89.1 42.4 78.3 2,743.7

from probable to possible in the Akal field of 218.3

million barrels of oil equivalent. The largest decrease

was due to the delineation of the Tson field of 102.5

million barrels of oil equivalent.

Reserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production Ratio

The region’s proved reserve-production ratio is 9 years

considering a constant rate of 883.5 million barrels of

oil equivalent. If the 2P reserve is used in this ratio, the

result is 13 years, and 16 years for the 3P. The busi-

ness unit with the lowest proved reserve-production

ratio is Cantarell with 7 years, and Ku-Maloob-Zaap

has 15 years. These ratios only show the current level

of activity in the business units.

The Cantarell Integral Business Unit, the leading oil

producer nationwide with a daily rate of 1.8 million

barrels and the third most important natural gas pro-

ducer with a daily 717.7 million cubic feet, has a re-

serve-production ratio of 9 and 11 years, if the 2P and
3P reserves, respectively, are considered.

In terms of 2P reserve, the Ku-Maloob-Zaap Integral

Business Unit’s reserve-production ratio is 30 years. In

reference to the 3P reserve, the reserve-production

ratio is 37 years. Because the pressure maintenance

program with nitrogen injection will commence in

2007, it will be possible to reclassify the probable re-

serves to proved, which means the proved reserve-

production ratio will increase in the future.

Reserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid Typeypeypeypeype

Table 5.5 shows the evolution of reserves over the last

three years in the Northeastern Offshore Region by

fluid type, in the proved, probable and possible cat-

egories. The remaining proved reserve is made up of

85.4 percent crude oil, 5.8 percent condensate, 3.3

percent plant liquids and 5.5 percent dry gas equiva-

lent to liquid.

The probable reserve amounts to 3,690.1 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent. Of this amount, 93.3 percent is

crude oil, 2.8 percent is condensate, 1.5 percent is

plant liquids and 2.4 percent is dry gas equivalent to
liquid.

The possible reserve is 2,743.7 million barrels of oil

equivalent, 92.4 percent of which is crude oil, 3.2 per-
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Figure 5.9 The Southwestern Offshore Region is in the continental shelf and slope waters of the Gulf
of Mexico.
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cent is condensate, 1.5 percent is plant liquids and 2.9

percent is dry gas equivalent to liquid.

5.2 Southwestern Offshore Region5.2 Southwestern Offshore Region5.2 Southwestern Offshore Region5.2 Southwestern Offshore Region5.2 Southwestern Offshore Region

It is located in sea waters that include the continental

shelf and slope of the Gulf of Mexico and it covers

an area of 352,390 square kilometers. To the south, it

is bounded by the states of Veracruz, Tabasco and

Campeche, to the east it borders on the Northeast-

ern Offshore Region and to the north and west, it is

limited by the national territorial waters, as shown in

Figure 5.9.

The Abkatún-Pol-Chuc and Litoral de Tabasco integral

business units and the Regional Exploration Business

Unit make up the Southwestern Offshore Region; its

geographic location is shown in Figure 5.10.

The business units are in charge of managing the

reservoirs, implementing the reserves finding pro-

grams, as well as the delineation of the fields already

discovered and the design of development options

and execution of the most profitable alternatives to

produce such fields. The Regional Exploration Busi-

ness Unit is responsible for the discovery of new fields

and the evaluation of the potential during the explor-

atory phase in both the areas already known and the

new areas. At the closing of 2006, 4 new fields were

found, 2 of which were discoveries in water depths

of more than 900 meters; consequently, the region

currently administers 61 fields with remaining re-

serves, of which only 19 are producers of light and

superlight oil and associated gas, that is, there is a

sizeable number of fields still to be developed. This

constitutes an opportunity area to maintain and in-

crease hydrocarbon production at a regional and na-

tional level.
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Figure 5.10 Geographic location of the integral business units that make up the Southwestern Off-
shore Region.

In 2006, the daily production in the region averaged

475.1 million barrels of oil and 856.1 million cubic feet

of natural gas, that is, over the year there was a cu-

mulative production of 173.4 million barrels and 312.5

billion cubic feet, respectively, which means a contri-

bution of 14.6 percent of the national oil production

and 16.0 percent of the gas production.

The exploratory activity in 2006 was outstanding;

there was the continued discovery of hydrocar-

bon reserves through 4 new fields, Lakach, Noxal,

Onel and Tabscoob, and the addition of two more

reservoirs in fields already discovered, one in

Homol at the Jurassic level and the other in the

Yaxché field at the Tertiary, which contributed with

3P reserves of 647.0 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent, and this makes it the region with the highest

booking of new reserves nationwide, that is, 67.0

percent.

5.2.1 Evolution of Original V5.2.1 Evolution of Original V5.2.1 Evolution of Original V5.2.1 Evolution of Original V5.2.1 Evolution of Original Volumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Place

The proved original volume of oil of the Southwest-

ern Offshore Region as of January 1, 2007 is 16,275.3

million barrels, which is equal to 11.1 percent of the

national total volume for such category. Regionally,

the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit contains

most of the volume with 13,776.2 million barrels of

crude oil, that is, 84.6 percent of the region’s total,

while the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit

has 2,499.1 million barrels of oil, which corresponds

to 15.4 percent of the regional volume. The prob-

able and possible original oil volumes are 2,763.2 and

3,761.0 million barrels, respectively. These figures are

equal to 3.3 and 6.1 percent of the country’s vol-

umes in the above mentioned categories. The high-

est probable original oil volume corresponds to the

Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit with 1,619.4

million barrels, which is 58.6 percent of the region’s
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Table 5.6 Historical evolution over the last three years of the original
volumes in the Southwestern Offshore Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Natural Gas
MMbbl Bcf

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 20,192.520,192.520,192.520,192.520,192.5 23,912.823,912.823,912.823,912.823,912.8
Proved 16,101.1 17,262.1
Probable 2,351.1 2,722.3
Possible 1,740.3 3,928.4

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 21,721.921,721.921,721.921,721.921,721.9 23,808.423,808.423,808.423,808.423,808.4
Proved 15,666.7 17,081.3
Probable 2,690.0 2,397.7
Possible 3,365.2 4,329.3

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 22,799.422,799.422,799.422,799.422,799.4 28,763.028,763.028,763.028,763.028,763.0
Proved 16,275.3 18,659.7
Probable 2,763.2 3,320.8
Possible 3,761.0 6,782.4

total, while the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business

Unit reports 1,143.8 million barrels of crude oil, which

means 41.4 percent. Of the 3,761.0 million barrels of

possible original volume of crude oil, 2,186.2 million

barrels are located in the Litoral de Tabasco Integral

Business Unit and 1,574.8 million barrels correspond

to the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit. Table

5.6 shows the behavior of the original oil and natural

gas volumes in their different categories over the last

three years.

In reference to the proved original volume of natural

gas, the Southwestern Offshore Region has 18,659.7

billion cubic feet in the proved category, which is 10.7

percent of the national total. Specifically, 75.0 percent

of the regional total corresponds to the Abkatún-Pol-

Chuc Integral Business Unit, that is, 13,994.0 billion

cubic feet. The other 4,665.7 billion cubic feet are dis-

tributed in the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit

and make up 25.0 percent of the region’s total. The

probable and possible original volumes total 3,320.8
and 6,782.4 billion cubic feet, respectively. In the prob-

able category, the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business

Unit contains 78.1 percent and the remaining 21.9

percent is in the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business

Unit. Similarly, the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business

Unit accounts for 77.5 percent of the possible original

volume, while Abkatún-Pol-Chuc provides the remain-

ing 22.5 percent.

Oil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and Gas

The proved original oil volume in the region increased

by 608.6 million barrels when compared with the pre-

vious year, that is, 3.9 percent, Table 5.6. These varia-

tions are mostly due to the exploratory drilling of the

Homol-101, Yaxché-101 and Onel-1 wells, which

jointly amounted to 351.4 million barrels and the de-

velopment of the Ixtal, Manik, Bolontikú, Kab and

Sinán fields with 305.3 million barrels of oil. Further-

more, Caan and Uech reported increases of 8.6 and

34.4 million barrels of oil, respectively. However, the

reduction occurred in Wayil with 23.9 million barrels

of oil, as a result of the drilling of the exploratory

well Homol-101, while the development of the Misón

and May fields jointly resulted in a decrease of 67.2

million barrels of oil.

In reference to the proved original volume of natural

gas, Table 5.6, there was an increase in the region of

1,578.4 billion cubic feet compared with the figure

reported in 2006. The additions are mostly due to

exploratory findings in the Homol, Yaxché,

Onel and Lakach fields of 859.2 billion cubic

feet of natural gas and the successful results

obtained in the development of the Ixtal,

Manik, Bolontikú, Kab and Sinán fields,

which added 803.8 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas. The Caan and Uech fields also pro-

duced increases in the original gas volume

amounting to 85.4 billion cubic feet. The re-

ductions are centered in the Wayil, Misón

and May fields and total 169.9 billion cubic

feet of natural gas.

The original volume of probable crude oil in

this region reported an increase of 73.2 mil-

lion barrels compared with January 1, 2006.

This increment was mostly due to the explor-
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Figure 5.12 Historical evolution of the remain-
ing natural gas reserves in the Southwestern
Offshore Region over the last three years.
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Figure 5.11 Historical evolution of the remain-
ing crude oil reserves in the Southwestern
Offshore Region over the last three years.

atory activities in the Homol, Yaxché and Onel fields

and the development of the Ixtal, Misón, May and Kab

fields with 255.9 million barrels of crude oil. The de-

creases are due to the development and revision of

the Bolontikú, Sinán, Manik and Wayil fields of 182.7

million barrels of oil.

At a regional level, the original volume of probable

natural gas increased by 923.1 billion cubic feet com-

pared with the figure as of January 1, 2006. This is

mostly explained by the exploratory results in Homol,

Onel, Lakach and Yaxché Tertiary which contributed

with 613.8 billion cubic feet of natural gas. Further-

more, the Ixtal, May, Kab, Misón and Sinán fields jointly

amounted to 597.3 billion cubic feet of gas due to de-

velopment and revision. On the other hand, the de-

velopment and revision activities in the Manik,

Bolontikú and Wayil fields also led to decreases total-

ing 288.0 billion cubic feet of natural gas.

In the case of the possible original oil volume, there
was an increase of 395.8 million barrels compared

with the previous year. The drilling of exploratory

wells in the Homol and Yaxché fields led to the high-

est increases with a total of 375.8 million barrels of

oil. The results of drilling development wells in the

Bolontikú and Kab fields also led to an increase of

255.0 million barrels. In terms of negative variations,

the development and revision of the Ixtal, May, Misón,

Sinán and Wayil fields led to a decrease of 234.9 mil-

lion barrels of oil.

As of January 1, 2007, the possible original gas

volume totaled 6,782.4 billion cubic feet, which

means a regional increase of 2,453.1 billion cubic

feet of natural gas, compared with January 1 of

the previous year. This was largely due to the dis-

covery of new reservoirs as a result of exploration

activities in Lakach, Noxal, Tabscoob, Yaxché and

Homol that generated a total of 2,685.9 billion cu-

bic feet of gas. Moreover, there were increases in

Bolontikú and Kab that added 547.9 billion cubic

feet. The decreases, however, were in the Ixtal,

Wayil, May, Misón and Sinán fields, with 780.7 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas, as a consequence of field

revisions and development.

5.2.2 Evolution of Reserves5.2.2 Evolution of Reserves5.2.2 Evolution of Reserves5.2.2 Evolution of Reserves5.2.2 Evolution of Reserves

The 1P or proved crude oil reserve for the South-

western Offshore Region as of January 1, 2007 is

1,038.0 million barrels, which is 9.4 percent of the

country’s proved reserves. In reference to the

proved reserve of natural gas at the same date, the

figure was 2,643.7 billion cubic feet, which repre-

sents 13.9 percent of the total proved reserve of

gas nationwide.
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Table 5.8 Composition of 3P reserves by business unit of the Southwestern Offshore Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 650 .2650 .2650 .2650 .2650 .2 1,622.21,622.21,622.21,622.21,622.2 628 .6628 .6628 .6628 .6628 .6 3,280.43,280.43,280.43,280.43,280.4 4,681.54,681.54,681.54,681.54,681.5
Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 256.4 770.9 77.7 1,613.3 286.2
Litoral de Tabasco 393.8 851.3 550.9 1,667.1 4,395.3

Table 5.7 Composition of 2P reserves by business unit of the Southwestern Offshore Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 325 .2325 .2325 .2325 .2325 .2 1,160.21,160.21,160.21,160.21,160.2 296 .7296 .7296 .7296 .7296 .7 2,084.62,084.62,084.62,084.62,084.6 2,265.42,265.42,265.42,265.42,265.4
Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 133.9 668.7 36.1 1,205.1 251.4
Litoral de Tabasco 191.3 491.5 260.6 879.6 2,014.0

The probable and possible oil reserves are 744.2 and

1,118.8 million barrels, which represent 6.7 and 11.4

percent, respectively, of the national oil reserves in

these categories. Considering the above values, the

2P and 3P reserves amount to 1,782.2 and 2,900.9

million barrels. For natural gas, the probable and pos-

sible reserves are 1,706.4 and 3,611.9 billion cubic feet,

respectively, and account for 8.3 and 15.3 percent of

the national natural gas reserves. The 2P and 3P re-

serves amounted to 4,350.0 and 7,961.9 billion cubic

feet of natural gas. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the

variations in the oil and natural gas reserves over the
last three years. In terms of developed and undevel-

oped proved reserves of the region, the figures show

598.2 and 439.7 million barrels of crude oil, while the

figure for natural gas is 1,261.3 and 1,382.3 billion cubic

feet, respectively.

On the other hand, 1,038.0 million barrels of proved

oil reserves are constituted, according the density, by

110.0 million barrels of heavy oil, which is equal to

10.6 percent, 750.4 million barrels of light oil or 72.3

percent and the remaining 177.6 million barrels are

superlight, which means the latter provides 17.1 per-

cent of the region’s proved total. In reference to the

proved natural gas reserve, the figure is 2,643.7 bil-

lion cubic feet distributed in associated and non-asso-

ciated gas reserves, of which 60.0 percent or 1,585.9

billion cubic feet correspond to associated gas and

the remaining 40.0 percent is non-associated and is

equal to 1,057.8 billion cubic feet. Tables 5.7 and 5.8

show the composition of the 2P and 3P oil and natu-

ral gas reserves.

Crude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural Gas

As of January 1, 2007, the region’s proved crude oil
reserve reported a net positive variation of 200.0 mil-

lion barrels compared with the values reported as of

January 1, 2006. There was a net increase of 224.2

million barrels of oil in the developed proved reserve,

while the decline in the undeveloped reserves was

24.2 million barrels. At a business unit level, Abkatún-

Pol-Chuc showed an increase of 101.3 million bar-

rels of crude oil, with a volume of 108.8 million bar-

rels of crude oil corresponding to the developed

proved reserve, while there was a decrease of 7.6

million barrels of crude oil in the undeveloped proved

reserve. The increases in the developed proved re-

serve are basically due to the reclassification of 96.6
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million barrels of oil in probable and possible reserves

to developed proved and producing developed

proved, due to the results of drilling the Ixtal-47 and

23 wells and the recovery of the Ixtal-1 well, plus an

increase in the original volumes and reserves because

of improved production behavior in the wells of this

field. Furthermore, in the Chuc field there was an

increase of 10.1 million barrels of oil because the de-

cline in production was less than expected in the wells

of the Chuc field, and in Abkatún, there was an in-

crease of 1.6 million due to better behavior. In terms

of undeveloped proved reserves, as a consequence

of the updating of the original volumes and reserves

with the drilling of the Homol-101 exploratory well,

10.6 million barrels of oil were reduced in the Wayil

field and the remaining decrease of 3.0 million bar-

rels occurred in other fields of the business unit was

due to revision.

As of January 1, 2007, the Litoral de Tabasco Integral

Business Unit showed an increase of 98.8 million bar-
rels of crude oil in the proved reserve. This figure is

the result of a rise in the developed proved reserve

of 115.4 million barrels and a decrease of 16.6 mil-

lion barrels in the undeveloped proved reserve. The

fields where the most important increases in devel-

oped proved reserve are Sinán with 54.1 million bar-

rels of oil, due to updating of the petrophysical model

based on the information provided by the Sinán-12,

151A, 53, 59, 1238 and 158 development wells and

the reclassification of probable and possible reserves

to proved; Bolontikú furnished 19.0 million barrels of

oil as a result of the updating of the original volumes

and reserves after the drilling of the Bolontikú-13 and

41 development wells, reprocessing and interpreta-

tion of the seismic information and updating of the

vertical and areal limits of the field. Furthermore, the

contribution of 17.3 million barrels of oil is due to the

updating of the original volumes and reserves

through seismic reinterpretation and because of the

results obtained from drilling the May-2, 108 and 113

development wells, which cut through both the Cre-

taceous and Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian forma-

tions, thus reclassifying the undeveloped proved re-

serve to developed proved. There was an increase

of 14.6 million barrels of oil in the Yaxché field be-

cause of the reclassification of probable reserves to

developed proved. In the development of the fields,

the drilling of well Kab-121 led to an increase of 8.6

million barrels of oil in the field’s reserves caused by

reprocessing and interpretation of the seismic infor-

mation and reclassification of the probable reserve

to developed proved. Finally, the reserves increased

by 3.2 million barrels of oil in the Och field because

the decline forecast of this field has been less than

expected and therefore a higher recovery of hydro-

carbons is expected. There is a negative variation of

16.6 million barrels of oil in the undeveloped proved

reserve category, of which 18.6 million barrels of oil

is attributable to the Sinán field because of develop-

ment results. Additionally, there was a slight increase

of 2.0 million barrels of oil that could not offset the

above-mentioned decline in terms of undeveloped

proved reserve.

As of January 1, 2007, the proved crude oil reserves

of the Southwestern Offshore Region totaled 1,038.0

million barrels, of which 55.1 percent, that is, 571.8

million barrels, are located in the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc

Integral Business Unit, while the remaining 44.9 per-

cent, or 466.2 million barrels, are in the Litoral de

Tabasco Integral Business Unit.

In terms of proved natural gas reserve, the region re-

ported a net increase of 710.3 billion cubic feet com-

pared with January 1, 2006. This addition of reserves

consists of an increase in developed proved reserves

of 452.5 billion cubic feet of natural gas and 257.8 bil-

lion cubic feet for the undeveloped reserve. The

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit reported an

increase in the proved reserve of 240.8 billion cubic

feet of natural gas. This variation is explained by 203.9

billion cubic feet of natural gas in the developed proved

reserve, quantifying 171.9 billion cubic feet of natural

gas due to development in the Ixtal field. On the other

hand, the Caan field increased its developed proved
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reserve by 28.0 billion cubic feet of gas due to revi-

sion and as a result of updating its static and dynamic

characterization models, a production decline that was

less than forecast and major workovers in the Caan-

31 and 96 wells. The remaining 4.0 billion cubic feet

of gas are in other fields.

The undeveloped proved reserve category provided

36.9 billion cubic feet of natural gas in the business

unit. This increase is largely the result of exploratory

additions in Homol at the Jurassic level, with 50.8

billion cubic feet of natural gas and 32.4 billion cubic

feet in the Onel field. In Wayil, however, there was a

decrease of 34.0 billion cubic feet of natural gas as a

result of the new regional model between the Homol

and Wayil structures at the Jurassic level due to the

drilling of the Homol-101 well, and in Ixtal as a con-

sequence of the reclassification of reserves where

there was also a decline of 10.7 billion cubic feet of

natural gas.

The Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit reported

an increase of 469.6 billion cubic feet of natural gas in

proved reserves, where the positive variation of 248.6

billion cubic feet is explained by the developed proved

reserves. Additionally, there was an increase of 220.9

billion cubic feet in the undeveloped proved reserves

category. The increases reported in the developed

proved reserves category are mostly due to the re-

classification of the probable and possible reserve to

developed proved reserves because of the results in

the Sinán field where a volume of 110.4 billion cubic

feet of natural gas was quantified. It is important to

mention that the May field made a noteworthy contri-

bution of 81.5 billion cubic feet of natural gas. The

Bolontikú field provided 40.7 billion cubic feet of gas

due to the updating of the original volumes and re-

serves as a result of the drilling of the Bolontikú-13

and 41 development wells. The increase in the origi-

nal volumes and reserves of the field because of the

reprocessing and interpretation of the seismic infor-

mation and drilling of the Kab-121 development well

added 9.4 billion cubic feet of natural gas. The Och

field provided additional reserves by 8.5 billion cubic

feet of gas.

In the undeveloped proved reserves category in the

Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit, the most

important variations were in Lakach, with the explor-

atory addition at the Tertiary level of 308.5 billion cu-

bic feet of natural gas, Bolontikú at the Jurassic level

added 22.3 billion cubic feet of gas with the drilling of

the development wells 13 and 41. There were de-

creases, however, that were mostly in the May field of

107.5 billion cubic feet of natural gas due to the up-

dating of the original volumes and reserves by seis-

mic reinterpretation, as well as the results of drilling

the development wells in May.

The proved natural gas reserve as of January 1, 2007

amount to 2,643.7 billion cubic feet, of which 45.9

percent, or 1,212.9 billion cubic feet, are in the Abkatún-

Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit and the remaining

1,430.7 billion cubic feet, 54.1 percent, are located in
the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit.

At a regional level, the probable oil reserve as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 increased slightly by 3.5 million barrels of

crude oil. The Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit

reported an increase of 6.5 million barrels of oil, which

combined with the decrease in the Litoral de Tabasco

Integral Business Unit of 3.0 million barrels, gave the

above-mentioned figure of 3.5 million barrels. The

exploratory activity allowed booking reserves in the

Onel field of the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business

Unit, while in the Litoral de Tabasco, Yaxché contrib-

uted at the Tertiary level, thus quantifying 22.6 and

20.6 million barrels of oil, respectively. However, the

reserve decreased by 30.7 million barrels of oil in the

Sinán field of the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Busi-

ness Unit due to the reclassification of the probable

reserve to developed proved and producing devel-

oped proved. Nevertheless, the Wayil field in the

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit reduced 7.4

million barrels of oil in the Upper Jurassic

Kimmeridgian due to the new model between the
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Homol and Wayil structures. The Abkatún field in the

Btp-Ks-Km-Ki-Centro reservoir, declined by 1.7 mil-

lion barrels of oil. Thus, as of January 1, 2007, the

probable reserves of crude oil totaled 744.2 million

barrels.

The probable gas reserve reported and increased of

539.3 billion cubic feet of natural gas when com-

pared with January 1, 2006. The Abkatún-Pol-Chuc

Integral Business Unit reported a decrease of 13.3

billion cubic feet of gas. The negative variations in

the integral business unit totaled 52.9 billion cubic

feet; the most significant decreases were in the Wayil

field with 17.2 billion cubic feet of gas due to the

new structural model between Homol and Wayil, in

the Ixtal field with 14.0 billion cubic feet as a result of

the reclassification of the probable reserves to proved

developed and producing developed proved because

of the drilling of the Ixtal-47 and 23 wells and the

remaining 21.7 billion cubic feet of natural gas are

in the Manik field due to reclassification with the drill-
ing of the Manik-15 well and in Abkatún and Homol

as a result of revision. Although there were addi-

tions caused by the exploratory activity in the Onel

field with 30.7 billion cubic feet of gas and 8.9 billion

cubic feet in other fields of the integral business unit

due to revision, they were insufficient to offset the

decreases.

In reference to the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Busi-

ness Unit, there is an increase of 552.6 billion cubic

feet of natural gas. The increases are basically due to

the exploratory discoveries of 364.4 billion cubic feet

of gas in Lakach, 219.5 billion cubic feet of gas in the

May field because of the updating of the original vol-

umes and reserves as a consequence of seismic rein-

terpretation, as well as the results of drilling the May-

2, 108 and 113 development wells and in the Kab field

from development drilling with 21.5 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. Additionally, there is an increment of

16.9 billion cubic feet of natural gas in Sinán at the

Jurassic level. However, there were decreases, as in

the case of Bolontikú of 67.8 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, as a result of the updating of the original vol-

umes and reserves caused by the drilling of the

Bolontikú 13 and 41 development wells, reprocessing

and interpretation of the seismic information and up-

dating of the vertical and areal limits of the field that

reclassified the reserves as proved.

As of January 1, 2007, the region’s probable natural

gas reserves totaled 1,706.4 billion cubic feet.

The possible oil reserve as of January 1, 2007 in the

Southwestern Offshore Region increased by 97.6 mil-

lion barrels compared with the figure estimated as of

January 1, 2006. In this category, the Abkatún-Pol-

Chuc Integral Business Unit reported a decrease of

4.0 million barrels. The exploratory activity in Homol

(Jurassic) added 35.5 million barrels of oil due to the

drilling the Homol-101 well. On the other hand, there

were declines in the Ixtal field (Upper Jurassic

Kimmeridgian) of 20.3 million barrels, due to the re-

classification of the possible reserves to proved, de-
veloped proved and producing developed proved as

a result of the drilling of the Ixtal-47 and 23 wells.

Furthermore, the decline in Wayil because of the new

regional model explains 13.9 million barrels of oil,

and the revision of the other fields of the business

unit justifies 5.3 million barrels of oil.

There was an increase of 101.6 million barrels of oil in

the Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit. The most

significant increases were in the Bolontikú field with

68.9 million barrels and Kab with 36.6 million barrels

of oil. In the former, due to updating the original vol-

umes and reserves with the drilling of development

wells, while in Kab, the rise was caused by the new

reprocessed information as a result of the drilling of

the Kab-121 development well.

In terms of possible natural gas reserve as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007, there was an increase of 1,353.8 billion

cubic feet compared with the estimates as of Janu-

ary 1, 2006. There was an increase of 205.0 billion

cubic feet of gas in the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral
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Table 5.9 Distribution of remaining gas reserves by business unit of the Southwestern
Offshore Region as of January 1, 2007.

Category Business Unit Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas
Delivered to Plant

Bcf Bcf Bcf

ProvedProvedProvedProvedProved TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,643.72,643.72,643.72,643.72,643.7 2,227.62,227.62,227.62,227.62,227.6 1,872.61,872.61,872.61,872.61,872.6
Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 1,212.9 969.2 772.2
Litoral de Tabasco 1,430.7 1,258.5 1,100.4

ProbableProbableProbableProbableProbable TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 1 ,706.41,706.41,706.41,706.41,706.4 1,495.11,495.11,495.11,495.11,495.1 1,320.81,320.81,320.81,320.81,320.8
Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 243.5 190.1 150.7
Litoral de Tabasco 1,462.8 1,305.0 1,170.1

PPPPPossibleossibleossibleossibleossible TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 3 ,611.93,611.93,611.93,611.93,611.9 3,213.33,213.33,213.33,213.33,213.3 2,855.12,855.12,855.12,855.12,855.1
Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 443.0 361.7 286.7
Litoral de Tabasco 3,168.9 2,851.6 2,568.4

MMboe

Abkatún-
Pol-Chuc

Litoral de
Tabasco

Total

845.5

1,627.2781.8

Figure 5.13 Proved reserves as of January
1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the
Southwestern Offshore Region.

Business Unit, caused mainly by the Homol field (Ju-

rassic) with 264.6 billion cubic feet of natural gas.

The steepest declines were in Wayil and Ixtal fields,

with 44.4 and 13.8 billion cubic feet of natural gas,

respectively.

Considerable increases were also reported in the

Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit of 1,148.8

billion cubic feet of natural gas, most of which was

due to the exploratory activity in Lakach, Noxal,

Tabscoob and Yaxché at a Tertiary level, with 628.9,

420.2, 140.9 and 20.8 billion cubic feet, respectively,

totaling 1,210.8 billion cubic feet of natural gas. An-

other significant increase was obtained in the

Bolontikú field with 146.0 billion cubic feet of natural

gas. The Misón field, however, reduced 206.4 billion

cubic feet of natural gas reserve with the drilling of

the Misón-42 development well, which turned out to

be unproductive.

Consequently, the region’s possible reserves of oil and

natural gas as of January 1, 2007, totaled 1,118.8 mil-

lion barrels of oil and 3,611.9 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, respectively. Table 5.9 shows the natural gas

reserves by business unit in its different categories,

with the addition of gas to be delivered to plant and

dry gas.

Oil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil Equivalent

As of January 1, 2007, the region reported proved

reserves of 1,627.2 million barrels of oil equivalent,

that is, 10.5 percent of the national total. Compared
with the previous year’s reserve, there is a net posi-

tive variation of 359.0 million barrels. According to Fig-

ure 5.13, the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit

holds 52.0 percent of the region’s total, which means

reserves of 845.5 million barrels of oil equivalent, and

a net increase of 162.6 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. These increases are basically due to the reclassi-

fication of the probable and possible reserve to proved
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Figure 5.14 Probable reserves as of Janu-
ary 1, 2007, distributed by business unit in
the Southwestern Offshore Region.

in the Ixtal field (Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian), as a

result of drilling the Ixtal-47 and 23 wells. The reclassi-

fication totals 102.8 million barrels of oil equivalent.

On the other hand, there were successful results in

the exploratory finding of the Onel field (Cretaceous

and Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian) of 35.0 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent, and in the Homol field, the drill-

ing of well 101 contributed in the Jurassic reservoir

with 19.1 million barrels of oil equivalent. Additionally,

the reserve increased by 16.7 million barrels of oil

equivalent in the Caan field because of the pressure-

production performance. In the Chuc field, the de-

cline in production has been less than expected; con-

sequently, the wells in the field have shown better be-

havior, which has led to an increase in the reserve of

12.3 million barrels of oil equivalent. Although there

were decreases in this category, as in the case of the

Wayil field, in the revision item, due to a new regional

geological model between the Homol and Wayil struc-

tures as a result of drilling the Homol-101 well at the

Jurassic level, with a negative variation of 19.3 million
barrels of oil equivalent, these results were insufficient

to offset to the positive figures reported in the region

during 2006.

The Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit holds

48.0 percent of the region’s proved oil equivalent

reserves, that is, 781.8 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent; in this business unit, there were increases to-

taling 196.5 million barrels of oil equivalent. In the

Sinán field at the Jurassic level, there was a rise of

63.0 million barrels of oil equivalent, based on the

new information provided by drilling the Sinán-12,

151A, 53, 59, 1238 and 158 wells, and the reclassifi-

cation of the possible and probable reserves to

proved. Additionally, Bolontikú provided 53.9 million

barrels of oil equivalent, due to the drilling of the

Bolontikú-13 and 41 development wells. The new

discovery in the Lakach field contributed a volume

of 63.6 million barrels of oil equivalent. The reserves

climbed by 16.9 million barrels of oil equivalent in

the May field at the Cretaceous level, due to the re-

sults of drilling the May-2, 108 and 113 development

wells, which cut both the Cretaceous and Upper Ju-

rassic Kimmeridgian.

As of January 1, 2007, and as indicated in Figure 5.14,

the probable reserve rose to 1,116.0 million barrels of

oil equivalent, this is equal to 7.3 percent of the country’s

reserves. Compared with the figure for January 1, 2006,
the current volume shows an increase of 11.8 percent,

or 118.1 million barrels of oil equivalent. The fields of

the Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit showed

minor increases totaling 5.6 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. It is important to mention Onel’s contribution with

30.1 million barrels of oil equivalent, due to exploratory

activity. Because of the new Homol and Wayil model

and the new information that supported the drilling of

the Homol-101 well at the Jurassic level, the reserve of

the Wayil field declined by 9.7 million barrels of oil

equivalent. The probable reserve in the Manik field de-

creased by 2.7 million barrels of oil equivalent because

of the drilling of the Manik-115 well, which reclassified

from the probable to developed proved reserve. Ixtal

for the same reason, that is, the drilling of the Ixtal-47

and 23 development wells, reclassified 3.6 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent. The remaining 8.5 million are

mostly distributed in the Abkatún Btp-Ks-Km-Ki-Centro

and Toloc fields due to revision.

Increases totaling 112.5 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent were reported for the Litoral de Tabasco Integral
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Figure 5.15 Possible reserves as of Janu-
ary 1, 2007, distributed by business unit
in the Southwestern Offshore Region.
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Figure 5.16 Elements of change in the total reserve of the Southwestern Offshore Region.

Business Unit. Of this figure, the discovery in

deepwater of the Gulf of Mexico, Lakach at the Ter-

tiary level, made a significant contribution with 75.2

million barrels of oil equivalent, Yaxché (Tertiary) as

an exploratory finding provided 23.9 million barrels of

oil equivalent, while the Sinán Jurassic and Misón

Upper Jurassic Kimmeridgian added 8.7 and 4.7 mil-
lion barrels of oil equivalent, respectively, due to field

development.

In reference to the region’s possible oil equivalent

reserve as of January 1, 2007, the reserve amounted

to 1,903.8 million barrels of oil equivalent, which

means an increase of 371.1 million barrels of oil

equivalent, as can be seen in Figure 5.15, or 13.0

percent of the national total. At a business unit level,

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc showed an increase of 47.1 mil-

lion barrels of oil equivalent, most which was due

to exploratory finding in the Homol field at the Ju-

rassic level, with 99.5 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent. On the other hand, there were declines in Wayil

of 24.9 million barrels of oil equivalent, due to the

new model between Homol and Wayil as a result of

the drilling of the Homol-101 well at the Jurassic

level, in Ixtal, as a consequence of the reclassifica-

tion of 23.5 million barrels of oil equivalent of pos-

sible reserves to proved, caused by the drilling of

the Ixtal-47 and 23 wells. The remaining 4.0 million

barrels of oil equivalent are in other fields of the

integral business unit.

The Litoral de Tabasco Integral Business Unit, how-

ever, reported an increase totaling 324.1 million

barrels of oil equivalent. These increases are ba-

sically the result of the intensive exploratory ac-

tivity in 2006. Lakach, as an exploratory finding
in the possible category totals 129.7 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent, followed by Noxal with 80.8

million barrels, Yaxché (Tertiary) with 37.8 million

barrels and Tabscoob with 27.1 million barrels of

oil equivalent, respectively. Added to the above

findings, the increase of 46.3 million barrels of oil

equivalent in Kab, caused by the reprocessing and

interpretation of new seismic information and the
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Table 5.10 Historical evolution of reserves by fluid type in the Southwestern Offshore Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total
Liquids Equivalent

MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,960.52,960.52,960.52,960.52,960.5 229 .3229 .3229 .3229 .3229 .3 422 .9422 .9422 .9422 .9422 .9 875 .8875 .8875 .8875 .8875 .8 4,488.64,488.64,488.64,488.64,488.6
Proved 1,213.6 84.9 155.8 289.3 1,743.6
Probable 787.3 56.8 104.6 242.8 1,191.6
Possible 959.6 87.6 162.5 343.7 1,553.4

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,773.12,773.12,773.12,773.12,773.1 185 .2185 .2185 .2185 .2185 .2 360 .2360 .2360 .2360 .2360 .2 724 .9724 .9724 .9724 .9724 .9 4,043.54,043.54,043.54,043.54,043.5
Proved 1,011.3 76.4 148.4 276.8 1,513.0
Probable 740.7 33.7 65.0 158.5 997.8
Possible 1,021.1 75.1 146.8 289.6 1,532.7

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,900.92,900.92,900.92,900.92,900.9 175 .4175 .4175 .4175 .4175 .4 407 .6407 .6407 .6407 .6407 .6 1,163.01,163.01,163.01,163.01,163.0 4,647.04,647.04,647.04,647.04,647.0
Proved 1,038.0 68.1 161.1 360.0 1,627.2
Probable 744.2 36.8 81.0 254.0 1,116.0
Possible 1,118.8 70.5 165.6 549.0 1,903.8

drilling of the Kab-121 development well contrib-

uted to the above increase. Additionally, an in-

crease of 3.2 million barrels of oil equivalent was

reported due to field development in Sinán in the

Jurassic reservoir.

Figure 5.16 shows the balance of 3P reserves as of

January 1, 2007 in terms of oil equivalent, compared

with 2004, 2005 and 2006.

Reserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production Ratio

For the Southwestern Offshore Region, the proved

reserve-production ratio is 7 years, considering a con-

stant production rate of 244.7 million barrels of oil

equivalent. However, in the case of the proved plus

probable reserve, the number of years rises to 11 and

to 19 years if the 3P reserve is used. In particular, the

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit showed the

lowest value in this ratio, 5 years when using the

proved reserve, while the Litoral de Tabasco Integral
Business Unit reported 10 years.

When the 2P reserves are used for all the integral busi-

ness units, the ratios are 7 and 19 years for Abkatún-

Pol-Chuc and Litoral de Tabasco, respectively. When

using the 3P reserves, there is a similar variation be-

tween the two business units with 9 years for the

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc Integral Business Unit and 38 years

for the Litoral de Tabasco.

Reserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid Typeypeypeypeype

The distribution of reserves according to fluid type is

shown in Table 5.10 for the last three annual periods

and the categories indicated. Consequently, the re-

maining proved reserve as of January 1, 2007 of

1.627.2 million barrels of oil equivalent is made up of

63.8 percent crude oil, 4.2 percent condensate, 9.9

percent is plant liquids and 22.1 percent is dry gas

equivalent to liquid.

The probable reserve, 1,116.0 million barrels of oil

equivalent, is made up as follows: 66.7 percent is crude

oil, 3.3 percent is condensate, 7.3 percent is plant liq-

uids and 22.8 percent is dry gas equivalent to liquid.

Finally, the possible reserve of 1,903.8 million barrels

of oil equivalent is distributed as follows: 58.8 per-

cent is crude oil, 3.7 percent is condensate, 8.7 per-

cent is plant liquids and 28.8 percent is dry gas equiva-

lent to liquid.
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Figure 5.17 The Northern Region consists of a continental and an offshore section.

5.3 Northern Region5.3 Northern Region5.3 Northern Region5.3 Northern Region5.3 Northern Region

Located in the northern part of Mexico, this region

covers an area of more than two million square kilo-

meters and it includes continental and offshore por-

tions. To the North, it is bounded by the United States

of America, to the east by the 500-meter isobath of

the Gulf of Mexico, to the west by the Pacific Ocean

and to the south by Tesechoacán River, Figure 5.17.

Administratively, the Northern Region consists of three

integral business units and one exploration business

unit. The Burgos, Poza Rica-Altamira and Veracruz in-

tegral business units, Figure 5.18, are in charge of the

development and exploitation activities of the fields

discovered, while the Regional Exploration Business

Unit covers the activity of finding reserves and evalu-

ating their potential.

The production figures reported by the region in 2006

amount to 30.8 million barrels of crude oil and 813.1

billion cubic feet of gas, which mean 2.6 and 41.6

percent of the national oil and natural gas produc-

tion, respectively. The historic cumulative production

amounts to 5,605.1 million barrels of crude oil and

18,597.5 billion cubic feet of gas, which mean 16.1

and 32.7 percent of the total national oil and natural

gas production, respectively.

It should be noted that the Northern Region is now

the leader in terms of natural gas production, with an

average daily output in 2006 of 2,227.6 million cubic

feet of gas, which is equal to 41.6 percent of the na-

tional daily production. These production levels have

been reached because of the intensive field develop-

ment activities in 2006, during which, 405 wells were

drilled in the Burgos and Veracruz integral business

units; 386 in the Burgos Integral Business Unit and 19

in the Veracruz Integral Business Unit. As regards oil

production, in the Poza-Altamira Integral Business Unit,

most of the development was in the Agua Fría, Coa-
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Figure 5.18 Geographic location of the integral business units that constitute the North-
ern Region.

pechaca and Tajín of the Paleocanal de Chicontepec

fields where 64 wells were drilled, and in the Tema-

pache field with 8 wells. It is worth mentioning that

the latter field had been closed for 50 years and it was

reactivated through 2D seismic interpretation, reengi-

neering works, as well as minor investments for the

exploitation of shallow reservoirs, with a production

of 2,700 barrels per day at the end of 2006, which

illustrates that there are opportunity areas for the re-

gion in mature fields.

Furthermore, in 2006 the exploratory activity was con-

tinued with significant discoveries that allowed the

booking of oil and gas reserves. This is exemplified by

the discoveries made by the Mareógrafo-1 and Moca-

rroca-1 wells. The former, in the Burgos Basin added

non-associated gas reserves when it turned out to be

a producer in Paleocene rocks, while the Mocarroca-

1 well produced oil in the Middle Eocene, which al-

lowed to expand the area of the Perdiz field of the

Veracruz Integral Business Unit.

5.3.1 Evolution of Original V5.3.1 Evolution of Original V5.3.1 Evolution of Original V5.3.1 Evolution of Original V5.3.1 Evolution of Original Volumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Place

The proved original volume of oil in the Northern

Region as of January 1, 2007 amounted to 40,180.5

million barrels, which is equal to 27.5 percent of the

national total. Of this volume, 22,920.6 million bar-

rels correspond to heavy oil reservoirs, 16,859.9 mil-

lion barrels are light oil reservoirs and the superlight

oil reservoirs contain 400.0 million barrels. Further-

more, of the region’s total original volume, 97.8 per-

cent is in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Business Unit,

and the rest is in the fields of the Veracruz Integral

Business Unit.

The original volumes of oil in the probable and pos-

sible category are 77,890.0 and 47,976.2 million bar-

rels, respectively. This means 93.7 and 77.5 percent

of Mexico’s probable and possible volumes, respec-

tively, Table 5.11. As in the case of the proved origi-

nal volume, most of the probable and possible origi-

nal oil volumes of the region are basically concen-
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Table 5.11 Historical evolution over the last three years of the original
volumes in the Northern Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Natural Gas
MMbbl Bcf

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 165,946.5165,946.5165,946.5165,946.5165,946.5 120,384.9120,384.9120,384.9120,384.9120,384.9
Proved 39,136.0 61,550.2
Probable 79,770.3 33,493.7
Possible 47,040.1 25,340.9

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 165,801.9165,801.9165,801.9165,801.9165,801.9 120,771.5120,771.5120,771.5120,771.5120,771.5
Proved 39,128.1 62,647.4
Probable 79,519.4 34,300.8
Possible 47,154.3 23,823.3

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 166,046.7166,046.7166,046.7166,046.7166,046.7 122,167.7122,167.7122,167.7122,167.7122,167.7
Proved 40,180.5 64,776.4
Probable 77,890.0 33,622.8
Possible 47,976.2 23,768.5

trated in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Business Unit,

where the highest percentage is in the Paleocanal de

Chicontepec.

In terms of original volumes of natural gas, as of

January 1, 2007, the Northern Region has an proved

original volume of 64,776.4 billion cubic feet, which

means 37.2 percent of the national total. The prob-

able and possible original volumes of natural gas

amount to 33,622.8 and 23,768.5 billion cubic feet,

respectively, and account for 84.2 and 71.3 percent

of the national total. Once again, the Poza Rica-

Altamira Integral Business Unit concentrates most of

such natural gas volumes at a regional level, with

94.0 percent in the probable category and 87.1 per-

cent in the possible.

In reference to the proved original volume of associ-

ated and non-associated gas, 44,914.7 billion cubic

feet are associated gas and 19,861.7 billion cubic feet

are non-associated gas. In turn, of this associated
gas volume, 43,931.5 billion cubic feet are dissolved

in oil reservoirs, and 983.2 billion cubic feet corre-

spond to free associated gas reservoirs. Additionally,

of the total volume of non-associated gas, 12,256.9

billion cubic feet are in wet gas reservoirs, 7,312.9

billion cubic feet are dry gas and 291.9 billion cubic

feet are gas-condensate.

In reference to the probable original volume of natu-

ral gas, 30,723.1 billion cubic feet are associated gas

and 2,899.8 billion cubic feet are non-associated gas.

For the final volume, 61.2 percent corresponds to

wet gas, 34.9 percent to dry gas and 3.9 percent to

gas-condensate. Finally, the possible original volume

of natural gas consists of 20,709.2 billion cubic feet

of associated gas and 3,059.3 billion cubic feet of

non-associated gas. Of the non-associated gas, 64.8

percent is wet gas and 35.2 percent belongs to dry

gas reservoirs.

Oil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and Gas

The region’s proved original volume of oil as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 increased by 1,052.3 million barrels when

compared with the previous year; this addition is at-

tributable to the reclassification of probable reserves
to proved, mostly in the Agua Fría, Coapechaca and

Tajín of the Paleocanal de Chicontepec and the dis-

covery of the Mocarroca-1 well, an oil producer in

Middle Eocene rocks.

The proved original natural gas volume, as

of January 1, 2007, increased by 2,129.0 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas when compared with

the previous year. The increase is attribut-

able to the exploratory discovery of 246.9

billion cubic feet and the development of

fields, which led to a reclassification of non-

proved volumes to proved of 1,888.2 billion

cubic feet of natural gas, where the Burgos

Integral Business Unit added 876.1 billion

cubic feet, while Poza Rica-Altamira and

Veracruz provided 913.8 and 92.2 billion cu-

bic feet of the original natural gas volume,

respectively.

The probable original oil volume reported as

of January 1, 2007 declined by 1,629.4 mil-
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lion barrels compared with the previous year. This

decrease is almost entirely due to the reclassification

of the volumes of oil in the probable category to

proved and possible as a result of the field develop-

ment, which amounts to 1,500.8 million barrels in the

Agua Fría, Coapechaca and Tajín of the Paleocanal de

Chicontepec fields.

The probable original volume of natural gas as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 decreased, when compared with the pre-

vious year, by 678.0 billion cubic feet and totaled

33,622.8 billion cubic feet. Most of the reduction was

caused by the reclassification of the probable volume

to proved and possible, as well as development activ-

ity, especially in the Agua Fría, Coapechaca, Tajín,

Reynosa and Monterrey fields. Although the explor-

atory activity added 139.9 billion cubic feet, it was in-

sufficient to compensate this decrease.

The possible original volume of oil as of January 1,

2007 reveals an increase of 821.9 million barrels com-
pared with the original volume reported the previous

year, which is justified by the increases reported in

the fields of the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Business

Unit with 597.5 million barrels due to the reclassifica-

tion of the probable reserves to possible. The fields

holding most of the increases in the original possible

oil volume are Agua Fría, Coapechaca, Tajín and

Arenque. It should be noted that decreases in the origi-

nal volume were reported in the Lobina and Bagre

fields. As regards exploratory additions, Mocarroca-1

was the only well to add volume in this category.

As of January 1, 2007, the original volume of gas in

the possible category declined slightly by 54.8 billion

cubic feet; this variation is associated largely with

the development in the Monterrey, Cañón and

Cuitláhuac fields where possible original volumes

were reclassified as proved and probable. There were

also decreases in Lobina where well 17 turned out to

be unproductive, in the northern part of Lankahuasa

due to the reduction in the number of sands and in

Remolino with the change in the initial solution gas-

oil ratio. These reductions were compensated by the

exploratory activity which added 546.5 billion cubic

feet of original gas volume, especially due to the dis-

covery of the Mareógrafo-1, Fresnel-1, Arcabuz-560

and General-8 wells.

5.3.2 Evolution of Reserves5.3.2 Evolution of Reserves5.3.2 Evolution of Reserves5.3.2 Evolution of Reserves5.3.2 Evolution of Reserves

The proved or 1P oil reserve, as of January 1, 2007,

was calculated at 888.9 million barrels, while the 2P

and 3P reserves showed values of 6,988.6 and 12,769.4

million barrels. In terms of gas reserves, the proved or

1P reserve totals 4,856.4 billion cubic feet, and the 2P

and 3P reserves have been estimated at 20,730.6 and

Figure 5.19 Historical evolution of the remaining
crude oil reserves in the Northern Region over
the last three years.

Proved

Probable

Possible

MMbbl

2005 2006 2007

6,223.2 6,213.9 6,099.7

5,855.7 5,775.3 5,780.8

13,127.4 12,877.3 12,769.4

1,048.5 888.1 888.9

Bcf

Proved

Probable

Possible

2005 2006 2007

4,880.6 4,964.4 4,856.4

16,096.9 15,849.1 15,874.2

18,605.8 18,241.6 18,179.4

39,583.3 39,055.1 38,910.0

Figure 5.20 Historical evolution of the remaining
natural gas reserves in the Northern Region over
the last three years.
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Table 5.13 Composition of 3P reserves by business unit of the Northern Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 4 ,303.44,303.44,303.44,303.44,303.4 6,954.66,954.66,954.66,954.66,954.6 1,511.41,511.41,511.41,511.41,511.4 31,436.531,436.531,436.531,436.531,436.5 7,473.57,473.57,473.57,473.57,473.5
Burgos 0.0 0.0 2.2 37.5 5,336.5
Poza Rica-Altamira 4,257.2 6,953.9 1,509.1 31,268.6 916.2
Veracruz 46.2 0.7 0.0 130.5 1,220.8

Table 5.12 Composition of 2P reserves by business unit of the Northern Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,703.92,703.92,703.92,703.92,703.9 3,537.43,537.43,537.43,537.43,537.4 747 .3747 .3747 .3747 .3747 .3 15,372.715,372.715,372.715,372.715,372.7 5,357.95,357.95,357.95,357.95,357.9
Burgos 0.0 0.0 1.5 25.7 3,494.1
Poza Rica-Altamira 2,691.7 3,536.6 745.8 15,259.9 752.5
Veracruz 12.2 0.7 0.0 87.1 1,111.3

38,910.0 billion cubic feet, respectively. The historic

evolution of oil and natural gas reserves in the last

three years are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, for

the proved, probable and possible categories. Further-

more, Tables 5.12 and 5.13 show the composition of

the 2P and 3P reserves at a business unit level accord-

ing to fluid type, that is, as heavy, light and superlight

oil, as well as the breakdown of associated and non-

associated gas.

The proved oil reserve reported as of January 1, 2007,
represents 8.0 percent of the country’s total proved

reserve. Regionally, the reserve in this category is al-

most entirely in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Busi-

ness Unit, with 99.0 percent. The natural gas reserve

figures reported on the same date provide 25.6 per-

cent of the national total, with 45.3 percent of the

region’s total in the Burgos Integral Business Unit and

30.5 and 24.2 percent in the Poza Rica-Altamira and

Veracruz integral business units, respectively.

The developed proved reserves reached 349.0 mil-

lion barrels of crude oil and 3,431.2 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. These volumes account for 4.4 and

29.5 percent of the national total oil and natural gas

reserves, respectively. Regionally, 98.4 percent of the

oil reserve is in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Busi-

ness Unit and the remaining 1.6 percent is in the

fields of the Veracruz Integral Business Unit. In terms

of natural gas distribution, 46.9 percent lies in the

Burgos Integral Business Unit, 33.0 percent is in the

Veracruz Integral Business Unit and 20.0 percent is

in the fields of the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Busi-

ness Unit.

The figures for undeveloped proved reserves are 539.9

million barrels of crude oil and 1,425.3 billion cubic

feet of natural gas. Consequently, the undeveloped

proved reserves of oil and gas account for 17.3 and

19.5 percent of the national total, respectively. Region-

ally, 99.4 percent of the oil reserve is in the Poza Rica-

Altamira Integral Business Unit, which also holds 55.8

percent of the natural gas, while the Burgos and

Veracruz integral business units provide 41.3 and 2.9

percent, respectively, of the undeveloped proved re-

serves of this hydrocarbon.
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The estimate for the probable oil reserve as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 was 6,099.7 million barrels, that is, 55.3

percent of the national total. Almost all of the region’s

reserves are located in the Poza Rica-Altamira Inte-

gral Business Unit, with 99.9 percent. In particular,

the Paleocanal de Chicontepec holds 95.9 percent of

the business unit’s probable reserve. The probable

reserve of natural gas is 15,874.2 billion cubic feet,

which is 77.5 percent of the national total. Region-

ally, this business unit holds almost all the reserves,

that is, 91.5 percent.

The possible oil reserve, as of January 1, 2007 amounts

to 5,780.8 million barrels, which is 58.8 percent of the

national total. For the region, once again and as in the

previous case, almost all of the volume is in the Poza

Rica-Altamira Integral Business Unit, 99.4 percent, of

which 94.2 percent of the reserve is in the Paleocanal

de Chicontepec. The volume of the possible natural

gas reserve is 18,179.4 billion cubic feet, which means

77.0 percent of Mexico’s total. As in the case of the oil
reserves, the possible gas reserve is also concentrated

in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Business Unit, with

89.0 percent.

In terms of the Northern Region’s 3P oil reserve, 54.5

percent is light oil, 33.7 percent is heavy oil and 11.8

percent is superlight oil. The 3P reserves of natural

gas are made up as follows: 80.8 percent is associ-

ated gas and 19.2 percent is non-associated gas. Of

the latter, 57.4 percent is found in wet gas reservoirs,

41.3 percent comes from dry gas producing reser-

voirs and 1.3 percent is in gas-condensate reservoirs.

Crude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural Gas

The proved oil reserve, as of January 1, 2007, increased

by 0.8 million barrels compared with 2006, which is

explained by the 31.6 million barrels in additions, revi-

sions and developments, as well as the production of

30.8 million barrels of oil. Specifically, the Mocarroca-

1 exploratory well supported the increase through ad-

ditions with 3.3 million barrels of oil. The increase of

34.4 million barrels of oil arising from revisions was

almost entirely due to the Chicontepec fields where

probable reserves were reclassified as proved. The

results obtained in the Lobina field with the well 17

essentially explain the decline of 4.2 million barrels of

oil caused by field development.

The proved reserve of natural gas at a regional level

decreased by 108.0 billion cubic feet, compared with

the figure reported as of January 1, 2006, which was

basically due to the production of 813.1 billion cubic

feet. Even so, the production replacement rate in

proved reserves was an outstanding 87 percent. The

exploratory addition occurred in the Fresnel-1,

Enispe-1 and Rosenblú-1 wells of the Veracruz Inte-

gral Business Unit and General-8, Mareógrafo-1 and

Arcabuz-560 wells in the Burgos Integral Business Unit

and justified 76 percent, that is, 83.2 billion cubic feet

of gas. Furthermore, the intensive development ac-

tivity in the fields of the Burgos Integral Business Unit

made it possible to reclassify and add 657.6 billion
cubic feet of gas to the proved reserve, while the

Veracruz Integral Business Unit added 50.6 billion

cubic feet of gas. The variations in the reserves due

to revisions are caused by the decline in the Kosni

field where the reserves decreased by 100.9 billion

cubic feet of gas.

The probable oil reserve as of January 1, 2007 amounts

to 6,099.7 million barrels, which means a decrease of

114.2 million barrels of oil compared with the 2006.

This variation is the result of a reduction in the re-

serves of 114.6 million barrels of oil due to revisions

and development, largely caused by the reclassifica-

tion of proved reserves in Chicontepec. Furthermore,

the reserve decreased by 11.2 million barrels in the

Lobina field because the Lobina-17 well was unpro-

ductive. The above reductions were not compensated

by the exploratory activity carried out during 2006 in

the Northern Region, which was mostly focused on

the finding of gas reserves. Nevertheless, the

Mocarroca-1 well allowed the addition of 0.4 million

barrels of oil.
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Table 5.14 Distribution of remaining gas reserves by business unit of the Northern Re-
gion as of January 1, 2007.

Category Business Unit Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas
Delivered to Plant

Bcf Bcf Bcf

ProvedProvedProvedProvedProved TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 4 ,856.44,856.44,856.44,856.44,856.4 4,331.84,331.84,331.84,331.84,331.8 4,570.44,570.44,570.44,570.44,570.4
Burgos 2,199.6 2,071.8 2,161.0
Poza Rica-Altamira 1,482.7 1,103.6 1,240.2
Veracruz 1,174.2 1,156.5 1,169.2

ProbableProbableProbableProbableProbable TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 15,874.215,874.215,874.215,874.215,874.2 12,276.812,276.812,276.812,276.812,276.8 14,109.514,109.514,109.514,109.514,109.5
Burgos 1,320.3 1,247.8 1,299.4
Poza Rica-Altamira 14,529.7 11,007.1 12,787.4
Veracruz 24.2 21.8 22.7

PPPPPossibleossibleossibleossibleossible TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 18,179.418,179.418,179.418,179.418,179.4 13,955.913,955.913,955.913,955.913,955.9 16,041.416,041.416,041.416,041.416,041.4
Burgos 1,854.2 1,759.0 1,825.8
Poza Rica-Altamira 16,172.4 12,066.9 14,081.5
Veracruz 152.8 130.0 134.1

Regionally, the probable natural gas reserve in-

creased by 25.1 billion cubic feet compared with the

volume of reserves reported on January 1 last year.

This is due to the discoveries of non-associated gas

in the Fresnel-1, Algodonero-1, Antiguo-7, Arcabuz-

560, Cachas-1, Explorador-115, Fogonero-101, Gen-

eral-8, Mareógrafo-1 and Rusco-1 wells where the

results explain most of the region’s increases through

additions and they jointly provided 85.4 billion cubic

feet of gas.

In terms of revisions, there was an increase in

Lankahausa caused by the reclassification of possible

reserves to probable of 78.1 billion cubic feet of gas.

Furthermore, the development of the Géminis,

Cuervito and Corindón fields added a volume of 45.8

billion cubic feet of gas. The decreases in this category

were in Tres Hermanos and Chicontepec and totaled

184.2 billion cubic feet of gas.

The possible oil reserve figure amounted to 5,780.8
million barrels, which is 5.5 million barrels higher

than the figure reported last year. The above increase

was achieved because the exploratory activity added

33.9 million barrels of oil, with the drilling of the

Mocarroca-1 well in the Veracruz Integral Business

Unit. In contrast, the revisions and developments pro-

duced a decline of 28.5 million barrels of oil, which is

largely attributable to the reclassification of possible

reserves to proved in the Carpa field. There was also

a decrease in the Poza Rica field caused by water

breakthrough at the recently-drilled wells.

The possible natural gas reserve reported as of

January 1, 2007, totals 18,179.4 billion cubic feet,

which means a decrease of 62.2 billion cubic feet

of natural gas when compared with the previous

year. The above reduction can be attributed to the

decrease caused by revisions, where the Lankahuasa

field reported a reduction of 191.4 billion cubic feet

due to the reclassification of reserves to the prob-

able category and the reduction of reserves. More-

over, there were reductions associated with behav-

ior in the Minero, Misión, Santander, Dandi, Enlace

and Lerma fields of 27.9, 25.1, 17.9, 13.7, 8.9 and
12.8 billion cubic feet, respectively. Furthermore,

there were decreases in developments that were

mostly due to activities in Cañón, Monterrey and
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Figure 5.21 Elements of change in the total reserve of the Northern Region.

Velero that have reclassified 64.8, 54.8 and 14.5 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas, respectively, to the proved

and probable reserves.

However, there were increases in Arcabuz, Cuervito,

Pirineo and Quitrín of 98.5 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, which partially compensated for the above-

mentioned decreases. Finally, the exploratory addi-

tions in this category were 301.5 billion cubic feet of

gas, which were mostly the result of discoveries in

the Mareógrafo-1, Algodonero-1, Fogonero-101,

Arcabuz-560 and General-8 wells of the Burgos Inte-

gral Business Unit and Fresnel-1, in the Veracruz In-

tegral Business Unit. Nevertheless, this increase was

not enough to compensate the decreases caused by

field revisions and development. Table 5.14 shows

the distribution of the remaining natural gas reserves,

as of January 1, 2007, for the business units that make

up the Northern Region.

Oil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil Equivalent

The total or 3P reserve as of January 1, 2007 in terms

of oil equivalent is 20,397.0 million barrels, which is

45.0 percent of the national total. This means a de-

crease of 142.1 million barrels, that is, 0.7 percent when

compared with 2006. Figure 5.21 shows the evolution

of the total or 3P oil equivalent reserves in the North-

ern Region over the last few years.

The decrease in 3P is primarily due to the volume pro-

duced in 2006 that amounted to 192.7 million barrels

of oil equivalent. The reduction is also attributable to

the decreases reported in the Arenque, Lankahuasa,

Reynosa, Chicontepec, Poza Rica and Lobina fields

totaling 78.7 million barrels, caused by developments,

reclassifications and revisions. This decline was not

fully offset by the additions in the Temapache field and

the Burgos and Veracruz business units, which jointly

provided 148.4 million barrels. The volume booked

through exploratory findings was 129.3 million bar-

rels, which is largely due to the Fresnel-1, Mocarroca-

1, Mareógrafo-1 and Arcabuz-560 wells that added

20.2, 37.7, 21.1 and 9.6 million barrels, respectively.

Nevertheless, the additions caused by exploratory drill-

ing were insufficient to offset the reductions due to

field revisions and developments.

In terms of proved reserve, the Northern Region re-

ported a volume of 1,846.4 million barrels of oil equiva-

lent, as of January 1, 2007, which is 11.9 percent of the
national total. Compared with 2006, the current reserve

is 17.6 million barrels of oil equivalent less. This decline

was caused by the production of 192.7 million barrels,

which is slightly compensated by the addition of 24.0

million barrels as a result of drilling the Fresnel-1, Gen-

eral-8, Mocarroca-1 and Mareógrafo-1 wells that added

5.0, 3.4, 3.3 and 2.1 million barrels of oil equivalent,

respectively. Furthermore, there was an increase of
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Figure 5.24 Possible reserves as of January 1, 2007,
distributed by business unit in the Northern Region.
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Figure 5.23 Probable reserves as of January 1, 2007,
distributed by business unit in the Northern Region.

151.0 million barrels due to field development and revi-

sions, which was mostly in the fields of the Burgos Inte-

gral Business Unit. However, there were declines in the

Arenque and Kosni fields.

Figure 5.22 shows the composition of the Northern

Region’s proved reserve at a business unit level. It can
be seen that most of the reserve is in the Poza Rica-

Altamira Integral Business Unit, with 62.2 percent, fol-

lowed by the Burgos Integral Business Unit with 24.9

percent and finally, the Veracruz Integral Business Unit

with 12.9 percent.

The probable reserves accounted for 60.4 percent of

the national total, that is, 9,221.6 million barrels of oil

equivalent, as can be seen in Figure 5.23. There is a

decrease of 103.1 million barrels when this reserve is

compared with the previous year estimate. The differ-

ence is the result of the decrease of 120.0 million bar-

rels reported in the region after revisions and devel-

opment. This is mostly attributable to the Chicontepec,

Arenque and San Andrés fields, with 108.8, 8.3 and

4.1 million barrels, respectively. On the other hand,

the exploratory additions reported a volume of 17.0

million barrels, which is explained by the results ob-

tained in the Fresnel-1, Arcabuz-560, Mareógrafo-1 and

Rusco-1 wells that jointly added 11.4 million barrels.

However, this increase was insufficient to compensate

for the above-mentioned decreases.

Figure 5.24 shows the volumes of possible reserves

distributed by business unit as of January 1 of this

year. As can be seen, the volume is 9,328.9 million

barrels of oil equivalent, which means 63.9 percent

nationally. This reserve is 21.4 million barrels lower

than the estimate reported as of January 1, 2006. The
difference is attributable to field revisions and devel-

opments. Regarding these concepts, the decline in re-

serves was largely in the Lankahuasa, San Andrés,

Misión, Minero, Carpa and Dandi fields, of 36.9, 5.8,

5.6, 5.4, 5.2 and 3.2 million barrels of oil equivalent,

respectively, as a result of reclassifications and/or be-

havior. Furthermore, there was a decrease of 36.4

million barrels that was mostly related to the reduc-

1,149.3

MMboe

459.5

237.6 1,846.4

Veracruz TotalBurgosPoza Rica-
Altamira

Figure 5.22 Proved reserves as of January 1, 2007, dis-
tributed by business unit in the Northern Region.
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Table 5.15 Historical evolution of reserves by fluid type in the Northern Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total
Liquids Equivalent

MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 13,127.413,127.413,127.413,127.413,127.4 65 .465 .465 .465 .465 .4 1,498.61,498.61,498.61,498.61,498.6 6,114.76,114.76,114.76,114.76,114.7 20,806.120,806.120,806.120,806.120,806.1
Proved 1,048.5 24.6 117.0 803.8 1,994.0
Probable 6,223.2 17.5 640.8 2,433.0 9,314.4
Possible 5,855.7 23.3 740.8 2,877.8 9,497.7

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 12,877.312,877.312,877.312,877.312,877.3 51 .551 .551 .551 .551 .5 1,659.41,659.41,659.41,659.41,659.4 5,950.95,950.95,950.95,950.95,950.9 20,539.120,539.120,539.120,539.120,539.1
Proved 888.1 21.1 106.5 848.4 1,864.0
Probable 6,213.9 12.7 727.7 2,370.4 9,324.7
Possible 5,775.3 17.7 825.2 2,732.2 9,350.4

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 12,769.412,769.412,769.412,769.412,769.4 39 .439 .439 .439 .439 .4 1,711.41,711.41,711.41,711.41,711.4 5,876.75,876.75,876.75,876.75,876.7 20,397.020,397.020,397.020,397.020,397.0
Proved 888.9 18.2 106.4 832.9 1,846.4
Probable 6,099.7 9.5 751.9 2,360.5 9,221.6
Possible 5,780.8 11.7 853.1 2,683.3 9,328.9

rated when the production-reserve ratio is calculated

for all of the region’s business units. Consequently,

the business unit above mentioned has the highest

ratios: 28 years for the proved reserve, 249 years for

the 2P reserve and 468 years for the 3P reserve.

With a regional oil production rate of 30.8 million bar-

rels reported in 2006, the reserve-production ratio is

29 years for the proved reserve, 227 years for the 2P

reserve and 414 years for the 3P reserve.

In the case of natural gas and considering a produc-

tion of 813.1 billion cubic feet, the proved reserve-

production ratio is 6 years, 25 years for the 2P reserve

and 48 years in the case of the 3P reserve.

Reserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid Typeypeypeypeype

Table 5.15 shows the evolution of reserves by fluid

type in the Northern Region in the proved, probable

and possible categories. Based on the above, for this
year the figures reported indicate a proved reserve

consisting of 48.1 percent oil, 1.0 percent condensate,

5.8 percent plant liquids and 45.1 percent dry gas

equivalent to liquid.

tions reported in the Poza Rica and Monterrey fields.

Finally, the exploratory additions of 88.3 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent are mostly due to the discoveries

made in the Mocarroca-1 and Fresnel-1 wells of the

Veracruz Integral Business Unit and Mareógrafo-1 of

the Burgos Integral Business Unit, which jointly added

60.6 million barrels of oil equivalent; the rest of the

additions are located in other 15 wells.

Reserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production Ratio

Based on a production rate of 192.7 million barrels of

oil equivalent, the reserve-production ratio is 10 years

for the proved reserve, 57 years for the 2P reserve

(proved + probable) and 106 years for the 3P reserve

(proved + probable + possible).

Given the above results and like last year, it can be

seen that when the 3P reserve estimate is used, the

ratio is the higher because there are larger volumes in

the probable and possible reserves, which is specifi-
cally the case in the Poza Rica-Altamira Integral Busi-

ness Unit where field development has taken place

gradually and has been limited to the Agua Fría,

Coapechaca and Tajín fields. This situation is corrobo-
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Figure 5.25 Geographical coverage of the Southern Region. It includes the states of Guerrero, Oaxaca,
Veracruz, Tabasco, Campeche, Chiapas, Yucatán and Quintana Roo.

The probable reserve is reported at 9,221.6 million

barrels of oil equivalent and it is made up as follows:

66.1 percent is crude oil, 0.1 percent is condensate,

8.2 percent is plant liquids and 25.6 percent is dry gas

equivalent to liquid.

Finally, the possible reserve volume amounts to

9,328.9 million barrels of oil equivalent, which is made

up as follows: 62.0 percent is crude oil, 0.1 percent is

condensate, 9.1 percent is plant liquids and 28.8 per-

cent is dry gas equivalent to liquid.

5.4 Southern Region5.4 Southern Region5.4 Southern Region5.4 Southern Region5.4 Southern Region

This region is located in the southern portion of the

Mexican Republic and it covers the states of

Guerrero, Oaxaca, Veracruz, Tabasco, Campeche,

Chiapas, Yucatán and Quintana Roo, Figure 5.25

shows its geographic location. Operationally, it is di-

vided into five integral business units, Bellota-Jujo,

Cinco Presidentes, Macuspana, Muspac and

Samaria-Luna, Figure 5.26, and one Regional Explo-

ration Business Unit. Jointly, the integral business

units operated 118 fields as of January 1, 2007; the

Macuspana Integral Business Unit has highest num-

ber of fields, 33, while Samaria-Luna has the lowest,

13 fields.

In 2006, the production of hydrocarbons was 179.3

million barrels of crude oil and 493.5 billion cubic feet

of gas, which means 15.1 and 25.2 percent of the

total national production, respectively. The Southern

Region provided 18.4 percent of the nation’s total oil

equivalent production, which as in previous years,

ranks in second place.
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Figure 5.26 Geographical location of the integral business units of the Southern Region.

Table 5.16 Historical evolution over the last three years of the original
volumes in the Southern Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Natural Gas
MMbbl Bcf

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 38,881.238,881.238,881.238,881.238,881.2 71,142.671,142.671,142.671,142.671,142.6
Proved 36,838.6 69,285.4
Probable 761.6 1,375.0
Possible 1,280.9 482.2

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 38,211.438,211.438,211.438,211.438,211.4 69,683.169,683.169,683.169,683.169,683.1
Proved 36,253.2 67,046.9
Probable 580.2 1,789.1
Possible 1,378.0 847.0

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 38,686.438,686.438,686.438,686.438,686.4 70,440.770,440.770,440.770,440.770,440.7
Proved 36,358.3 66,706.6
Probable 1,406.2 2,711.8
Possible 921.9 1,022.3

5.4.1 Evolution of Original V5.4.1 Evolution of Original V5.4.1 Evolution of Original V5.4.1 Evolution of Original V5.4.1 Evolution of Original Volumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Placeolumes in Place

The region’s proved original volume of oil as of Janu-

ary 1, 2007 is 36,358.3 million barrels, which is equal

to 24.9 percent of the national proved total, Table

5.16. The original volumes in the probable and pos-

sible oil categories are estimated at 1,406.2 and 921.9

million barrels, which means they provide 1.7 and

1.5 percent of the national total, respectively.

Most of the region’s proved original volume

of oil is located in the Samaria-Luna and

Bellota-Jujo integral business units, which

jointly concentrate 62.7 percent. In terms of

probable original volumes of oil, the

Samaria-Luna and Bellota-Jujo integral busi-

ness units also produce the largest propor-

tion of the regional total, with 51.9 and 21.9

percent respectively. The Samaria-Luna In-

tegral Business Unit holds 82.4 percent of

the possible original oil volume.

The Southern Region provided 38.3 percent

of the proved original volume of natural gas

and reported 66,706.6 billion cubic feet. Fur-

thermore, the original natural gas volumes in
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the probable and possible categories are estimated at

2,711.8 and 1,022.3 billion cubic feet. Regionally, the

Muspac and Samaria-Luna integral business units hold

most of the proved original volume of natural gas, with

57.9 percent. The Samaria-Luna and Macuspana inte-

gral business units account for 52.4 percent of the prob-

able category. Finally, the highest percentage of the pos-

sible original volume of natural gas is concentrated in

the Macuspana and Samaria-Luna integral business

units, with 72.6 percent of the region’s total.

Oil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and GasOil and Gas

As of January 1, 2007, the proved original volume of

crude oil increased by 0.3 percent compared to the

previous year to 36,358.3 million barrels. The increases

mostly occurred in the Samaria Tertiary field, 102.1

million barrels of oil, with the reclassification of the

possible original volume to probable and proved due

to the successful application of an artificial lift method

in the Samaria-1001 well, where production rose from
25 to 300 barrels per day, in the Paredón field with

78.9 million barrels of oil due to the updating of the

geological model of the Cretaceous producing zone

and 70.6 million barrels of oil in the Chinchorro field

as a result of the 3D seismic interpretation that modi-

fied the geological configuration of the Jurassic pro-

ducing zone. Furthermore, the Puerto Ceiba field

added 53.9 million barrels of oil with the updating of

the static reservoir characterization study that allowed

to rename and update the volumes of the Tertiary res-

ervoirs. Finally, the discovery of the Nelash and Cobra

fields jointly provided 36.3 million barrels of oil. There

were decreases, however, in the Caparroso-Pijije-

Escuintle fields of 75.6 million barrels of oil caused by

the adverse results of drilling wells in the Pijije block;

the decrease of 53.4 million barrels of oil in the Palangre

field was due to the geological reinterpretation, the

Jujo-Tecominoacán field decreased by 44.8 million

barrels of oil with the updating of the static and dy-

namic reservoir models; there was a decrease of 38.5

million barrels of oil in the La Central field because of

the updating of the static model and finally in the Ar-

royo Zanapa field the volume was reduced by 26.8

million barrels of oil due to field development results.

The proved original natural gas volume decreased by

340.2 billion cubic feet, which means 0.5 percent when

compared with the estimate reported as of January 1,

2006. There were reductions in the Narváez,

Caparroso-Pijije-Escuintle and Arroyo Zanapa fields of

636.3 billion cubic feet caused by the updating of the

geological models based on the information acquired

during the drilling of the Narváez-14, 15 and 16, Pijije-

23 and Arroyo Zanapa-1002 wells. Nevertheless, there

were increases due to the reinterpretation of the geo-

logical models in the Paredón and Chinchorro fields

that added 314.4 billion cubic feet of gas, plus the dis-

covery of the new Nelash and Cobra fields with 96.3

and 30.1 billion cubic feet, respectively.

The region’s probable original volume of oil increased

by 826.0 million barrels, that is, 142.4 percent more

than in the previous year. This increase is due to the
reclassification of 406.1 million barrels of oil from the

possible to the probable category in the Tertiary reser-

voir of the Samaria field originated by successful ap-

plication of progressive cavity pumping in the Samaria-

1001 well, as well as the discoveries of the Cobra, Kali

and Nelash fields that provided 186.4 million barrels

of oil and finally the contribution of the Tepeyil,

Sunuapa and Yagual fields which added 100.2, 65.0,

and 30.6 million barrels of oil, respectively, because of

the updating of the static characterization models with

the recent 3D seismic interpretation.

The probable original natural gas volume reported

an increase of 922.7 billion cubic feet when compared

with the previous year, which means 2,711.8 billion

cubic feet of gas as of January 1, 2007. The explor-

atory discovery in the Nelash, Kali and Cobra fields

that added 504.6 billion cubic feet of gas and the 3D

seismic interpretation which modified the static char-

acterization study of the Tepeyil field with 155.6 bil-

lion cubic feet of gas made it possible to increase

this volume category.
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Figure 5.28 Historical evolution of the remain-
ing natural gas reserves in the Southern Re-
gion over the last three years.

Figure 5.27 Historical evolution of the re-
maining crude oil reserves in the Southern
Region over the last three years.
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The possible original oil volume amounted to 921.9

million barrels, which means a decrease of 456.1 mil-

lion barrels of oil compared with the figure reported

in 2006. The most important reduction was in the

Tertiary reservoir of the Samaria field with the reclas-

sification of 512.3 million barrels of oil of possible

reserves to probable and proved, because of the suc-

cessful implementation of progressive cavity pump-

ing in the Samaria-1001 well. Nevertheless, there was

an increase of 40.6 million barrels of oil, which is

attributable to the discovery of the Nelash field.

The region’s possible original volume of natural gas,

as of January 1, 2007, is 1,022.3 billion cubic feet,

which means an increase of 175.3 billion cubic feet

of natural gas when compared with the previous

year. This variation is mostly due to 57.7 billion cu-

bic feet of gas that corresponds to the addition of a

block in the Sunuapa field and the discovery of the

Nelash field which yielded 119.0 billion cubic feet

of gas.

5.4.2 Evolution of Reserves5.4.2 Evolution of Reserves5.4.2 Evolution of Reserves5.4.2 Evolution of Reserves5.4.2 Evolution of Reserves

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the variations in the oil

and natural gas reserves over the last three years. As

of January 1, 2007, the 3P reserves totaled 3,727.9

million barrels of oil and 10,456.6 billion cubic feet of

natural gas. Tables 5.17 and 5.18 show the distribu-

tion of the 2P and 3P reserves at a business unit level,

classified as heavy, light and superlight oil, and the

gas is given as associated and non-associated gas. It

should be noted that the non-associated gas includes

gas corresponding to gas-condensate, wet gas and

dry gas reservoirs. As of January 1, 2007, 2P reserves

totaled 3,334.0 million barrels of oil and 9,460.6 billion

cubic feet of natural gas.

The 1P or proved oil reserve as of January 1, 2007

is 2,588.7 million barrels, which means 23.4 per-

cent of the country’s proved reserves. The proved

natural gas reserve totals 7,418.4 billion cubic feet,

which corresponds to 39.1 percent of Mexico’s to-

tal proved reserve.

In reference to the breakdown of proved reserves,

the developed oil and natural gas reserves amount

to 1,859.0 million barrels and 4,764.5 billion cubic

feet, respectively, while the undeveloped reserve is

729.7 million barrels of crude oil and 2,653.9 billion
cubic feet of natural gas. The developed proved

reserves of oil and natural gas account for 23.4 and

41.0 percent of the national total. The undeveloped

proved reserves are 23.4 and 36.2 percent of the

national total. The region’s developed proved re-

serves are mostly in the fields that make up the

Antonio J. Bermúdez complex and the Jujo-

Tecominoacán field with 871.6 and 434.4 million bar-
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Table 5.17 Composition of 2P reserves by business unit of the Southern Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 169 .7169 .7169 .7169 .7169 .7 2,482.42,482.42,482.42,482.42,482.4 681 .9681 .9681 .9681 .9681 .9 6,649.06,649.06,649.06,649.06,649.0 2,811.62,811.62,811.62,811.62,811.6
Bellota-Jujo 27.5 863.9 232.0 2,432.3 84.3
Cinco Presidentes 2.7 209.2 18.4 300.2 15.1
Macuspana 0.0 20.3 47.0 12.8 1,087.2
Muspac 13.9 94.2 70.0 463.5 1,366.2
Samaria-Luna 125.5 1,294.9 314.4 3,440.1 258.8

Table 5.18 Composition of total reserves by business unit of the Southern Region.

Crude Oil Natural Gas

Heavy Light Superlight Associated Non-associated
Business Unit MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl Bcf Bcf

TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 312 .8312 .8312 .8312 .8312 .8 2,674.42,674.42,674.42,674.42,674.4 740 .7740 .7740 .7740 .7740 .7 7,027.27,027.27,027.27,027.27,027.2 3,429.43,429.43,429.43,429.43,429.4
Bellota-Jujo 29.7 878.2 232.0 2,493.0 93.0
Cinco Presidentes 2.7 301.5 26.3 372.1 73.6
Macuspana 0.0 20.7 63.1 21.1 1,411.8
Muspac 14.4 179.2 78.9 612.2 1,592.2
Samaria-Luna 266.0 1,294.9 340.3 3,528.9 258.8

rels of oil and 1,395.8 and 487.2 billion cubic feet of

gas, respectively.

In terms of proved oil reserves, the light and superlight

oil types predominate in the region’s composition with

98.5 percent, which means 2,548.8 million barrels,

while the contribution of heavy oil is just 1.5 percent,

or 39.8 million barrels. In terms of proved natural gas,

76.2 percent is associated gas and the remaining 23.8

percent is non-associated gas. For the former, the most
important associated gas fields are Jujo-Tecominoacán,

Samaria, Iride, Oxiacaque and Cunduacán, while the

non-associated gas fields are Muspac, Chiapas-Copanó

and Giraldas; the last three are gas-condensate reser-

voirs, and the largest dry gas or wet gas fields are

Narváez, Usumacinta and José Colomo.

The region’s probable oil reserve amounts to 745.3

million barrels, which is 6.8 percent of the national

total. The probable gas reserve is 2,042.2 billion cubic

feet, which is 10.0 percent of the country’s total. The

possible oil reserve is 393.9 million barrels, which rep-

resents 4.0 percent of the national total, while the pos-

sible natural gas reserve is 996.0 billion cubic feet, that

is, 4.2 percent of the national total.

Crude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural GasCrude Oil and Natural Gas

The proved oil reserves, as of January 1, 2007,

amount to 2,588.7 million barrels, which means a net

decrease of 219.6 million barrels of oil compared with
the previous year. This negative variation was largely

the result of the production of 179.3 million barrels

of oil in 2006 and the decreases reported in the

Samaria, Ogarrio and Cunduacán fields of 64.5, 34.7

and 23.5 million barrels of oil. The reclassification of

proved reserves to probable in these fields was the

main cause of the reduction. Nevertheless, the in-

crease in the Jujo-Tecominoacán field, which boosted

reserves by 123.4 million barrels of oil with the re-

classification of probable reserves to undeveloped

proved due to the results of the continuous injection
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of sweet and sour gas and the nitrogen injection pi-

lot tests must be mentioned. The discovery of the

Cobra and Nelash fields added 7.2 million barrels of

oil in proved reserves.

The region’s proved natural gas reserves amount to

7,418.4 billion cubic feet, which means a decrease of

1,137.9 billion cubic feet compared with the previous

year. The decreases are mostly due to the production

in 2006 of 493.5 billion cubic feet, and the revision of

the pressure-production behavior in the Cunduacán,

Mora and Muspac fields with 251.1 billion cubic feet

of gas. In the case of Cunduacán, this was due to the

reclassification of proved reserves to probable, in Mora,

the exploitation plan of the secondary gas cap was

updated and in Muspac it was because of water break-

through. The most important development reduction

was in the Narváez field, which decreased by 158.4

billion cubic feet of gas due to the reinterpretation of

the structural model. Once again, the Jujo-

Tecominoacán field provided the greatest increase with
112.3 billion cubic feet of gas with the reclassification

of the probable reserve to proved, and the explor-

atory activity added 32.8 billion cubic feet of gas with

the discovery of the Cobra and Nelash fields.

The distribution of the proved oil reserve is mainly con-

centrated in the Samaria-Luna and Bellota-Jujo inte-

gral business units that jointly hold 50.7 and 37.6 per-

cent of the total oil reserve of the region, respectively.

Within these business units, the fields that make up the

Antonio J. Bermúdez complex and the Jujo-

Tecominoacán field jointly total 1,851.2 million barrels

of oil and contain 93.4 and 64.2 percent of the proved

oil reserve of their respective business units. As before,

these business units hold most of the proved natural

gas reserve and have 38.3 and 30.7 percent of the re-

gional total, notably in the Antonio J. Bermúdez com-

plex and Jujo-Tecominoacán field, which concentrate

91.0 and 60.3 percent of the business unit’s natural gas

reserves and which jointly total 3,958.2 billion cubic feet

of natural gas. It should be mentioned that the Antonio

J. Bermúdez complex provides almost half of the proved

oil reserve and a bit more than a third of the proved

natural gas reserve of the Southern Region.

The probable oil reserves as of January 1, 2007 amount

to 745.3 million barrels, that is, an increase of 168.2

million barrels compared with the figure reported as of

January 1, 2006, or 29.1 percent more. The most im-

portant variations are in the Samaria field with the re-

classification of proved reserves to probable in the

Mesozoic and possible to probable in the Tertiary of

159.5 million barrels of oil and because of the discov-

ery of the Cobra, Kali and Nelash fields, which added

48.4 million barrels of oil. Nevertheless, there were re-

ductions, most importantly the reclassification of prob-

able reserves to proved of 129.6 million barrels of oil in

the Jujo-Tecominoacán field. The Samaria-Luna and

Jujo-Tecominoacán business units concentrate the

probable oil reserve with 571.7 million barrels, which is

76.7 percent of the regional total.

The probable natural gas reserves of the regions to-
taled 2,042.2 billion cubic feet as of January 1, 2007,

with an increase of 202.4 billion cubic feet of gas when

compared with the previous year. The Cunduacán and

Samaria fields reported considerable increases in their

reserves of 119.6 and 50.5 billion cubic feet of gas,

respectively, as a result of the reclassification of the

proved reserves to probable. The exploratory activity

added 137.8 billion cubic feet concentrated on the Co-

bra, Kali and Nelash fields. The decrease was mostly

in the Jujo-Tecominoacán field because of the reclas-

sification of probable reserves to proved. The Samaria-

Luna and Macuspana business units concentrate most

of the reserve in this category, and jointly hold 1,339.9

billion cubic feet of natural gas, which is equal to 65.6

percent of the regional total.

The possible oil reserve, as of January 1, 2007, reported

a slight decrease of 96.9 million barrels compared with

2006, which now means a reserve of 393.9 million bar-

rels. The reduction in the Samaria and Magallanes fields

of 110.9 million barrels of oil was the underlying rea-

son for this variation and it was mostly because of the
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Table 5.19 Distribution of remaining gas reserves by business unit of the Southern Region as of
January 1, 2007.

Category Business Unit Natural Gas Gas to be Dry Gas
Delivered to Plant

Bcf Bcf Bcf

ProvedProvedProvedProvedProved TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 7 ,418.47,418.47,418.47,418.47,418.4 6,991.16,991.16,991.16,991.16,991.1 5,452.95,452.95,452.95,452.95,452.9
Bellota-Jujo 2,275.4 2,054.0 1,573.1
Cinco Presidentes 199.9 145.8 121.7
Macuspana 616.2 600.6 545.0
Muspac 1,484.1 1,431.2 1,099.0
Samaria-Luna 2,842.9 2,759.4 2,114.1

ProbableProbableProbableProbableProbable TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 2 ,042.22,042.22,042.22,042.22,042.2 1,929.81,929.81,929.81,929.81,929.8 1,508.21,508.21,508.21,508.21,508.2
Bellota-Jujo 241.2 223.2 170.9
Cinco Presidentes 115.4 91.3 76.2
Macuspana 483.8 461.2 371.3
Muspac 345.6 337.6 264.1
Samaria-Luna 856.0 816.4 625.6

PPPPPossibleossibleossibleossibleossible TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 996 .0996 .0996 .0996 .0996 .0 932 .2932 .2932 .2932 .2932 .2 726 .3726 .3726 .3726 .3726 .3
Bellota-Jujo 69.3 64.1 50.2
Cinco Presidentes 130.4 99.6 83.1
Macuspana 332.9 313.0 237.1
Muspac 374.6 368.3 289.0
Samaria-Luna 88.8 87.3 66.9

reclassification of possible reserves to probable and

proved in the former and the production behavior in

the latter. This decrease was offset by the discovery of

the Cobra, Kali and Nelash fields and the redistribution

and addition of blocks in the Chinchorro and Yagual

fields that allowed the booking of 21.5 million barrels

of oil. At a regional level, Samaria-Luna Integral Busi-

ness Unit produced 42.3 percent, and Cinco Presidentes

Business Unit provided 25.4 percent of the possible oil

reserves. The fields that provided the most in this cat-

egory of reserves were Magallanes, Iride and Carrizo,

which jointly totaled 185.6 million barrels of oil and ac-

counted for 47.1 percent of the region’s total.

The possible natural gas reserve, as of January 1, 2007,

amounts to 996.0 billion cubic feet. This means a de-

crease of 48.2 billion cubic feet compared with the

previous year. The fields that caused this decrease are

Giraldas, Magallanes and Samaria with 72.6, 44.3 and

5.6 billion cubic feet of gas, respectively. The varia-

tions in the first two fields are due to the production

behavior and the reclassification of reserves in the third

one. The most important increase, 31.9 billion cubic

feet, which helped offset the reduction was in the

Sunuapa field as a result of the reclassification of prob-

able reserves to possible and the addition of a new

block in this category. At a regional level, the business

units with most of the reserves in this category are

Muspac and Macuspana, with 374.6 and 332.9 billion

cubic feet of natural gas, respectively. Table 5.19 shows

the distribution of natural gas reserves, gas to be de-

livered to plant and dry gas in the proved, probable

and possible reserve categories.

Oil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil EquivalentOil Equivalent

Figure 5.29 shows the evolution of the total or 3P reserves

of oil equivalent over the last three years. The 3P reserves,

as of January 1, 2007, for oil equivalent amount to 6,246.3

million barrels, which is 13.8 percent of the national total.
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Figure 5.29 Elements of change in the total reserve of the Southern Region.
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Figure 5.30 Proved reserves as of January 1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the Southern Region.

The proved reserve as of January 1, 2007 amounts to

4,388.4 million barrels of oil equivalent, or 28.3 per-

cent of the country’s proved reserves, which mean a

decrease of 494.8 million barrels of oil equivalent, com-

pared with the previous year. This decrease is largely

explained by the production of 297.3 million barrels

of oil equivalent in 2006 and the reclassification of
proved reserves to probable in the Samaria, Cun-

duacán and Ogarrio fields of 75.8, 53.6 and 42.4 mil-

lion barrels of oil equivalent, respectively. However,

the considerable increments in the Jujo-Tecominoacán

and Jacinto fields and the discovery of the Cobra and

Nelash fields were insufficient to compensate the glo-

bal reductions. The Jujo-Tecominoacán field added

135.8 million barrels of oil equivalent with the reclassi-

fication of probable reserves to proved due to the re-

sults of the injection of sweet and sour gas and the

nitrogen injection pilot tests, and in the Jacinto field,

where the addition of a block led to an increase of 6.5

million barrels of oil equivalent. Moreover, the explor-

atory activity in the Nelash and Cobra fields provided

10.1 and 5.7 million barrels of oil equivalent, respec-

tively. Figure 5.30 shows the participation of each busi-
ness unit in the regional total, with Samaria-Luna and

Bellota-Jujo containing 80.9 percent.

As of January 1, 2007, the region’s probable reserve

was 1,229.7 million barrels of oil equivalent, that is,

8.1 percent of the national total. Figure 5.31 shows

the distribution of this reserve category by business

unit. Compared with the previous year, this figure

means an increase of 210.1 million barrels of oil equiva-
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Figure 5.32 Possible reserves as of January 1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the Southern Region.
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Figure 5.31 Probable reserves as of January 1, 2007, distributed by business unit in the Southern Region.
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lent, which is mostly due to the reclassification of the

proved reserves to probable in the Samaria,

Cunduacán and Ogarrio fields with 170.8, 52.2 and

36.6 million barrels of oil equivalent. Furthermore, the

Cobra, Kali and Nelash fields discovered amounted to

83.0 million barrels of oil equivalent. In terms of re-

ductions, the Jujo-Tecominoacán field reported the

largest decrease with 182.2 million barrels of oil equiva-
lent, originated by the reclassification of reserves from

probable to proved.

The possible oil equivalent reserve, as of January 1,

2007 amounted to 628.2 million barrels, which is 4.3

percent of the national total. This figure means a de-

crease of 110.4 million barrels of oil equivalent com-

pared with 2006, which is mostly due to the reductions

reported in the Samaria, Magallanes and Giraldas fields

of 143.1 million barrels of oil equivalent, caused by the

reclassification of possible reserves to probable and

proved. The increases of 18.9 million barrels of oil

equivalent can be attributed to the addition of new ad-

jacent blocks in the Sunuapa and Yagual fields, and the

redistribution of blocks in the Chinchorro field. Further-

more, the exploratory discovery of the Cobra, Kali and

Nelash fields added 20.2 million barrels of oil equiva-
lent. Figure 5.32 shows the participation of the busi-

ness units in the region’s possible reserves.

Reserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production RatioReserve-Production Ratio

The region’s proved reserve-production ratio is 15

years considering a constant production of 297.3 mil-

lion barrels of oil equivalent in 2006. If the 2P reserve

is used, the ratio is 19 years and 21 years for the 3P
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Table 5.20 Historical evolution of reserves by fluid type in the Southern Region.

Year Category Crude Oil Condensate Plant Dry Gas Total
Liquids Equivalent

MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe MMboe

2 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 5 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 4 ,023.44,023.44,023.44,023.44,023.4 119 .9119 .9119 .9119 .9119 .9 1,051.41,051.41,051.41,051.41,051.4 1,643.11,643.11,643.11,643.11,643.1 6,837.96,837.96,837.96,837.96,837.9
Proved 2,941.3 105.2 813.7 1,242.9 5,103.1
Probable 606.1 10.5 144.6 243.9 1,005.2
Possible 476.0 4.2 93.1 156.3 729.6

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 3 ,876.13,876.13,876.13,876.13,876.1 116 .6116 .6116 .6116 .6116 .6 1,038.71,038.71,038.71,038.71,038.7 1,610.01,610.01,610.01,610.01,610.0 6,641.46,641.46,641.46,641.46,641.4
Proved 2,808.2 99.3 774.9 1,200.8 4,883.2
Probable 577.1 14.5 167.1 260.9 1,019.6
Possible 490.8 2.9 96.8 148.2 738.7

2 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 72 0 0 7 TTTTTotalotalotalotalotal 3 ,727.93,727.93,727.93,727.93,727.9 91 .091 .091 .091 .091 .0 948 .1948 .1948 .1948 .1948 .1 1,479.41,479.41,479.41,479.41,479.4 6,246.36,246.36,246.36,246.36,246.3
Proved 2,588.7 78.9 671.6 1,049.2 4,388.4
Probable 745.3 9.5 184.6 290.3 1,229.7
Possible 393.9 2.6 91.9 139.9 628.2

reserve. The Samaria-Luna and Bellota-Jujo integral

business units show the highest reserve-production

ratio in the region for the proved reserves category,

with 18 and 15 years, respectively.

For the proved oil reserve, the region’s reserve-pro-

duction ratio is 14 years considering a production rate

of 179.3 million barrels in 2006. If the ratio is estimated

by using the 2P reserve, it is 19 years and 21 years for

the 3P reserve. The integral business unit with the high-

est proved reserve-production ratio of oil is Samaria-

Luna with 19 years, and the lowest is Cinco Presidentes

with 10 years.

Considering a production rate of 493.5 billion cubic

feet of natural gas over 2006, the region has a proved

gas reserve-production ratio of 15 years. The ratio

for the 2P reserve is 19 years and 21 years in the case

of 3P reserves.

For the dry and wet gas reservoirs with a production
rate of 59.3 billion cubic feet of natural gas in 2006,

the reserve-production ratio is 9 years for the proved

reserve, 11 years for the 2P and 13 years for the 3P

reserve.

Reserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid TReserves by Fluid Typeypeypeypeype

Table 5.20 shows the distribution of reserves by fluid

type over the last three years in the proved, probable

and possible categories. The remaining proved reserve,

4,388.4 million barrels of oil equivalent, consists of 59.0

percent crude oil, 1.8 percent condensate, 15.3 per-

cent plant liquids and 23.9 percent dry gas equivalent

to liquid. Naturally, the high percentage of the latter

fluid is indicative of the existence of a large number of

non-associated gas reservoirs, and oil and associated

gas reservoirs with a high gas-oil ratio, in the South-

ern Region. Furthermore, it can be seen that the gas

produced by these reservoirs has a high amount of

liquid that is recovered in the processing complexes.

The region’s probable reserve totals 1,229.7 million bar-

rels of oil equivalent, of which 60.6 percent is crude oil,

0.8 percent is condensate, 15.0 percent is plant liquids

and 23.6 percent is dry gas equivalent to liquid.

Finally, the possible reserve, 628.2 million barrels of

oil equivalent, consists of 62.7 percent crude oil, 0.4

percent condensate, 14.6 percent plant liquids and 22.3

percent dry gas equivalent to liquid.
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Item

1P proved reserves
2D two-dimensional
2P proved plus probable reserves
3D three-dimensional
3P proved plus probable plus possible reserves
AAPG American Association of Petroleum Geologists
API American Petroleum Institute
Bbbl billions of barrels
bbl barrels
bbld barrels per day
Bboe billions of barrels of oil equivalent
Bcf billions of cubic feet
boe barrels of oil equivalent
BTU British Thermal Unit
cedglf calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid factor
cf cubic feet
crf condensate recovery factor
DST drill stem test
gr/cm3 grams per cubic centimeter
hesf handling efficiency shrinkage factor
isf impurities shrinkage factor
kg/cm2 kilograms per square centimeter
Mbbl thousands of barrels
Mboe thousands of barrels of oil equivalent
Mcf thousands of cubic feet
MMbbl millions of barrels
MMboe millions of barrels of oil equivalent
MMcf millions of cubic feet
MMcfd millions of cubic feet per day
PEP Pemex Exploración y Producción
plrf plant liquids recovery factor
plsf plant liquefiables shrinkage factor
PVT pressure-volume-temperature
SEC Securities and Exchange Commission
SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers
Tcf trillions of cubic feet
tlsf transport liquefiables shrinkage factor
WPC World Petroleum Council
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Glossary

1P reserve:1P reserve:1P reserve:1P reserve:1P reserve: Proved reserve.

2P reserves:2P reserves:2P reserves:2P reserves:2P reserves: Total of proved plus probable reserves.

3P reserves:3P reserves:3P reserves:3P reserves:3P reserves: Total of proved reserves plus probable

reserves plus possible reserves.

Abandonment pressure:Abandonment pressure:Abandonment pressure:Abandonment pressure:Abandonment pressure: This is a direct function

of the economic premises and it corresponds to the

static bottom pressure at which the revenues obtained

from the sales of the hydrocarbons produced are equal

to the well’s operation costs.

Absolute permeability:Absolute permeability:Absolute permeability:Absolute permeability:Absolute permeability: Ability of a rock to conduct

a fluid when only one fluid is present in the pores of

the rock.

Additions:Additions:Additions:Additions:Additions: The reserve provided by the exploratory

activity. It consists of the discoveries and delimitations

in a field during the study period.

Anticline:Anticline:Anticline:Anticline:Anticline: Structural configuration of a package of

folding rocks and in which the rocks are tilted in dif-

ferent directions from the crest.

API specific gravity:API specific gravity:API specific gravity:API specific gravity:API specific gravity: The measure of the density of

the liquid petroleum products that is derived from the

relative specific gravity, according to the following

equation: API specific gravity = (141.5 / relative den-

sity) - 131.5. API density is expressed in degrees; the

relative specific gravity 1.0 is equal to 10 API degrees .

Artificial production system:Artificial production system:Artificial production system:Artificial production system:Artificial production system: Any of the tech-

niques used to extract petroleum from the producing

formation to the surface when the reservoir pressure

is insufficient to raise the oil naturally to the surface.

Associated gas in solution or dissolved:Associated gas in solution or dissolved:Associated gas in solution or dissolved:Associated gas in solution or dissolved:Associated gas in solution or dissolved: Natu-

ral gas dissolved in the crude oil of the reservoir,

under the prevailing pressure and temperature con-

ditions.

Associated gas:Associated gas:Associated gas:Associated gas:Associated gas: Natural gas that is in contact with

and/or dissolved in the crude oil of the reservoir. It

may be classified as gas cap (free gas) or gas in solu-

tion (dissolved gas).

Basement:Basement:Basement:Basement:Basement: Foot or base of a sedimentary sequence

composed of igneous or metamorphic rocks.

Basin:Basin:Basin:Basin:Basin: Receptacle in which a sedimentary column is

deposited that shares a common tectonic history at

various stratigraphy levels.

Bitumen:Bitumen:Bitumen:Bitumen:Bitumen: Portion of petroleum that exists in the res-

ervoirs in a semi-solid or solid phase. In its natural

state, it generally contains sulfur, metals and other non-

hydrocarbon compounds. Natural bitumen has a vis-

cosity of more than 10,000 centipoises, measured at

the original temperature of the reservoir, at atmo-

spheric pressure and gas-free. It frequently requires

treatment before being refined.

Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid fac-Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid fac-Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid fac-Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid fac-Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid fac-

tor (cedglf):tor (cedglf):tor (cedglf):tor (cedglf):tor (cedglf): The factor used to relate dry gas to its

liquid equivalent. It is obtained from the molar com-

position of the reservoir gas, considering the unit heat

value of each component and the heat value of the

equivalence liquid.

Capillary pressure:Capillary pressure:Capillary pressure:Capillary pressure:Capillary pressure: A force per area unit result-

ing from the surface forces to the interface between

two fluids.
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Cold production:Cold production:Cold production:Cold production:Cold production: The use of operating and special-

ized exploitation techniques in order to rapidly produce

heavy oils without using thermal recovery methods.

Complex:Complex:Complex:Complex:Complex: A series of fields sharing common surface

facilities.

Compressor:Compressor:Compressor:Compressor:Compressor: A device installed in the gas pipeline

to raise the pressure and guarantee the fluid flow

through the pipeline.

Condensate recovery factor (crf):Condensate recovery factor (crf):Condensate recovery factor (crf):Condensate recovery factor (crf):Condensate recovery factor (crf): It is the factor

used to obtain liquid fractions recovered from natural

gas in the surface distribution and transportation fa-

cilities. It is obtained from the gas and condensate

handling statistics of the last annual period in the area

corresponding to the field being studied.

Condensate:Condensate:Condensate:Condensate:Condensate: Liquids of natural gas primarily con-

stituted by pentanes and heavier hydrocarbon com-

ponents.

Contingent resource:Contingent resource:Contingent resource:Contingent resource:Contingent resource: The amounts of hydrocar-

bons estimated at a given date, and which are poten-

tially recoverable from known accumulations, but are

not considered commercially recoverable under the

economic evaluation conditions corresponding to

such date.

Conventional limit:Conventional limit:Conventional limit:Conventional limit:Conventional limit: The reservoir limit established

according to the degree of knowledge of, or research

into the geological, geophysical or engineering data

available.

Core:Core:Core:Core:Core: A cylindrical rock sample taken from a forma-

tion when drilling in order to determine its permeabil-

ity, porosity, hydrocarbon saturation and other pro-

ductivity-associated properties.

Cracking:Cracking:Cracking:Cracking:Cracking: Heat and pressure procedures that trans-

form the hydrocarbons with a high molecular weight

and boiling point to hydrocarbons with a lower mo-

lecular weight and boiling point.

Cryogenic plant:Cryogenic plant:Cryogenic plant:Cryogenic plant:Cryogenic plant: Processing plant capable of pro-

ducing liquid natural gas products, including ethane,

at very low operating temperatures.

Cryogenics:Cryogenics:Cryogenics:Cryogenics:Cryogenics: The study, production and use of low

temperatures.

Delimitation:Delimitation:Delimitation:Delimitation:Delimitation: Exploration activity that increases or

decreases reserves by means of drilling delimiting

wells.

Developed proved area:Developed proved area:Developed proved area:Developed proved area:Developed proved area: Plant projection of the

extension drained by the wells of a producing res-

ervoir.

Developed proved reserves:Developed proved reserves:Developed proved reserves:Developed proved reserves:Developed proved reserves: Reserves that are

expected to be recovered in existing wells, includ-

ing reserves behind pipe, that may be recovered

with the current infrastructure through additional

work and with moderate investment costs. Reserves

associated with secondary and/or enhanced recov-
ery processes will be considered as developed when

the infrastructure required for the process has been

installed or when the costs required for such are

lower. This category includes reserves in completed

intervals which have been opened at the time when

the estimation is made, but that have not started

flowing due to market conditions, connection prob-

lems or mechanical problems, and whose rehabili-

tation cost is relatively low.

Development well:Development well:Development well:Development well:Development well: A well drilled in a proved area

in order to produce hydrocarbons.

Development:Development:Development:Development:Development: Activity that increases or decreases

reserves by means of drilling exploitation wells.

Dewpoint pressure:Dewpoint pressure:Dewpoint pressure:Dewpoint pressure:Dewpoint pressure: Pressure at which the first drop

of liquid is formed, when it goes from the vapor phase

to the two-phase region.

Discovered resource:Discovered resource:Discovered resource:Discovered resource:Discovered resource: Volume of hydrocarbons

tested through wells drilled.
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Discovery:Discovery:Discovery:Discovery:Discovery: Incorporation of reserves attributable to

drilling exploratory wells that test hydrocarbon-pro-

ducing formations.

Dissolved gas-oil ratio:Dissolved gas-oil ratio:Dissolved gas-oil ratio:Dissolved gas-oil ratio:Dissolved gas-oil ratio: Ratio of the volume of gas

dissolved in oil compared to the volume of oil con-

taining gas. The ratio may be original (Rsi) or instanta-

neous (Rs).

Dome:Dome:Dome:Dome:Dome: Geological structure with a semi-spherical

shape or relief.

Drainage radius:Drainage radius:Drainage radius:Drainage radius:Drainage radius: Distance from which fluids flow

to the well, that is, the distance reached by the influ-

ence of disturbances caused by pressure drops.

Drillstem test (Formation test):Drillstem test (Formation test):Drillstem test (Formation test):Drillstem test (Formation test):Drillstem test (Formation test): Conventional for-

mation test method.

Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL):Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL):Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL):Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL):Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL): Volume of

crude oil that because of its heat rate is equivalent to
the volume of dry gas.

Dry gas:Dry gas:Dry gas:Dry gas:Dry gas: Natural gas containing negligible amounts

of hydrocarbons heavier than methane. Dry gas is also

obtained from the processing complexes.

Economic limit:Economic limit:Economic limit:Economic limit:Economic limit: The point at which the revenues

obtained from the sale of hydrocarbons match the

costs incurred in its exploitation.

Economic reserves:Economic reserves:Economic reserves:Economic reserves:Economic reserves: Accumulated production that

is obtained from a production forecast in which eco-

nomic criteria are applied.

Effective permeability:Effective permeability:Effective permeability:Effective permeability:Effective permeability: A relative measure of the

conductivity of a porous medium for a fluid when the

medium is saturated with more than one fluid. This

implies that the effective permeability is a property

associated with each reservoir flow, for example, gas,

oil and water. A fundamental principle is that the total

of the effective permeability is less than or equal to

the absolute permeability.

Effective porosity:Effective porosity:Effective porosity:Effective porosity:Effective porosity: A fraction that is obtained by

dividing the total volume of communicated pores and

the total rock volume.

Enhanced recovery:Enhanced recovery:Enhanced recovery:Enhanced recovery:Enhanced recovery: The recovery of oil by inject-

ing materials that are not normally present in the res-

ervoir and which modify the dynamic behavior of the

resident fluids. Enhanced recovery is not limited to

any particular stage in the life of a reservoir (primary,

secondary or tertiary).

Evaporites:Evaporites:Evaporites:Evaporites:Evaporites: Sedimentary formations consisting pri-

marily of salt, anhydrite or gypsum, as a result of evapo-

ration in coastal waters.

Exploratory well:Exploratory well:Exploratory well:Exploratory well:Exploratory well: A well that is drilled without de-

tailed knowledge of the underlying rock structure in

order to find hydrocarbons whose exploitation is eco-

nomically profitable.

Extraheavy oil:Extraheavy oil:Extraheavy oil:Extraheavy oil:Extraheavy oil: Crude oil with relatively high frac-
tions of heavy components, high specific gravity (low

API density) and high viscosity at reservoir conditions.

The production of this kind of oil generally implies

difficulties in extraction and high costs. Thermal re-

covery methods are the most common form of com-

mercially exploiting this kind of oil.

Fault:Fault:Fault:Fault:Fault: Fractured surface of geological strata along

which there has been differential movement.

Fluid saturation:Fluid saturation:Fluid saturation:Fluid saturation:Fluid saturation: Portion of the pore space occu-

pied by a specific fluid; oil, gas and water may exist.

Formation resistance factor (F):Formation resistance factor (F):Formation resistance factor (F):Formation resistance factor (F):Formation resistance factor (F): Ratio between

the resistance of rock saturated 100 percent with

brine divided by the resistance of the saturating

water.

FFFFFormation Vormation Vormation Vormation Vormation Volume factor (B):olume factor (B):olume factor (B):olume factor (B):olume factor (B): The factor that re-

lates the volume unit of the fluid in the reservoir with

the surface volume. There are volume factors for oil,

gas, in both phases, and for water. A sample may be
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directly measured, calculated or obtained through em-

pirical correlations.

Free associated gas:Free associated gas:Free associated gas:Free associated gas:Free associated gas: Natural gas that overlies and

is in contact with the crude oil of the reservoir. It may

be gas cap.

Gas compressibility ratio (Z):Gas compressibility ratio (Z):Gas compressibility ratio (Z):Gas compressibility ratio (Z):Gas compressibility ratio (Z): The ratio between

an actual gas volume and an ideal gas volume. This is

an adimensional amount that usually varies between

0.7 and 1.2.

Gas lift:Gas lift:Gas lift:Gas lift:Gas lift: Artificial production system that is used to raise

the well fluid by injecting gas down the well through

tubing, or through the tubing-casing annulus.

Gas-oil ratio (GOR):Gas-oil ratio (GOR):Gas-oil ratio (GOR):Gas-oil ratio (GOR):Gas-oil ratio (GOR): Ratio of reservoir gas pro-

duction to oil production, measured at atmospheric

pressure.

Geological province:Geological province:Geological province:Geological province:Geological province: A region of large dimensions
characterized by similar geological and development

histories.

Graben:Graben:Graben:Graben:Graben: Dip or depression formed by tectonic pro-

cesses, limited by normal type faults.

Gravitational segregation:Gravitational segregation:Gravitational segregation:Gravitational segregation:Gravitational segregation: Reservoir driving

mechanism in which the fluids tend to separate ac-

cording to their specific gravities. For example, since

oil is heavier than water it tends to move towards the

lower part of the reservoir in a water injection project.

Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (hesf):Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (hesf):Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (hesf):Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (hesf):Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (hesf): This

is a fraction of natural gas that is derived from consid-

ering self-consumption and the lack of capacity to

handle such. It is obtained from the gas handling sta-

tistics of the final period in the area corresponding to

the field being studied.

Heat value:Heat value:Heat value:Heat value:Heat value: The amount of heat released per unit of

mass, or per unit of volume, when a substance is com-

pletely burned. The heat power of solid and liquid fu-

els is expressed in calories per gram or in BTU per

pound. For gases, this parameter is generally ex-

pressed in kilocalories per cubic meter or in BTU per

cubic foot.

Heavy oil:Heavy oil:Heavy oil:Heavy oil:Heavy oil: The specific gravity is less than or equal

to 27 API degrees.

Horst:Horst:Horst:Horst:Horst: Bock of the earth’s crust rising between two

faults; the opposite of a graben.

Hot production:Hot production:Hot production:Hot production:Hot production: The optimum production of heavy oils

through use of enhanced thermal recovery methods.

Hydrocarbon index:Hydrocarbon index:Hydrocarbon index:Hydrocarbon index:Hydrocarbon index: An amount of hydrocarbons

contained in a reservoir per unit area.

Hydrocarbon reserves:Hydrocarbon reserves:Hydrocarbon reserves:Hydrocarbon reserves:Hydrocarbon reserves: Volume of hydrocarbons

measured at atmospheric conditions that will be pro-

duced economically by using any of the existing pro-

duction methods at the date of evaluation.

Hydrocarbons:Hydrocarbons:Hydrocarbons:Hydrocarbons:Hydrocarbons: Chemical compounds fully consti-

tuted by hydrogen and carbon.

Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage fac-Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage fac-Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage fac-Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage fac-Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage fac-

tor (iplsf):tor (iplsf):tor (iplsf):tor (iplsf):tor (iplsf): It is the fraction obtained by considering

the non-hydrocarbon gas impurities (sulfur, carbon

dioxide, nitrogen compounds, etc.) contained in the

sour gas, in addition to shrinkage caused by the gen-

eration of plant liquids in gas processing complex.

Impurities shrinkage factor (isf):Impurities shrinkage factor (isf):Impurities shrinkage factor (isf):Impurities shrinkage factor (isf):Impurities shrinkage factor (isf): It is the fraction

that results from considering the non-hydrocarbon gas

impurities (sulfur, carbon dioxide, nitrogen com-

pounds, etc.) contained in the sour gas. It is obtained

from the operation statistics of the last annual period

of the gas processing complex (GPC) that processes

the production of the field analyzed.

Kerogen:Kerogen:Kerogen:Kerogen:Kerogen: Insoluble organic matter spread through-

out the sedimentary rocks that produces hydrocar-

bon when subjected to a distillation process.
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Light oil:Light oil:Light oil:Light oil:Light oil: The specific gravity of the oil is more than

27 API degrees, but less than or equal to 38 degrees.

Limolite:Limolite:Limolite:Limolite:Limolite: Fine grain sedimentary rock that is trans-

ported by water. The granulometrics ranges from fine

sand to clay.

Metamorphic:Metamorphic:Metamorphic:Metamorphic:Metamorphic: Group of rocks resulting from the

transformation that commonly takes place at great

depths due to pressure and temperature. The original

rocks may be sedimentary, igneous or metamorphic.

Natural gas:Natural gas:Natural gas:Natural gas:Natural gas: Mixture of hydrocarbons existing in res-

ervoirs in the gaseous phase or in solution in the oil,

which remains in the gaseous phase under atmo-

spheric conditions. It may contain some impurities or

non-hydrocarbon substances (hydrogen sulfide, nitro-

gen or carbon dioxide).

Net thickness (hn):Net thickness (hn):Net thickness (hn):Net thickness (hn):Net thickness (hn): The thickness resulting from

subtracting the portions that have no possibilities of
producing hydrocarbon from the total thickness.

Non-associated gas:Non-associated gas:Non-associated gas:Non-associated gas:Non-associated gas: The natural gas found in res-

ervoirs that do not contain crude oil at the original

pressure and temperature conditions.

Non-proved reserves:Non-proved reserves:Non-proved reserves:Non-proved reserves:Non-proved reserves: Volumes of hydrocarbons and

associated substances, evaluated at atmospheric con-

ditions, resulting from the extrapolation of the charac-

teristics and parameters of the reservoir beyond the limits

of reasonable certainty, or from assuming oil and gas

forecasts with technical and economic scenarios other

than those in operation or with a project in view.

Normal fault:Normal fault:Normal fault:Normal fault:Normal fault: The result of the downward displace-

ment of one of the blocks from the horizontal. The

angle is generally between 25 and 60 degrees and it

is recognized by the absence of part of the stratigraphic

column.

Oil equivalent (OE):Oil equivalent (OE):Oil equivalent (OE):Oil equivalent (OE):Oil equivalent (OE): Total of crude oil, condensate,

plant liquids and dry gas equivalent to liquid.

Oil:Oil:Oil:Oil:Oil: Portion of petroleum that exists in the liquid phase

in reservoirs and remains as such under original pres-

sure and temperature conditions. Small amounts of

non-hydrocarbon substances may be included. It has

a viscosity of less than or equal to 10,000 centipoises

at the original temperature of the reservoir, at atmo-

spheric pressure and gas-free (stabilized). Oil is com-

monly classified in terms of its specific gravity and it is

expressed in API degrees.

Original gas volume in place:Original gas volume in place:Original gas volume in place:Original gas volume in place:Original gas volume in place: Amount of gas that

is estimated to exist initially in the reservoir and that is

confined by geologic and fluid boundaries, which may

be expressed at reservoir or atmospheric conditions.

Original oil volume in place:Original oil volume in place:Original oil volume in place:Original oil volume in place:Original oil volume in place: Amount of petro-

leum that is estimated to exist initially in the reservoir

and that is confined by geologic and fluid boundaries,

which may be expressed at reservoir or atmospheric

conditions.

Original pressure:Original pressure:Original pressure:Original pressure:Original pressure: Pressure prevailing in a reservoir

that has never been produced. It is the pressure mea-

sured by a discovery well in a producing structure.

Original reserve:Original reserve:Original reserve:Original reserve:Original reserve: Volume of hydrocarbons at atmo-

spheric conditions that are expected to be recovered

economically by using the exploitation methods and

systems applicable at a specific date. It is a fraction of

the discovered and economic reserve that may be

obtained at the end of the reservoir exploitation.

PPPPPermeability:ermeability:ermeability:ermeability:ermeability: Rock property for permitting a fluid

pass. It is a factor that indicates whether a reservoir

has producing characteristics or not.

PPPPPetroleum:etroleum:etroleum:etroleum:etroleum: Mixture of hydrocarbons composed of

combinations of carbon and hydrogen atoms found

in the porous spaces of rocks. Crude oil may contain

other elements of a non-metal origin, such as sulfur,

oxygen and nitrogen, in addition to trace metals as

minor constituents. The compounds that form petro-

leum may be a gaseous, liquid or solid state, depend-
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ing on their nature and the existing pressure and tem-

perature conditions.

Phase:Phase:Phase:Phase:Phase: Part of the system that differs in its intensive

properties from the other part of the system. Hydro-

carbon systems generally have two phases: gaseous

and liquid.

Physical limit:Physical limit:Physical limit:Physical limit:Physical limit: The limit of the reservoir defined by

any geological structures (faults, unconformities,

change of facies, crests and bases of formations, etc.),

caused by contact between fluids or by the reduc-

tion, to critical porosity, of permeability limits, or the

compound effect of these parameters.

Pilot project:Pilot project:Pilot project:Pilot project:Pilot project: Project that is being executed in a small

representative sector of a reservoir where tests per-

formed are similar to those that will be implemented

throughout the reservoir. The purpose is to gather in-

formation and/or obtain results that could be used to

generalize an exploitation strategy in the oil field.

Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (plsf):Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (plsf):Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (plsf):Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (plsf):Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (plsf): The

fraction arising from considering the liquefiables ob-

tained in transportation to the processing complexes.

It is obtained from the operation statistics of the last

annual period of the gas processing complex that pro-

cesses the production of the field analyzed.

Plant liquids:Plant liquids:Plant liquids:Plant liquids:Plant liquids: Natural gas liquids recovered in gas

processing complexes, mainly consisting of ethane,

propane and butane.

Plant liquids recovery factor (plrf):Plant liquids recovery factor (plrf):Plant liquids recovery factor (plrf):Plant liquids recovery factor (plrf):Plant liquids recovery factor (plrf): The factor

used to obtain the liquid portions recovered in the

natural gas processing complex. It is obtained from

the operation statistics of the last annual period of the

gas processing complex that processes the produc-

tion of the field analyzed.

Play:Play:Play:Play:Play: Group of fields that share geological similarities

and where the reservoir and the trap control the dis-

tribution of oil and gas.

PPPPPorosity:orosity:orosity:orosity:orosity: Ratio between the pore volume existing in

a rock and the total rock volume. It is a measure of

rock’s storage capacity.

PPPPPossible reserves:ossible reserves:ossible reserves:ossible reserves:ossible reserves: Volume of hydrocarbons where

the analysis of geological and engineering data sug-

gests that they are less likely to be commercially re-

coverable than probable reserves.

Primary recovery:Primary recovery:Primary recovery:Primary recovery:Primary recovery: Extraction of petroleum by only

using the natural energy available in the reservoirs to

displace fluids through the reservoir rock to the wells.

Probable reserves:Probable reserves:Probable reserves:Probable reserves:Probable reserves: Non-proved reserves where the

analysis of geological and engineering data suggests

that they are more likely to be commercially recover-

able than not.

Prospective resource:Prospective resource:Prospective resource:Prospective resource:Prospective resource: The amount of hydrocar-

bons evaluated at a given date of accumulations not

yet discovered, but which have been inferred, and
which are estimated as recoverable.

Proved area:Proved area:Proved area:Proved area:Proved area: Plant projection of the known part of

the reservoir corresponding to the proved volume.

PPPPProved reserves:roved reserves:roved reserves:roved reserves:roved reserves: Volume of hydrocarbons or asso-

ciated substances evaluated at atmospheric condi-

tions, which by analysis of geological and engineer-

ing data, may be estimated with reasonable certainty

to be commercially recoverable from a given date for-

ward, from known reservoirs and under current eco-

nomic conditions, operating methods and govern-

ment regulations. Such volume consists of the devel-

oped proved reserve and the undeveloped proved

reserve.

Recovery factor (rf):Recovery factor (rf):Recovery factor (rf):Recovery factor (rf):Recovery factor (rf): The ratio between the origi-

nal volume of oil or gas, at atmospheric conditions,

and the original reserves of the reservoir.

Regression:Regression:Regression:Regression:Regression: Geological term used to define the el-

evation of one part of the continent over sea level, as
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a result of the ascent of the continent or the lowering

of the sea level.

Relative permeability:Relative permeability:Relative permeability:Relative permeability:Relative permeability: The capacity of a fluid, such

as water, gas or oil, to flow through a rock when it is

saturated with two or more fluids. The value of the

permeability of a saturated rock with two or more flu-

ids is different to the permeability value of the same

rock saturated with just one fluid.

Remaining reserves:Remaining reserves:Remaining reserves:Remaining reserves:Remaining reserves: Volume of hydrocarbons mea-

sured at atmospheric conditions that are still to be

commercially recoverable from a reservoir at a given

date, using the applicable exploitation techniques. It

is the difference between the original reserve and the

cumulative hydrocarbon production at a given date.

Reserve replacement rate:Reserve replacement rate:Reserve replacement rate:Reserve replacement rate:Reserve replacement rate: It indicates the amount

of hydrocarbons replaced or incorporated by new dis-

coveries compared with what has been produced in

a given period. It is the coefficient that arises from
dividing the new discoveries by production during the

period of analysis and it is generally referred to in an-

nual terms and is expressed as a percentage.

Reserve-production ratio:Reserve-production ratio:Reserve-production ratio:Reserve-production ratio:Reserve-production ratio: The result of dividing

the remaining reserve at a given date by the produc-

tion in a period. This indicator assumes constant pro-

duction, hydrocarbon prices and extraction costs,

without variation over time, in addition to the non-

existence of new discoveries in the future.

Reservoir:Reservoir:Reservoir:Reservoir:Reservoir: Portion of the geological trap containing

hydrocarbons that acts as a hydraulically intercon-

nected system, and where the hydrocarbons are found

at an elevated temperature and pressure occupying

the porous spaces.

Resource:Resource:Resource:Resource:Resource: Total volume of hydrocarbons existing in

subsurface rocks. Also known as original in-situ volume.

Reverse fault:Reverse fault:Reverse fault:Reverse fault:Reverse fault: The result of compression forces where

one of the blocks is displaced upwards from the hori-

zontal. The angle ranges from 0 to 90 degrees and it is

recognized by the repetition of the stratigraphic column.

Revision:Revision:Revision:Revision:Revision: The reserve resulting from comparing the

previous year’s evaluation with the new one in which

new geological, geophysical, operation and reservoir

performance information is considered, in addition to

variations in hydrocarbon prices and extraction costs.

It does not include well drilling.

Saturation pressure:Saturation pressure:Saturation pressure:Saturation pressure:Saturation pressure: Pressure at which the first gas

bubble is formed, when it goes from the liquid phase

to the two-phase region.

Secondary recovery:Secondary recovery:Secondary recovery:Secondary recovery:Secondary recovery: Techniques used for the ad-

ditional extraction of petroleum after primary recov-

ery. This includes gas or water injection, partly to main-

tain reservoir pressure.

Seismic section: Seismic section: Seismic section: Seismic section: Seismic section: Seismic profile that uses the re-

flection of seismic waves to determine the geological
subsurface.

Spacing:Spacing:Spacing:Spacing:Spacing: Optimum distance between hydrocarbon

producing wells in a field or reservoir.

Specific gravity:Specific gravity:Specific gravity:Specific gravity:Specific gravity: An intensive property of the mat-

ter that is related to the mass of a substance and its

volume through the coefficient between these two

quantities. It is expressed in grams per cubic centime-

ter or in pounds per gallon.

Standard conditions:Standard conditions:Standard conditions:Standard conditions:Standard conditions: The reference amounts for

pressure and temperature. In the English system, it is

14.73 pounds per square inch for the pressure and 60

degrees Fahrenheit for temperature.

Stimulation:Stimulation:Stimulation:Stimulation:Stimulation: Process of acidifying or fracturing car-

ried out to expand existing ducts or to create new

ones in the source rock formation.

Stratigraphy: Stratigraphy: Stratigraphy: Stratigraphy: Stratigraphy: Part of geology that studies the origin,

composition, distribution and succession of rock strata.
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Structural nose:Structural nose:Structural nose:Structural nose:Structural nose: A term used in structural geology to

define a geometric form protruding from a main body.

Sucker rod pumping system:Sucker rod pumping system:Sucker rod pumping system:Sucker rod pumping system:Sucker rod pumping system: A method of artifi-

cial lift in which a subsurface pump located at or near

the bottom of the well and connected to a string of

sucker rods is used to lift the well fluid to the surface.

Superlight oil:Superlight oil:Superlight oil:Superlight oil:Superlight oil: The specific gravity is more than 38

API degrees.

Sweetening plant:Sweetening plant:Sweetening plant:Sweetening plant:Sweetening plant: Industrial plant used to treat gas-

eous mixtures and light petroleum fractions in order

to eliminate undesirable or corrosive sulfur com-

pounds to improve their color, odor and stability.

TTTTTechnical reserves:echnical reserves:echnical reserves:echnical reserves:echnical reserves: Accumulative production de-

rived from a production forecast in which economic

criteria are not applied.

TTTTTotal thickness (h):otal thickness (h):otal thickness (h):otal thickness (h):otal thickness (h): Thickness from the top of the
formation of interest down to a vertical boundary deter-

mined by a water level or by a change of formation.

TTTTTransgression:ransgression:ransgression:ransgression:ransgression: Geological term used to define the

immersion of one part of the continent under sea level,

as a result of a descent of the continent or an eleva-

tion of the sea level.

TTTTTransport liquefiables shrinkage factor (tlsf):ransport liquefiables shrinkage factor (tlsf):ransport liquefiables shrinkage factor (tlsf):ransport liquefiables shrinkage factor (tlsf):ransport liquefiables shrinkage factor (tlsf):

The fraction obtained by considering the liquefiables

obtained in transportation to the processing com-

plexes. It is obtained from the gas handling statistics

of the last annual period in the area corresponding to

the field being studied.

TTTTTrap:rap:rap:rap:rap: Geometry that permits the concentration of

hydrocarbons.

Undeveloped proved area:Undeveloped proved area:Undeveloped proved area:Undeveloped proved area:Undeveloped proved area: Plant projection of the

extension drained by the future producing wells of a

producing reservoir and located within the undevel-

oped proved reserve.

Undeveloped proved reserves:Undeveloped proved reserves:Undeveloped proved reserves:Undeveloped proved reserves:Undeveloped proved reserves: Volume of hydro-

carbons that is expected to be recovered through wells

without current facilities for production or transporta-

tion and future wells. This category may include the

estimated reserve of enhanced recovery projects, with

pilot testing, or with the recovery mechanism pro-

posed in operation that has been predicted with a high

degree of certainty in reservoirs that benefit from this

kind of exploitation.

Undiscovered resource:Undiscovered resource:Undiscovered resource:Undiscovered resource:Undiscovered resource: Volume of hydrocar-

bons with uncertainty, but whose existence is in-

ferred in geological basins through favorable fac-

tors resulting from the geological, geophysical and

geochemical interpretation. They are known as pro-

spective resources when considered commercially
recoverable.

WWWWWell abandonment:ell abandonment:ell abandonment:ell abandonment:ell abandonment: The final activity in the opera-

tion of a well when it is permanently closed under

safety and environment preservation conditions.

WWWWWell logs: ell logs: ell logs: ell logs: ell logs: The information concerning subsurface

formations obtained by means of electric, acoustic and

radioactive tools inserted in the wells. The log also

includes information about drilling and the analysis of

mud and cuts, cores and formation tests.

WWWWWet gas:et gas:et gas:et gas:et gas: Mixture of hydrocarbons obtained from pro-

cessing natural gas from which non-hydrocarbon im-

purities or compounds have been eliminated, and

whose content of components that are heavier than

methane is such that it can be commercially processed.
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Pemex Exploración y Producción
Hydrocarbon Reserves as of January 1, 2007

Original Volume in Place Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Oil Gas Oil Equivalent Crude Oil Condensate Plant
Liquids * Equivalent

Dry Gas ** Natural Gas Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMboe MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe Bcf Bcf

Total (3P) 291,324.7 247,561.9 45,376.3 31,908.8 941.2 3,417.5 9,108.9 63,045.2 47,367.9

Northeastern Offshore 63,792.2 26,190.5 14,086.0 12,510.6 635.4 350.2 589.8 5,716.7 3,067.5

Southwestern Offshore 22,799.4 28,763.0 4,647.0 2,900.9 175.4 407.6 1,163.0 7,961.9 6,048.5

Northern 166,046.7 122,167.7 20,397.0 12,769.4 39.4 1,711.4 5,876.7 38,910.0 30,564.5

Southern 38,686.4 70,440.7 6,246.3 3,727.9 91.0 948.1 1,479.4 10,456.6 7,687.3

Proved 146,231.6 174,315.0 15,514.2 11,047.6 608.3 1,193.5 2,664.8 18,957.3 13,855.8

Northeastern Offshore 53,417.6 24,172.3 7,652.2 6,532.0 443.2 254.3 422.7 4,038.8 2,198.4

Southwestern Offshore 16,275.3 18,659.7 1,627.2 1,038.0 68.1 161.1 360.0 2,643.7 1,872.6

Northern 40,180.5 64,776.4 1,846.4 888.9 18.2 106.4 832.9 4,856.4 4,331.8

Southern 36,358.3 66,706.6 4,388.4 2,588.7 78.9 671.6 1,049.2 7,418.4 5,452.9

Probable 83,166.1 39,910.5 15,257.4 11,033.9 159.0 1,071.0 2,993.6 20,485.7 15,567.9

Northeastern Offshore 1,106.7 255.0 3,690.1 3,444.7 103.1 53.5 88.8 863.0 462.1

Southwestern Offshore 2,763.2 3,320.8 1,116.0 744.2 36.8 81.0 254.0 1,706.4 1,320.8

Northern 77,890.0 33,622.8 9,221.6 6,099.7 9.5 751.9 2,360.5 15,874.2 12,276.8

Southern 1,406.2 2,711.8 1,229.7 745.3 9.5 184.6 290.3 2,042.2 1,508.2

2P 229,397.7 214,225.5 30,771.6 22,081.4 767.3 2,264.5 5,658.4 39,443.0 29,423.6

Northeastern Offshore 54,524.3 24,427.3 11,342.3 9,976.7 546.3 307.8 511.5 4,901.8 2,660.5

Southwestern Offshore 19,038.4 21,980.6 2,743.2 1,782.2 104.9 242.1 614.0 4,350.0 3,193.4

Northern 118,070.5 98,399.2 11,068.0 6,988.6 27.7 858.3 3,193.4 20,730.6 16,608.6

Southern 37,764.5 69,418.5 5,618.1 3,334.0 88.4 856.2 1,339.5 9,460.6 6,961.1

Possible 61,927.1 33,336.4 14,604.7 9,827.3 173.9 1,153.0 3,450.4 23,602.2 17,944.2

Northeastern Offshore 9,268.0 1,763.2 2,743.7 2,533.9 89.1 42.4 78.3 814.9 407.0

Southwestern Offshore 3,761.0 6,782.4 1,903.8 1,118.8 70.5 165.6 549.0 3,611.9 2,855.1

Northern 47,976.2 23,768.5 9,328.9 5,780.8 11.7 853.1 2,683.3 18,179.4 13,955.9

Southern 921.9 1,022.3 628.2 393.9 2.6 91.9 139.9 996.0 726.3

* Gas liquids from processing plants.
** The liquid obtained supposes a heat value equivalent to the Maya crude oil and an average mixture of the dry gas obtained at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex GPC.
Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6° C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.
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2004 2005 2006
Cumulative Production as of

January 1, 2007

Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas Crude Oil Natural Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf MMbbl Bcf

1,237.8 1,673.7 1,216.4 1,758.6 1,188.3 1,955.0 34,749.4 56,910.1

Northeastern Offshore 893.3 346.8 860.3 338.6 804.7 335.9 14,540.0 6,164.8

Cantarell 781.9 288.8 742.9 277.6 657.3 262.0 12,331.5 5,005.6

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 111.4 58.0 117.4 61.0 147.4 73.9 2,208.5 1,159.2

Southwestern Offshore 142.1 220.6 144.6 239.0 173.4 312.5 5,285.3 5,963.1

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 117.8 167.0 109.4 157.6 121.2 187.1 4,991.0 5,314.3

Litoral de Tabasco 24.3 53.6 35.2 81.4 52.2 125.4 294.3 648.8

Northern 29.4 559.2 30.2 669.9 30.8 813.1 5,605.1 18,597.5

Burgos 0.0 400.6 0.0 444.3 0.0 485.5 33.3 9,428.7

Poza Rica-Altamira 29.1 43.7 29.8 43.4 30.3 63.5 5,497.3 7,506.0

Veracruz 0.3 114.8 0.4 182.2 0.5 264.0 74.5 1,662.9

Southern 173.0 547.2 181.2 511.1 179.3 493.5 9,319.0 26,184.6

Bellota-Jujo 77.7 101.2 81.8 102.9 80.0 99.1 2,787.5 4,260.4

Cinco Presidentes 13.8 24.8 14.2 22.9 14.4 20.7 1,703.8 2,070.8

Macuspana 1.8 65.8 1.8 61.1 2.4 70.4 19.2 5,474.4

Muspac 13.2 204.3 12.1 164.0 12.2 134.5 1,660.6 9,044.6

Samaria-Luna 66.5 151.1 71.3 160.2 70.3 168.9 3,147.8 5,334.4

Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6 °C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.
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Pemex Exploración y Producción, Northeastern Offshore Region
Hydrocarbon Reserves as of January 1, 2007

Original Volume in Place Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves
Oil Gas Oil Equivalent Crude Oil Condensate Plant

Liquids * Equivalent
Dry Gas ** Natural Gas Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMboe MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe Bcf Bcf

Total (3P) 63,792.2 26,190.5 14,086.0 12,510.6 635.4 350.2 589.8 5,716.7 3,067.5

Cantarell 38,733.4 18,249.7 7,928.2 6,975.7 352.1 222.2 378.2 3,608.3 1,967.1

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 25,058.8 7,940.7 6,157.8 5,534.9 283.3 128.1 211.6 2,108.4 1,100.5

Proved 53,417.6 24,172.3 7,652.2 6,532.0 443.2 254.3 422.7 4,038.8 2,198.4

Cantarell 38,193.7 18,002.9 5,081.7 4,360.2 269.8 169.3 282.3 2,722.6 1,468.3

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 15,223.8 6,169.4 2,570.6 2,171.8 173.3 85.0 140.4 1,316.2 730.2

Probable 1,106.7 255.0 3,690.1 3,444.7 103.1 53.5 88.8 863.0 462.1

Cantarell 0.0 3.2 1,317.4 1,222.7 34.7 22.5 37.6 357.8 195.3

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 1,106.7 251.8 2,372.7 2,221.9 68.5 31.0 51.3 505.2 266.7

2P 54,524.3 24,427.3 11,342.3 9,976.7 546.3 307.8 511.5 4,901.8 2,660.5

Cantarell 38,193.7 18,006.1 6,399.1 5,582.9 304.5 191.8 319.9 3,080.4 1,663.6

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 16,330.5 6,421.2 4,943.2 4,393.7 241.8 116.0 191.7 1,821.4 996.9

Possible 9,268.0 1,763.2 2,743.7 2,533.9 89.1 42.4 78.3 814.9 407.0

Cantarell 539.6 243.7 1,529.1 1,392.8 47.6 30.4 58.3 527.9 303.5

Ku-Maloob-Zaap 8,728.3 1,519.6 1,214.5 1,141.1 41.5 12.0 19.9 287.0 103.5

* Gas liquids from processing plants.
** The liquid obtained supposes a heat value equivalent to the Maya crude oil and an average mixture of the dry gas obtained at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex GPC.
Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6° C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.
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Hydrocarbon Reserves as of January 1, 2007

Original Volume in Place Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves
Oil Gas Oil Equivalent Crude Oil Condensate Plant

Liquids * Equivalent
Dry Gas ** Natural Gas Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMboe MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe Bcf Bcf

Total (3P) 22,799.4 28,763.0 4,647.0 2,900.9 175.4 407.6 1,163.0 7,961.9 6,048.5

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 16,494.8 16,249.5 1,539.4 1,105.0 63.1 138.7 232.6 1,899.5 1,209.6

Litoral de Tabasco 6,304.7 12,513.5 3,107.5 1,796.0 112.3 268.9 930.4 6,062.4 4,838.9

Proved 16,275.3 18,659.7 1,627.2 1,038.0 68.1 161.1 360.0 2,643.7 1,872.6

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 13,776.2 13,994.0 845.5 571.8 37.5 87.8 148.5 1,212.9 772.2

Litoral de Tabasco 2,499.1 4,665.7 781.8 466.2 30.6 73.3 211.6 1,430.7 1,100.4

Probable 2,763.2 3,320.8 1,116.0 744.2 36.8 81.0 254.0 1,706.4 1,320.8

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 1,143.8 728.9 324.0 267.0 10.4 17.6 29.0 243.5 150.7

Litoral de Tabasco 1,619.4 2,592.0 792.0 477.2 26.4 63.4 225.0 1,462.8 1,170.1

2P 19,038.4 21,980.6 2,743.2 1,782.2 104.9 242.1 614.0 4,350.0 3,193.4

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 14,920.0 14,722.9 1,169.4 838.8 47.9 105.3 177.4 1,456.5 922.9

Litoral de Tabasco 4,118.4 7,257.7 1,573.8 943.4 57.0 136.8 436.6 2,893.6 2,270.5

Possible 3,761.0 6,782.4 1,903.8 1,118.8 70.5 165.6 549.0 3,611.9 2,855.1

Abkatún-Pol-Chuc 1,574.8 1,526.6 370.0 266.2 15.2 33.4 55.1 443.0 286.7

Litoral de Tabasco 2,186.2 5,255.8 1,533.8 852.6 55.3 132.1 493.8 3,168.9 2,568.4

* Gas liquids from processing plants.
** The liquid obtained supposes a heat value equivalent to the Maya crude oil and an average mixture of the dry gas obtained at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex GPC.
Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6° C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.
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Pemex Exploración y Producción, Northern Region
Hydrocarbon Reserves as of January 1, 2007

Original Volume in Place Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves
Oil Gas Oil Equivalent Crude Oil Condensate Plant

Liquids * Equivalent
Dry Gas ** Natural Gas Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMboe MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe Bcf Bcf

Total (3P) 166,046.7 122,167.7 20,397.0 12,769.4 39.4 1,711.4 5,876.7 38,910.0 30,564.5

Burgos 142.3 20,952.6 1,114.6 2.2 36.9 99.0 976.5 5,374.0 5,078.6

Poza Rica-Altamira 164,899.6 96,397.4 18,974.3 12,720.2 0.0 1,605.4 4,648.7 32,184.8 24,177.6

Veracruz 1,004.9 4,817.7 308.0 46.9 2.5 7.0 251.5 1,351.3 1,308.2

Proved 40,180.5 64,776.4 1,846.4 888.9 18.2 106.4 832.9 4,856.4 4,331.8

Burgos 130.0 16,216.1 459.5 0.7 16.4 44.1 398.3 2,199.6 2,071.8

Poza Rica-Altamira 39,289.2 44,086.2 1,149.3 879.8 0.0 57.3 212.2 1,482.7 1,103.6

Veracruz 761.3 4,474.1 237.6 8.4 1.7 5.0 222.4 1,174.2 1,156.5

Probable 77,890.0 33,622.8 9,221.6 6,099.7 9.5 751.9 2,360.5 15,874.2 12,276.8

Burgos 8.6 1,976.1 275.2 0.8 9.4 25.2 239.9 1,320.3 1,247.8

Poza Rica-Altamira 77,862.3 31,613.8 8,937.2 6,094.4 0.0 726.4 2,116.4 14,529.7 11,007.1

Veracruz 19.2 33.0 9.2 4.5 0.1 0.3 4.2 24.2 21.8

2P 118,070.5 98,399.2 11,068.0 6,988.6 27.7 858.3 3,193.4 20,730.6 16,608.6

Burgos 138.6 18,192.1 734.8 1.5 25.8 69.2 638.3 3,519.8 3,319.6

Poza Rica-Altamira 117,151.5 75,700.0 10,086.5 6,974.2 0.0 783.7 2,328.6 16,012.4 12,110.7

Veracruz 780.5 4,507.1 246.7 12.9 1.9 5.4 226.6 1,198.4 1,178.3

Possible 47,976.2 23,768.5 9,328.9 5,780.8 11.7 853.1 2,683.3 18,179.4 13,955.9

Burgos 3.7 2,760.4 379.9 0.7 11.1 29.8 338.2 1,854.2 1,759.0

Poza Rica-Altamira 47,748.1 20,697.4 8,887.8 5,746.0 0.0 821.6 2,320.1 16,172.4 12,066.9

Veracruz 224.4 310.7 61.2 34.0 0.6 1.7 25.0 152.8 130.0

* Gas liquids from processing plants.
** The liquid obtained supposes a heat value equivalent to the Maya crude oil and an average mixture of the dry gas obtained at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex GPC.
Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6° C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.



118 Pemex Exploración y Producción, Southern Region
Hydrocarbon Reserves as of January 1, 2007

Original Volume in Place Remaining Hydrocarbon Reserves Remaining Gas Reserves

Oil Gas Oil Equivalent Crude Oil Condensate Plant
Liquids * Equivalent

Dry Gas ** Natural Gas Dry Gas

MMbbl Bcf MMboe MMbbl MMbbl MMbbl MMboe Bcf Bcf

Total (3P) 38,686.4 70,440.7 6,246.3 3,727.9 91.0 948.1 1,479.4 10,456.6 7,687.3

Bellota-Jujo 11,216.0 14,361.9 1,770.8 1,139.9 49.6 236.3 345.0 2,586.0 1,794.2

Cinco Presidentes 6,897.8 6,896.2 424.0 330.5 0.0 39.5 54.0 445.7 281.0

Macuspana 358.4 8,853.2 398.7 83.8 1.2 91.1 222.7 1,432.9 1,153.4

Muspac 6,793.1 24,169.1 814.7 272.5 14.3 210.4 317.5 2,204.4 1,652.1

Samaria-Luna 13,421.2 16,160.3 2,838.1 1,901.2 25.9 370.8 540.2 3,787.7 2,806.6

Proved 36,358.3 66,706.6 4,388.4 2,588.7 78.9 671.6 1,049.2 7,418.4 5,452.9

Bellota-Jujo 10,862.9 13,803.0 1,530.2 974.2 45.6 207.8 302.5 2,275.4 1,573.1

Cinco Presidentes 6,752.3 6,535.4 183.7 143.2 0.0 17.1 23.4 199.9 121.7

Macuspana 209.4 7,768.0 154.9 25.4 1.1 22.7 105.7 616.2 545.0

Muspac 6,600.9 23,519.4 500.1 133.5 10.8 144.7 211.1 1,484.1 1,099.0

Samaria-Luna 11,932.7 15,080.8 2,019.5 1,312.3 21.4 279.4 406.5 2,842.9 2,114.1

Probable 1,406.2 2,711.8 1,229.7 745.3 9.5 184.6 290.3 2,042.2 1,508.2

Bellota-Jujo 308.0 508.8 208.0 149.2 3.4 22.6 32.9 241.2 170.9

Cinco Presidentes 93.4 233.5 112.4 87.1 0.0 10.7 14.7 115.4 76.2

Macuspana 107.1 573.7 150.4 42.0 0.0 37.0 71.4 483.8 371.3

Muspac 168.4 547.3 128.8 44.7 1.7 31.7 50.8 345.6 264.1

Samaria-Luna 729.2 848.5 630.0 422.5 4.4 82.6 120.6 856.0 625.6

2P 37,764.5 69,418.5 5,618.1 3,334.0 88.4 856.2 1,339.5 9,460.6 6,961.1

Bellota-Jujo 11,170.9 14,311.8 1,738.2 1,123.4 49.0 230.4 335.3 2,516.6 1,744.0

Cinco Presidentes 6,845.8 6,768.9 296.2 230.3 0.0 27.8 38.1 315.3 197.9

Macuspana 316.5 8,341.7 305.3 67.4 1.2 59.7 177.1 1,100.0 916.4

Muspac 6,769.3 24,066.7 628.9 178.1 12.5 176.3 261.9 1,829.7 1,363.1

Samaria-Luna 12,661.9 15,929.3 2,649.5 1,734.8 25.7 362.0 527.1 3,698.9 2,739.7

Possible 921.9 1,022.3 628.2 393.9 2.6 91.9 139.9 996.0 726.3

Bellota-Jujo 45.1 50.1 32.6 16.4 0.6 5.9 9.6 69.3 50.2

Cinco Presidentes 52.0 127.3 127.9 100.2 0.0 11.7 16.0 130.4 83.1

Macuspana 41.8 511.5 93.4 16.4 0.0 31.4 45.6 332.9 237.1

Muspac 23.7 102.4 185.8 94.4 1.7 34.1 55.6 374.6 289.0

Samaria-Luna 759.3 231.0 188.6 166.4 0.2 8.8 13.1 88.8 66.9

* Gas liquids from processing plants.
** The liquid obtained supposes a heat value equivalent to the Maya crude oil and an average mixture of the dry gas obtained at Cactus, Ciudad Pemex and Nuevo Pemex GPC.
Note: All the units are expressed at atmospheric conditions and assume 15.6° C and 14.7 lb of pressure per square inch.




